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THERMIONIC EMITTERS* 

By 

L. S. Nergaard 

KCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. J. 

Summary—A vacuum tube is considered as a chemical system under- 
going continuous reaction. It is proposed that the cathode reacts with 
everything in the tube via the gas phase. If the tube contains reducing 
agents in the form of getters or electrodes of reducing metals such as 
titanium, these reducing agents help maintain cathode activity via the 
gas phase. Thus getters not only prevent poisoning but contribute to 
keeping the cathode in the reduced state necessary for emission. 

Introduction 

V ]f "^HE relation between the performance of a thermionic emitter 
and the ambient gases which surround it has long been recog- 
nized. The classic 1913 paper of Langmuir1 is ample evidence 

of early concern with the problem. However, as vacua improved there 
seems to have been a tendency to regard the ambient gas situation as 
in hand. It is true that tubes were, and are, checked for gas current, 
but such measurements are made more as a measure of what resistance 
can be tolerated in the grid circuit without the tube running away than 
as a measure of the probable performance of the cathode in tubes. Of 
course, it has been recognized that certain gases poison a cathode. 
The poisoning effects of oxygen were beautifully demonstrated by 
Becker in the case of the oxide cathode.2 3 It has also been recognized 
that gases released from electrodes and the envelope of a tube under 
electron bombardment poison a cathode. At one stage, poisoning was 
regarded as responsible for most of the peculiarities of behavior of 
the oxide cathode. For example, during the war pulsed emissions of 
50-100 amperes per square centimeter were achieved with oxide cath- 
odes under short-pulse conditions. As pulse lengths were increased, 
the emission current was observed to decay. The decay was widely 

* Manuscript received February 13, 1959. 
11. Langmuir, "The Effect of Space Charge and Residual Gases on 

Thermionic Currents in High Vacuum," Phys. Rev., Vol. 2, p. 11, December, 
1913. 

2 J. O. Becker, "Phenomena in Oxide-Coated Filaments," Phys. Rev., 
Vol. 34, p. 1323, November, 1929. 

3 J. A. Becker and R. W. Sears, "Phenomena in Oxide-Coated Filaments 
II," Phys. Rev., Vol. 38, p. 2193, December 15, 1931. 
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attributed to poisoning and there were some who felt that if poisoning 
could be eliminated, the oxide cathode could deliver 50 amperes per 
square centimeter continuously. There were also skeptics who won- 
dered how a cathode reactivated itself in microseconds under pulse 
conditions when it required a major effort to reactivate a cathode 
poisoned under d-c conditions. 

At about this time, solid-state physics caught the attention of those 
working on the oxide cathode and there followed an intensive study 
of the oxide cathode as an extrinsic semiconductor. The energy-level 
structure of BaO was determined to a degree adequate for a reasonably 
detailed picture of the performance of the oxide cathode, although the 
picture cannot yet be described as complete, or at least not wholly 
satisfactory. Many of the phenomena previously attributed to poison- 
ing found their explanation in the internal behavior of the semicon- 
ducting cathode.4 Thus emphasis on poisoning and other effects of 
ambients declined and almost dropped out of sight. Solid-state physics 
ruled supreme. Of course, there were a few unresolved problems; it 
was not certain that the F-centers studied so thoroughly by Sproull 
and his students were in fact responsible for the emission of the oxide 
cathode.6-7 

To resolve this unanswered question, Matheson, Nergaard, and 
Plumlee undertook to activate an oxide cathode by depositing alkaline- 
earth metals on an oxide cathode using a mass-spectrometer as a 
controllable, pure source of the metals.8 In the course of these experi- 
ments, the entire mass spectrum was scanned to determine the nature 
and extent of the background. It was soon found that the background 
depended strongly on the operating conditions of the cathode which 
was to be the object of study. This again focused attention on the 
role of ambients, and ambients became the subject of a detailed sub- 
sequent investigation.9 

4 For a review of this work up to 1956, see L. S. Nergaard, "Electron 
and Ion Motion in Oxide Cathodes," Halhleiter Probleme HI, F. Vieweg and 
Sohn, Brounschweig, Germany. 

5 W. C. Dash, "Optical Absorption and Photoconduction in the Visible 
and Near Infra Red in Single Crystals of BaO," Phys. Rev., Vol. 92, p. 68, 
October 1, 1953. 

6 R. L. Sproull, R. S. Bever, and H. Liebowitz, "Oxygen Vacancies in 
Barium Oxide," Phys. Rev., Vol. 92, p. 77, October 1, 1953. 

7 Cornells Timmer, "The Density of Color Centers in Barium Oxide 
as a Function of the Vapor Pressure of Barium," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 
28, p. 495, April, 1957. 

8 R, M. Matheson, L. S. Nergaard and R. H. Plumlee, "Activation of 
an Oxide Cathode by Deposition of Alkaline Earth Metals via a Mass 
Spectrometer," RCA Review, Vol. 18, p. 388, September, 1957. 

9 R. H. Plumlee, "Electrolytic Transport Phenomena in the Oxide 
Cathode," RCA Review, Vol. 17, p. 190, June, 1956. 
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The specific results of this investigation are important and they 
will be used now and again to illustrate particular points in the sub- 
sequent discussion. More important than the specific results, however, 
is the general outcome of the investigation, namely, the realization 
that a vacuum tube as a whole constitutes a chemical system, all com- 
ponents of which react with one another so that the performance of 
each electrode is tempered by the presence of the others. 

It is the purpose of this paper to set forth the view that a vacuum 
tube is an entity and not a collection of independent electrodes housed 
in a common envelope, that a tube is a complex chemical system, all 
components of which are in continuous reaction with one another, and 
to point out some of the consequences of this view as regards the 
performance of thermionic emitters. 

A Thermionic Emitter as a Reducing Agent 

If a vacuum tube is to be considered as a chemical system under- 
going reaction, it is necessary to have some measure of the reactivity 
of the reactants. The chemical activity is such a measure. Before 
defining the chemical activity, it is necessary to define reducing and 
oxidizing agents. Pauling has provided very simple definitions. He 
states that, "An atom, molecule or ion which takes up electrons is 
called an oxidizing agent and one which liberates electrons is called 
a reducing agent" and "Oxidation is the removal of electrons from 
an atom or group of atoms. Reduction is the addition of electrons to 
an atom or group of atoms."10 Thus it is apparent that a thermionic 
emitter is a reducing agent and the emission of electrons is an oxida- 
tion process.11 

To come to grips with the definition of chemical activity which 
measures the "strength" of a reducing or oxidizing agent, consider a 
reaction between an oxidizing agent, A, and a reducing agent, B, in 
which a molecules of A and b molecules of B react to give c molecules 
of C and d molecules of D. Then the reaction is written 

aA + bB ^ cC + dD. 

The mass action law states that when the reaction has reached 
equilibrium 

10 Linus Pauling, General Chemistry, W. H. Freeman and Co., San 
Francisco, 1947. 

11 R. H. Plumlee, "The Electron Donor Centers in the Oxide Cathode," 
RCA Review, Vol. 17, p. 231, June, 1956. 
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[A]" [B]" 
 = K, 
[C]c [D]" 

where the bracketed quantities are the chemical activities and K is 
the equilibrium constant. The chemical activities are usually defined 
with respect to the jras phase, i.e., 

"a 
aA ee [A] =- , 

No 

where nA is the concentration in the gas phase and Nc is the "density 
of states" now in the gas phase; 

f 2iTmkT\ 3/2 

w-=2(—) ' 

Thus the activities are proportional to the partial pressures. The 
equilibrium constant is given by 

K = 

where \H is the heat of reaction. 
In the thermionic emitter, the reactant of interest is the electron. 

Then density of electrons in the vapor phase is 

n = Nce-e'l>'"cT, 

where </) is the Fermi energy measured with respect to the vacuum 
level, i.e., the work function. Hence, the chemical activity of the 
electrons is 

n 
ae = = e-(Wfcr. 

Nc 

The thermionic emission of the cathode, then, is proportional to the 
activity of the electrons. This is obvious when the emission current 
is written out explicitly; 

1 
j = — nev 

4 

1 
— — Ncevae — AT-ae, 

4 
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in which 

v = the mean thermal velocity,' 

A = the familiar emission constant 

= 120 amp cm-2 (0K)-2. 

It is now apparent that anything that reduces the work function 
and increases the emission increases the chemical activity in propor- 
tion. It follows that the more active a cathode, the more easily it is 
poisoned (oxidized) by oxidizing agents. 

Cathode Evaporation 

There is a general feeling that a cathode should evaporate electrons 
copiously and should evaporate no other of its constituents. There is 
a certain logic in this because evaporation dissipates the cathode and 
some cathode constituents evaporate, condense on other electrodes and 
become the source of poisoning reactants under electron bombardment. 
However, the picture is not all black because, as will be pointed out 
subsequently, the evaporation of at least one constituent of the oxide 
cathode enhances the emission. 

Whatever the consequences of evaporation, it exists and deserves 
a brief scrutiny. To this end, consider a constituent A(r?) of the 
gaseous ambient with a concentration wA and a constituent B (s) of 
the solid with a concentration N (s) which react to form a solid 
product of concentration n(s). The reactant B(s) may be an atom, 
molecule or just an interstitial site in the solid which is "consumed" 
when AB (s) is formed. In any event, the reaction is 

A (g) + B (s) ?± AB (s) 

and the equilibrium equation is 

[A (g) ] [B (s) ] =K \AB (s) ], 

or 

N,. 
n(g) =n(s)  e-AH/kTt 

N{s) 
where 

AH = the heat of sublimation of A. 

The equilibrium equation says that any constituent of a cathode also 

' The mean thermal velocity normal to the emitting surface is % v. 
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appears in the gas phase. Conversely, it says that to maintain any 
constituent in the solid there must be an appropriate partial pressure 
of the constituent in the gas phase. If the heat of sublimation is high, 
the partial pressure required may be very low indeed, but it remains 
finite as long as the heat of sublimation is finite. 

This consideration has brought about an embarrassing situation. 
For about 30 years, the activity of the oxide cathode has been ascribed 
to excess barium. This thesis received a rude shock when Timmer; 

measured the excess barium content of barium oxide as a function of 
the partial pressure of Ba over the BaO. He found that a partial 
pressure of Ba in excess of 10-6 mm Hg was required to support the 
concentration of excess Ba required for an active cathode. Hence, if 
excess Ba were responsible for the activity of an oxide cathode, the 
cathode should become inoperable in a tube pumped to lO-7 mm of 
Hg or better. This dilemma is not finally resolved, but a possible way 
out will be touched upon later. It must be remembered that an excess 
of one constituent of the host crystal is not the only way to raise the 
Fermi level and achieve a reduced state; arsenic will raise the Fermi 
level in germanium. 

So far only equilibria have been considered. Under equilibrium 
conditions as much of a constituent returns to the host via thermal 
deposition as evaporates so the net rate of evaporation is zero. The 
equilibrium picture is unrealistic — a vacuum tube is not a system in 
thermodynamic equilibrium; the system is not all at one temperature 
nor have all reactions run to completion. However, the fact that a 
tube will maintain its characteristics over thousands of hours is ample 
evidence that the system is in a state of dynamic equilibrium. The 
fact that the system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium in no way 
vitiates the notion that all electrodes communicate with one another 
via the gas phase, it merely alters the balance between reactants and 
products. 

A striking example of the interaction between elements of a tube 
has been noted by R. M. Matheson.12 The data pertain to a twin triode 
which had been operated in a power supply voltage regulator for some 
years. In the course of this use it had developed a high interface 
resistance, of the order of 400 ohms. To determine if there was any 
interaction between triode units, triode Unit I was operated at 1.5 
milliamperes until the cathode resistance became stable, with zero 
plate current in Unit II. Then, plate voltage was applied to the 
second unit for a period of 8 minutes. During this interval, the plate 
current in Unit II rose from 16 to 22 milliamperes, indicating that 

12 Private communication. 
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it was being activated by drawing current. During the interval, the 
contact potential and cathode resistance of Unit I were monitored in 
a cathode resistance bridge. The results are shown in Figure 1. It 
will be noted that the cathode resistance of Unit I increased about 
15 per cent and that the contact potential dropped about 0.2 volt, both 
indicating poisoning. When the plate voltage on Unit II was turned 
off, the contact potential and cathode resistance of Unit I drifted 
towards their initial values. Because this particular tube was a tube 
discarded for failure, the behavior is extreme. However, the differ- 
ence between a good tube and a bad tube is only one of degree, so 

Pig. 1—The effect on the contact potential and cathode resistance of one 
unit of a twin triode which had failed when current was drawn in the 

second unit (after Matheson). 

the bad tube just makes the interaction between electrodes more ap- 
parent. 

Before proceeding to the means, obvious and less obvious, used to 
maintain an emitter in a reduced state in the face of inevitable 
oxidizing ambients, it is of interest to examine the dynamic equi- 
librium of a particular component of the ambient over an oxide cathode 
when energy is supplied to the system from an external source. A 
case in point is the behavior of the partial pressure of CO2 as meas- 
ured by Plumlee, who used a mass spectrometer to measure the con- 
stitution and partial pressures of the ambient gases in a diode.9 
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TIME IN MINUTES 
Fig-. 2—The evolution of carbon dioxide from an oxide-coated cathode in 
a diode as a function of time, with anode voltage as a parameter (after 

Plumlee). 
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Fig. 3—Cathode-vacuum interface. 
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Figure 2 shows the behavior of the CO2 peak when anode voltage was 
applied to the diode. The partial pressure rose to a new equilibrium 
value and returned to the original value when the voltage was removed. 
It will be noted that the equilibrium value reached with voltage on 
increased as the voltage was increased but in every case returned to 
the initial value when anode voltage was removed. It appears that 
adding electrical energy to the system changes the balance between 
the solid and gas phases of CO-,- 

The result may be described in physical terms as follows: Consider 
the interface between the cathode and vacuum as shown in Figure 3a. 
COo evaporates into the vacuum in proportion to its concentration at 
the surface. CO2 is restored to the surface by thermal deposition, in 
proportion to its concentration in the gas phase. If no CO2 is removed 
from the vapor phase by pumping or gettering, the rate of deposition 
equals the rate of evaporation. However, if CO2 is removed from the 
gas phase by pumping or gettering as in Figure 3b, there is a net 
rate of evaporation and the surface concentration drops. As the sur- 
face concentration drops, diffusion from the bulk material starts and 
replenishes the surface and when equilibrium is reached, the diffusion 
current just balances the rate of removal by pumping or gettering. 
However, the vapor-phase density is lowered by the pumping or get- 
tering. If, in addition, a field is applied, as in Figure 3c, the surface 
concentration is increased by electrolysis, the vapor phase density in- 
creases and so does the thermal deposition and removal by gettering. 
When equilibrium is reached so that the sum of the diffusion and 
electrolytic currents just equals the rate of removal by gettering or 
pumping, the concentration in the vapor phase is higher than in the 
case of Figure 3b. A detailed computation based on this model shows 
that the partial pressure should rise roughly in proportion to the 
voltage for low voltages and then should tend to saturate. 

It is noted in passing that Plumlee found that Oo and H2 behaved 
in the manner of CO2 but that H.O showed the inverse behavior. This 
combination of behavior is discussed later. 

Reducing Potential 

Because the ambient gases in a vacuum tube are in part oxidizing, 
some provision must be made to keep a cathode in the reduced state. 
This is done by providing a source of reducing potential. As noted 
earlier, the system is not in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, but 
in a state of dynamic equilibrium. Hence the hot cathode tends to 
evaporate reducing constituents to cooler electrodes where they are less 
effective in maintaining cathode activity. To keep the cathode active. 
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therefore, reducing potential must be supplied to the cathode con- 
tinuously. Thus all useful cathodes are in a sense dispenser cathodes.13 

In the case of pure metallic cathodes such as tungsten filaments, 
the metal provides its own reducing potential. It reduces thoria to 
produce thorium; the thorium diffuses to the surface at a rate which 
just matches the loss by evaporation at the normal operating tempera- 
ture and thus maintains the surface in a reduced state. 

Hull's dispenser cathode and the L-cathode are familiar cathodes 
in which reducing potential is dispensed from reservoirs to maintain 
a high degree of activity for extended periods.1416 

In the case of the ordinary oxide cathode, it is now recognized that 
"impurities" in the base metal constitute an important source of 
reducing potential.17-21 Many of the impurities in the base metal are 
reducing agents, including iron, manganese, magnesium, titanium, 
silicon and carbon. As is well known, all are not undisguised blessings. 
Silicon is a very strong reducing agent but is responsible for the 
barium-orthosilicate interface layer which has been the source of so 
much difficulty. Hence it is now kept at a very low concentration in 
cathode base metals. Studies of the diffusion rates and reactivities 
of various reducing additives to nickel are under way and in the course 
of time base metals will be "tailored" to meet specific requirements of 
activity and life. 

While reducing additives dispensed by the base metal are useful 
in effecting the initial reduction of the oxide during activation and in 

13 L. S. Nergaard, "The Physics of the Cathode," RCA Review, Vol. 
18, p. 486, December, 1957. 

14 A. W. Hull, "The Dispenser Cathode," Phys. Rev., Vol. 56, p. 86, 
July, 1939. 

10 E. S. Rittner, R. H. Ablert and W. C. Rutledge, "Studies of the 
Mechanism of Operation of the L-Cathode I," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 28, 
p. 156, February, 1957. 

16 W. C. Rutledge and E. S. Rittner, "Studies of the Mechanism of 
Operation of the L-Cathode II," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 28, p. 167, Feb- 
ruary, 1957. 

17 H. E. Kern and R. T. Lynch, "Initial Emission and Life of a Planar- 
Type Diode as Related to the Effective Reducing Agent Content of the 
Cathode Nickel," Phys. Rev., Vol. 82, p. 574, May, 1951. 

18 E. S. Rittner, "A Theoretical Study of the Chemistry of the Oxide 
Cathode," Philips Research Reports, Vol. 8, p. 184, June, 1953. 

19 R. W. Peterson, "Activation Diffusion and Thermionic Emission in 
Oxide Coated Cathodes," Phys. Rev., Vol. 99, p. 1651, September, 1955. 

20 J. J. Lander, H. E, Kern and A. L. Black, "The Solubility and 
Diffusion Coefficient of Carbon in Nickel," Phys. Rev., Vol. 85, p. 389, 
January, 1952. 

21 R. W. Peterson, D. E. Anderson, and W. G. Shepherd, "Influences of 
the Cathode Base on the Chemical Activation of Oxide Cathodes," Jour. 
Appl. Phys., Vol. 28, p. 22, January, 1957. 
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maintaining activity during life, they are not necessary, either to 
activate or to maintain activity. This was strikingly demonstrated by 
Moore and Allison who achieved active cathodes supported on mag- 
nesium oxide.22 The mechanism by which this can occur was first noted 
by J. A. Becker, later by Plumlee and Smith and was studied in some 
detail by Plumlee.2'9-23 In the discussion of the field-dependent evapo- 
ration of CO2 it was noted that O2 also displays a field-dependent 

1.4 

1.2 

1 10 

O 

m 0.8 0. Z < 
- 0.6 
o~ 

< 0.4 

0.2 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
Ep IN VOLTS 

Fig. 4—The evolution of oxygen from an oxide-coated cathode in a diode 
as a function of anode voltage, with the state of activity of the cathode 
as a parameter (after Plumlee). The inset shows the slope of the curves 
(s) in amperes volt—1 X 1013, the activity in terms of the anode current 
(Ic) in millianiperes at 11.3 volts anode voltage and the product of s and L. 
A constant product indicates a rate of evolution inversely proportional to 

the activity. 

evaporation rate. This is shown in Figure 4. With the cathode in a 
relatively inactive state, the dependence of oxygen evolution on anode 
voltage is as shown by the upper curve. The transient behavior is 
similar to the CO2 case shown in Figure 2. If the anode is held at 
a fixed voltage, say 8 volts, the cathode activates and at the same time 
the rate of On evolution drops to a lower rate as indicated by the 
dotted line. The dependence on voltage is then as shown by the middle 
curve. Further activation by operation at a fixed voltage results in 

22 G. E. Moore and H. W. Allison, "Emission of Oxide Cathodes Sup- 
ported on a Ceramic," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 27, p. 1316, November, 1956. 

23 R. H. Plumlee and L. P. Smith, "Mass Spectrometric Study of 
Solids I. Preliminary Study of Sublimation Characteristics of Oxide 
Cathode Materials," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 21, p. 811, August, 1950. 
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curves of lower and lower slope until at high activities, the change in 
02 pressure may become imperceptible. For the curves of Figure 4, 
the rate of evolution of Oa is inversely proportional (approximately) 
to the activity of the cathode as may be seen by multiplying the slope 
of each curve by the corresponding electron current (measured with 
11.3 volts on the anode) which serves as a measure of the activity. 
As noted earlier, the transient behavior is the same as for the case 
of CO2 and the explanation is the same. Whereas, the role of CO2 in 
an oxide cathode is uncertain, it is clear that the removal of oxygen 
is a reduction process which activates the cathode. In this case, the 
source which supplies the anode power is the source of reducing 
potential. 

It was noted earlier in this section that a cathode can evaporate 
reducing constituents to cooler electrodes "where they are less effec- 
tive in maintaining cathode activity." It is now clear, not only that 
they can, but how they do maintain activity. To be specific, consider 
reduction by elimination of 02 from the cathode via the gas phase. As 
was noted in consideration of the CO2 behavior, pumping or gettering 
reduces the partial pressure of the ambient over the surface and re- 
duces the net concentration within the cathode. Thus any material 
which removes O2 from the gas phase also reduces the concentration 
of O2 in the cathode, i.e., it chemically reduces the oxide and enhances 
the emission. Thus the concept of a getter serving to prevent poison- 
ing is incomplete. It does more than prevent poisoning, it produces 
and maintains cathode activity. 

It is now clear why getters have been so useful and why titanium, 
with its high reducing power, is finding favor as a material for grids 
and anodes. 

Can an Oxide Cathode Exist in a Vacuum? 

The interesting question of whether or not an oxide cathode can 
exist in a vacuum was posed by Plumlee as a result of the following 
considerations, most of which have been discussed above:9 

1. Timmer's measurements of the Ba partial pressure required to 
maintain excess Ba in a cathode and its implications with respect to 
cathode activity. 

2. The voltage dependence of the evaporation of O2. 

3. The voltage dependence of the evaporation of H2. 
4. The voltage dependence of the evaporation of H2O. This has 

not been discussed and needs little discussion at this point. The be- 
havior is as shown in Figure 5. It will be noted that the oxide "soaks 
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up" water with field applied and releases it when the field is reversed. 
The usual reaction of water with BaO is 

BaO + H20 Ba(OH)2. 

However, items 2, 3, and 4 above, together with other cogent con- 
siderations, suggested to Plumlee that at very low water concentrations 
another reaction is posisble: 

BaO + FLO ], Ba(OH-e) +1/2 Hot+1/2 0, f. 

20.2 

~ 20.1 O 
fO 

^ 20.0 
<t 
z 

q: tr. z> 0 

1 l9-8 

o eg X 
19.7 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

TIME IN SECONDS 

Pig. 5—The rate of evolution of oxygen from an oxide-coated cathode in 
a diode as a function of time when anode voltage is applied and removed 

(after Plumlee). 

According to this reaction, when water is absorbed, hydrogen and 
oxygen are released and a new kind of hydroxyl ion forms.11 This 
hydroxyl ion has an extra electron to charge balance the product and 
Plumlee suggested that the extra electron is in fact responsible for 
the activity of the cathode. Note that the reaction makes the behaviors 
of H2, 02 and H20 as observed with the mass spectrometer, inter- 
dependent. It would have been elegant indeed if it had been possible 
to establish quantitative relations between the partial pressures of 
H20, H2 and O2 to check the reaction. However, to calibrate a spec- 
trometer for such an experiment would have been a formidable task, 
considering the mass discrimination of the spectrometer and the 
different ionization cross-sections of the molecules involved. 
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The presence of the hydroxyl ion might also be verified by pre- 
paring an oxide cathode of Ba 138 and O10, activating the cathode, and 
then looking for the hydrogen ion by a proton resonance measure- 
ment. This experiment has yet to be performed. Certainly some 
definitive experiment should be performed to prove or disprove the 
existence of this ion and its role in the oxide cathode if it exists. 

If the hydroxyl ion is in fact the active electron donor which pro- 
duces the reduced state required for electron emission, an active 
cathode cannot exist without a small partial pressure of water (Plumlee 
calculates the required partial pressure to be about lO-11 mm Hg.). 
Hence, an active oxide cathode cannot exist in a true vacuum if Plum- 
lee's hypothesis is correct. 

While the question of whether a cathode can exist in a vacuum 
may be amusing, it is purely academic. Thermodynamics makes it 
certain that a gas phase will exist and, in view of the arguments set 
forth above regarding reducing agents which maintain cathode ac- 
tivity via the gas phase, a perfect vacuum would not be desirable if 
it were possible. 
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Summory—The operation of coTiventional two-teTmiyicil paravietric am- 
plifiers is usually handicapped by the interaction between input and output. 
The difficulty can be eliminated by constructing a four-terminal parametric 
amplifier which consists of three cascaded stages, a converter, an amplifier, 
and a modulator, each involving a nonlinear reactance as the interacting 
element. The input can thus be separated from the output through the 
frequency conversion among the stages so that no circulators or isolators 
are needed. The amplifier can be pumped by a lower-frequency pump. 
Analysis shows that the bandwidth and noise factor of the amplifier can 
be optimized by independently adjusting the characteristic of the three 
cascaded stages. The analytical results have been verified by an expert- 
mental four-terminal amplifier which operates at a signal frequency of 
214 megacycles with an optimized noise factor of 2.5 decibels. 

N A EE CENT paper1 a ferromagnetic amplifier was proposed in 
which the pump frequency is lower than that of the microwave 
signal frequency. The scheme involves the use of two idling 

circuits and one pump. It thus differs from another amplifiei scheme, 
also using lower-frequency pumping, which contains only one idling 
circuit and one or two pumps.2 The difference between these two 
schemes lies in the order of nonlinearity with which the amplifiei 
works. Essentially, the former requires a quadratic order in the react- 
ance sample, while the latter uses a cubic order. 

The present paper puts forward a four-terminal parametric ampli- 
fier which also uses a lower-frequency pump, and consists of three 
cascaded stages; (1) a converter which converts the incoming high- 
frequency signal into a low-frequency ''idling signal, (2) an amplifiei 
which amplifies the idling signal, and (3) a modulator to convert back 
the idling signal to an amplified incoming signal. All three stages are 

* Manuscript received January 26, 1959. 
1 0 L Hogan, R. L. Jepen and P. H. Vartanian, "New Type of Ferro- 

magnetic Amplifier," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 29, p. 422, March, 1958. 
2 S Bloom and K. K. N. Chang, "Parametric Amplification Using 

Lower-Frequency Pumping," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 29, p. 594, March, 1958. 
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pumped by a common pump, the frequency of which is lower than that 
of the signal. Although the method employed here has some resem- 
blance to that proposed by Hogan et al,1 there is one striking difference. 

In the Hogan—Jepson-Vartanian amplifier, regeneration is em- 
ployed in the signal circuit so that the amplifier, like ordinary lumped- 
circuit parametric amplifiers,3 has common input and output terminals. 
In such two-terminal amplifier networks, circulators or isolators have 
to be used for low-noise amplification. The amplifier discussed in the 
present paper, however, has an internal isolation between the input 
circuit and the output circuit. The isolation results from the amplifier 
stage operating at a frequency different from the signal frequency; 
this makes possible the use of distinct and separate input and output 

i n m 

PUMP 

FIG. I 

Fig. 1—Four-terminal parametric amplifier. 

terminals. Therefore, no additional circulators or isolators are needed 
in the operation of the present amplifier. 

Amplifier Scheme 

Consider a four-terminal amplifier system (Figure 1) which con- 
sists of three cascaded stages (I, II, III). Each stage involves a 
nonlinear reactance. An input signal at an angular frequency is 
applied to the input terminals. The signal frequency is then converted 
into an idling frequency, u>d, through nonlinear interaction by a local 
source at an angular frequency ^ which is lower than u>Q. The idling 
signal is then amplified in stage II by the same local source used as 

3 M. T. Weiss, "A Solid-State Microwave Amplifier and Oscillator 
Using Perrites," Phys. Rev., Vol. 107, p. 317, July, 1957. 
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the pump. The pump frequency may be multiplied through a multi- 
plier (shown by a dotted box) to yield an effective pump frequency 
of Woip. In either case (pump frequency of or w<op), the amplified 
idling signal is finally combined with the pump at stage III to form 
an output at the original signal frequency. 

Assume that the nonlinear reactances in all stages are inductive 
and have a quadratic relation between the flux leakage (</>) through 
these reactances and the current (i), i.e., 

$ = LqI — £i2, (1) 

where L0 is the linear inductance and X' is the nonlinearity coefficient. 
The general voltage-current equations for the signal circuit, the 

pump circuit, and the idling circuit which were derived in a previous 
paper,4 are then, in stage (I), 

Vdl — IrlI1 J">d'CIpl 

V ql = IqlZql jtoq-CIplIdh (2) 

^1 fpl^pl K-CV A/1 ? 

in stage II, 

^'<l'l ^d2^d2 s2 ^v~' 

VS2 = h-lZfl — p-Jdl > (3) 

Vp2 Ip'2^p2 ' j^p^f dlS^s'2t 

and in stage III, 

Vd3 = Ida^ds jMdClp:i I(l:t, 

V'/'.i Iq'A^q?. f p'.'J d'.\' (4) 

IpS^pS ' d3 * 

where «„ = Wp — and Z's are the total impedances in the corre- 
sponding circuit. 

Circuit Analysis 

To analyze the amplifier shown in Figure 1, consider the idling 
circuit which links the three stages. Due to the production of a new 
voltage and a new impedance in the idling circuit during nonlinear 

4 S. Bloom and K. K. N. Chang, "Theory of Parametric Amplification 
Using Nonlinear Reactances," RCA Review, Vol. XVIII, p. 578, December, 
1957. 
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interaction in each stage, the equivalent idling circuit is shown as in 
Figure 2. 

In the equivalent circuit, VM' is the self voltage source, if any, in 
the idling circuit (for example, the noise source when the noise factor 
is computed), and Z^' is the self circuit impedance. Vdl', V^', V^' 
and Zdl', Zd2', Zd3' are, respectively, the voltages and the impedances 
which are produced by nonlinear interaction in each corresponding 
stage. These voltages and impedances can be computed as follows. 

From Equations (2), IQl and lpl* can be expressed in terms of ldl; 

VqlZpl + i-C^qVpJdl 
Ir/l=   , (5) 

ZplZql + £2(i>po>qIdl
2 

Vpl*Zql'-Uo>pVtl*Idl 

I pi — • (6) 
Zpl'Zql' + J[i2u>pt0gldl

2 

©vd; 

Z(Jo 

Fig. 2—Equivalent circuit of the amplifier stage. 

The product of Equations (5) and (6) in the idling circuit of Equa- 
tions (2) gives rise to a new voltage Vin' and a new impedance Zdl' 

Vpl'Vql 

Vdl''—> (7) 
ZP1'ZV1 

—VpZp! | ^91 | 2 + 0>9Ztl' I y,,! 1 2 
Zdl'—Jj^'Od > (8) 

\ZpiZqi\
2 

•Q2'£'P
,"qIdl~- C9) 

assuming 
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The assumption (9) is necessary in order for linear amplification, as 
can be shown in the derivation of Equations (7) and (8). This as- 
sumption is quite justified in view of the fact that /sl, being the idling 
current, is a small quantity. 

By the same derivation, the other new voltages and impedances are 

y nV 
Vai' = U^ 9 ' , (10) 

ZP.ZS2' 

^3%3 
vd3' = , (11) 

Z^Za3 

Za-; = I Vs21 ^Zp2* - Us I Vp21 ^,2) /1 Zp2Zs212, (12) 

Zds' = "d-C2 (—I ^93 I 2Zp3 + | Vp3 i ZZq3') /1 Zv?lZqZ | (13) 

Using these idling voltages and impedances, Equations (4) can be 
rewritten as 

Vd' = Id'Zd', 

V 53 = IqaZqa i">q-C^p3^d> (14) 

^3 = IpsZpz i">p£liSId'S 

where 

Vd'=vdt}' + Vd]' +Vi2'+Vd3' (15) 

Zd = Z,ui + Zdl' + Zd2 + Zd3'. (16) 

The output signal current, 1^, can be thus computed from Equations 
(14) ; 

^93 + j Cwq ' 
7u,.Zd' 

1,3=  • (17) 
Zq3 

In Equations (10), (11), (12), (13), and (15), Vs2, VqS, and Vd0 are 
equal to zero when amplification on the incoming signal is considered 
since there are no signal inputs at those corresponding frequencies. 
These voltages, however, would have nonvanishing values when the 
noise factor of the amplifier is calculated, as discussed later. 
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By dropping out Vi0, Vs2, 7,3, the output signal current becomes 

~-C2 <*q<"d Vvi'Vqi VvS 

Zpl %p-jZqlZ,,3%M 1 + 
zn,z ql'JdO 

v Vl ■Clu>dMs 

Zs2 

Vp2 

Z„o 
+ 

=C2<ud">3 Vps 1 

ZqS^dO Zps 1 T 
(18) 

In Equation (18), a distortion term involving | V9i|
2 has been ignored 

since it is relatively small. 
At resonance, which is defined as a condition when all reactances 

are equal to zero. Equation (18) becomes 

-V. 
/,a=- 

al 

R <13 

ti. q3 V«y 

Rqi 1 + a — /? + y 

where 

'Q d (J 

RqlRdO 

■C2wdQ>S 

^S2^d0 

■C'^d^q 

R.,Rd0 

R pi 

K. 

Vp3_ 

Rps 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Here R's are circuit pure resistances. It is interesting to note that 
the output signal current. Equation (19), is closely analogous to that 
in a pentode amplifier. The output current is 180° out of phase with 
respect to the input voltage VQl; it is a typical characteristic of a 
four-terminal amplifier. The equivalent amplification factor (^) of 
the present amplifier is 

ll = A / 
Ql 

V<*y 

R. 1 + a — P + y 
(23) 

In the case of vacuum tubes, fx in general depends only upon the geom- 
etry of the tube elements. The equivalent /x defined here, however, is 
determined by the voltages of the pump. As revealed by Equations 
(23) and (21), the higher the pump voltage of the second stage, the 
larger the value of /i. A simple equivalent circuit for the amplifier 
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is shown in Figure 3. The amplifier is characterized by four terminals. 

Power Gain 

The available power gain is 

Power output | /(i3 [2 Rl 
G = 

Max. Power input | Vql \2/ARg 

ARlR,, \.-C2u>du>qV plV ps] 2 

I Z/1 

On resonance, the gain has its maximum value; 

ay 
G„ = 4 

RlRg 

RqiRqX (l+« —^ + 7)2 

(24) 

(25) 

"Rl 
|rl 

Pig. 3—Equivalent circuit of the four-terminal parametric amplifier. 

The necessary condition for achieving an amplifier ((?„>!) is 

ARiR,, 
/?>l + a + y — a /   « y- 

RqlRq* 
(26) 

Since /3 is a parameter proportional to the pumping power according 
to Equation (21), Expression (26) gives the threshold of pumping 
power for amplification. 

In Equation (25) there are many ways to design the gain function 
by independently choosing the voltage parameters (a, /?, y). From the 
point of view of stability, the gain should vary slowly with any of 
these voltages. One convenient way to achieve a slowly varying gain 
function is to make a, (3, y related to each other as follows: 
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P 
— = = constant, (27) 

Y 
— = ka — constant. 
a 

It follows then that 

where 

Go= . (28) 
(l-«')2 

Rql RqU (k-2 k3 —-l)-2 

G0' = G0~ 
4RrR„ k, 

a = (k.i — k-j — 1) it. 

Equation (28) is a normalized gain expression. It is different from 
the conventional expression which can be written4 

Go" = . (29) 
(1-a")2 

The slope of the gain versus a in Equation (28) is apparently smaller 
than that in Equation (29) for a' or a" less than unity. Therefore, the 
present gain function varies more slowly than the conventional one. 

Another method of achieving a stable gain is to make 1/a much 
smaller than 1 — fc2 + k^. By doing this the gain, Equation (25), can 
be made constant even though the pumping source is subject to a 
considerable amount of fluctuation, provided that the voltage param- 
eters (a, /?, y) are derived from one single source, and relations (27) 
are always maintained. To make 1/a small is also compatible with 
the requh-ement for a low noise factor as will be seen in the computa- 
tion of the noise factor. 

Bandwidth 

The half-power frequencies which define the bandwidth are the 
roots of G(m) = G0/2, G(o>) being given by Equation (24), or 

^32\/ X,!2 \ / X/2 + X/* 

where Z's and R's are respectively the reactances and resistances of 
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the corresponding Z'&. At resonance, Zd' is a pure resistance which is 
denoted by Rd'. Since the pump is assumed to be maintained at a con- 
stant frequency, its self-reactances in all the pump circuits are equal 
to zero. 

Suppose the half-power frequencies are near the signal resonant 
frequency, <u9, so that the ratio of the reactance to the resistance can 
be approximated by 

A* 2 (<«   U)„) 
^nl> 

R. 91 
(31) 

A, q* 

Rg3 

2 (w — U>Q) 
Qri^t 132) 

—2(<j 

Rs'. 

X,, 2 (a) — wf/) 

Qs* 

QdO- 

(33) 

(34) 

In Equations (31)-(34), Q's are the circuit Q's. From Equations (8), 
(12), (13), and (16), it follows that 

\Z/\-_ Rd'- + Xg'2 

R.r- a/2 

1 

(1 + a — P + y)2 

+ 
R„ 

(35) 

By making use of the gain expression (25), Equation (35) can be 
written 
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X, 
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The percentage of full bandwidth, B, is defined 

2 (O) 
B = . 

U),, 

Equation (30) then becomes 

2 — (1+B-Q,l3*) (1+B'Q^) ^ G0[ 
R"lR":,X 1 

4/v, A>,, / ay 

p 
1 + 

l+B2Q9l
2 

1+B-'Q73
2 

+ B-Qd 
md 

P 

a Qf/l ""(i 

l-(-.B-Q,/]
2 Q,;o o)9 

"V; .q,,2 "'rf 

l+Z?2Q,o2 
1+B-Q„32 

Qd 

(36) 

(37) 

Equation (37) is very involved and difficult to solve for B. However, 
the solution can be readily attained if the ratios in Equations (31) to 
(34) are assumed to be small compared with unity. The assumption 
is purely a trial step. Fortunately, these ratios are known to be small 
from a rigorous computation for parametric amplifiers2 of the same 
nature. Furthermore, it can be shown that the solution obtained is 
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consistent with the original assumption. Nevertheless, it should be 
pointed out that these ratios of reactances to resistances in the present 
active resonant circuit should not be confused with the reactance-to- 
resistance ratio in a passive resonant circuit. The reactance-to-resist- 
ance ratio in a passive resonant circuit for the half-power frequencies 
is unity. 

With the above assumption, Equation (37) becomes 

2 = (1 + B2Qg3
2) (1 + B-'Q,,2) ( 1 + .B-Q(i0

2 — G0' ) . (38) 
•"rf2 

where G()' is the effective gain and is 

Go' = G0- 

r i o>d Qql p 

3 1_ a oiq Q(M a 

P uid Qs2 7 l'>d QqX 

">s QrfO QiH) _ 

4 RiR,, 

1 "'d Qql P "'d Qs2 y u''d Qi/Z 

_ OC Mq Qm a Qm a mQ Qll0 _ 

1 
■+ 1 

P y 
—+ — 
a a 

(39) 

To be compatible with the original assumption that the bandwidth-Q 
product is small compared with unity. Equation (38) can be satisfied 
only when G0' is large compared with unity. 

Accordingly, for large gains and small ratios of reactances to resist- 
ances, Equation (38) reduces to 

4«,«„ 

bvg:>= 

1 U>d 

(40) 
i "'a Qi/t P a>d QK2 <"(( Qq-i 

Ka Uiq Qrf0 a U)1( Q,/(, <Bf; Q,;o a/ 

In the case of QqX — Q(/3 « Qd0 « Qg2, Equation (40) becomes 

B VG0 = - 
i)g Vya ^ARlR,, 

(41) 
Qs2 P R 9l 
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This gain-bandwidth expression, being inversely proportional to the 
idling circuit Q in the amplifier stage, is quite analogous to that for 
the conventional parametric amplifier4 involving only one stage. 

Noise Factor 

The noise voltages which appear in the three stages are 

| Vql 12 = 4fcA/ (RgT0 + RJ); R,, + R1= RvU 

| Vq312 = 4kAfRQ3T, (42) 

| ys212 = 4kAfRs„T, 

I VdQ |2 = 4kAfRd0T. 

In Equations (42), the internal resistance of the signal generator, Rg, 
is at the reference temperature, T0, and the amplifier resistances R1, 
Rs2> Rao and Rqa are at the ambient temperature, T. The noise voltages 
in the pump circuits have been ignored since the pump voltages are 
assumed to be always much larger than any noise voltage. 

These noise voltages, according to Equation (17) will give rise to 
a noise output which is equal to 

l^3l2+ (|F,fn|
2+ |y,n|

2+ | Vd212 + |F(,3|
2)- 

Rp-.i'R,:' 
= TqX'Rr, =  

R^- 
£2^ 2 2 

IM2+ (|^o|2+ |y,il|
2+ I Vdz\2) ——— 

RP*- 

RqS2/ R I, 

(Rf,R^RqXRq,)
2 

G0   . (43) 

Hence, by Equations (7)-(13), the noise factor, F, is 

N0 1 

kT^Af G0 
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l^i I2 

AkT0 RgAf 

ARjR, |V 93 I 

- 
p3 

Pi 

_GnR(l-.i
2 |^9i |" 

I " 

+ 1 + 
l^2|

2 

1^1 I2 

l^ol2 

l^l2 « 
- + 

91 

RPx2Rqr 

Rpi~ 

Rs-
2 

R 91 

.tfp-r. 

q'A 1P3 1^1 I 2 ^WI^il2J 
(44) 

By making use of Equations (42) and (20)-(22), the ultimate noise 
factor is 

F — I 1 + - 
R., T,. 

4R,R„ TR 91 

G,>Rg3 T0Rg + TR^ 

P 
+ 

T.R, + TR, 

1 
(45) 

Mu 
+ 

It is indicated in Equation (45) that the noise factor of the amplifier 
is controlled primarily by the three voltage parameters of a, (3, y and 
the frequency ratios io9/tos and ioq/<j>d. The theoretical lowest noise factor 
is unity; this could be achieved by making 

1 "'q 

0'd 

1 Ri 
, and much smaller than unity. 

R„ 

Discussion 

The above results, Equations (25), (40), and (45), show that the 
gain, the bandwidth, and the noise factor of the amplifier are each 
dependent upon three voltage parameters (a, /?, y) which are the 
measure of the pumping power for each stage. It is thus logical to 
predict that there must be some relations among the gain, the band- 
width, and the noise factor. To find such relations, let 

7 _ ^ 

(Y 

1 

a 
(46) 
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Equations (25), (40), and (45) then become, respectively, 

2Vy 
— = Gr, (47) 

z + 1 ~ x + y 

2\/y 
■ = M, (48) 

where 

h[cx — b' + 2 — c'y'\ 

ax + y + bz = F (49) 

a = , (50) 

01d 

"'d 0,2 

o)s. 

Q(;l 

<•>1 Quo 

la.f Q<jx 

(51) 

(52) 

b' = •, (53) 

"■/ Qd 
(54) 

Gv= \/G(l i/ , (55) 
Rr.R, 

M = GVQ<WB. (56) 

In Equation (49), the reference temperature has been assumed to be 
same as the ambient temperature. G0 is assumed to be large enough 
so that the noise term involving RL in Equation (45) can be dropped. 
Ri is assumed to be small compared with R^. 

Since a, b, x, y, and z are all positive, x, y, and z must be small to 
achieve a low noise factor according to Equation (49). If y and « are 
small, however, x must be in the order of unity for high gains accord- 
ing to Equation (47). These conditions require the use of large values 
of a as shown by Equation (46). According to Equations (20)-(22), 
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large values of a mean high pumping powers. This is the price which 
must be paid for low-noise operation. 

If the gain is high (i.e., x ^ 1), Equations (47), (48), and (49) 
can be reduced to the important relation 

1 
M' = , (57) 

F + F „ 

where 

M 
M' = — , (58) 

2VV 

F 

Fig. 4—Bandwidth Parameter M' (= M/2\/Y) versus noise factor F, F„ 
being the limiting noise factor when M' approaches infinity. 

F0= (be — bb'— 1 — a) — (1 + bc')y. (59) 

Equation (57) is plotted in Figure 4. Only positive values of M' and 
F are allowed. Theoretically, with help of eight independent param- 
eters (x, y, z, a, b, c, b', c') it is possible to optimize the bandwidth 
and noise factor. As an illustration, consider a simple example. Sup- 
pose an amplifier with a desired noise factor of 1.5, a full bandwidth 
of 2 percent, and a voltage gain of 10 has the following constants; 

Qjo — 5, 



SURFACE-IMMUNE TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE* 

By 
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Princeton, N. J. 

Summary—A new transistor structure is described in which the base 
region is brought to the surface through the central region of the collector. 
This structure is found to offer great promise for improving power tran- 
sistor performance. Silicon transistors of this new geometry are charac- 
terized by a, high degree of minority carrier conservation and surface 
immunity. These transistors also exhibit much lower saturation and base 
resistance than do comparable units of "conventional" structure. 

INCE the advent of the transistor, efforts have been made to 
achieve a device geometry that would eliminate the influence 
of the semiconductor surface. Such a device would be un- 

affected by adverse surface conditions or by surface changes during 
life, and would have a higher order of reliability and uniformity. 
In addition, many of the annoying and costly difficulties associated 
with the present etching and encapsulation procedures, would be 
eliminated. 

This objective has now been partially realized with the successful 
testing of a novel diffused silicon transistor structure whose base 
region is brought to an external surface through the central region 
of the collector rather than at the perimeter of the emitter as in 
conventional types. This effectively eliminates the recombination of 
injected carriers on the surface between the emitter and the base- 
lead region; such recombination is particularly troublesome in con- 
ventional silicon transistors. In the new structure, the flow of base 
current is inward from the emitter and collector perimeters to the 
central base lead. This gives a forward-biasing effect that crowds 
injection towards the central area of the emitter where no oppor- 
tunity for surface recombination exists. 

Several lots of experimental silicon power transistors of the new 
geometry have been prepared and tested. Results show that the 
expected surface immunity is obtained and, furthermore, that the 
base and saturation resistances are considerably lower than those of 
comparable conventional units. 

Introduction 

* Manuscript received November 4, 1958. 
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In the following, design considerations and descriptions of the 
techniques whereby surface immune transistors have been prepared 
are discussed. Data obtained in tests where surface-immune tran- 
sistors are compared with comparable conventional units is also 
presented. 

Design Considerations 

The new transistor geometry is shown in Figure 1; for purposes 
of comparison, a transistor of more conventional geometry is shown 
in Figure 2. In the conventional structure, surface-region B plays an 
important role in determining the electrical characteristics of the 
transistor. This is particularly true when surface recombination is 
excessive and at high current densities when the injection of minority 
carriers is crowded toward the perimeter of the emitter1,2 by the 
biasing action of the base current. A relatively large fraction of the 
injected carriers is then lost at surface B, and the current transfer 
ratio, afe, comes to depend rather critically upon the recombination 
rates at this surface. It has been shown, for instance, that in con- 
ventional silicon transistors, afe may be caused to increase by a factor 
as large as three as a consequence of a surface treatment which 
leads to a substantial reduction3 of s. In the conventional structure, 
base resistance also varies with s. When the surface recombination 
rate of area B is high, minority carrier modulation of the underlying 
base region is low and vice versa. 

The new transistor structure shown in Figure 1 has no counter- 
part of surface region B of the old geometry. In the new structure 
the biasing effect due to the base current2 leads to a crowding of 
injection towards the center rather than towards the perimeter of 
the emitter. Loss of injected carriers in the latter structure, there- 
fore, can occur only to the relatively remote base-lead interface, F, 
and to bulk recombination. It is consequently relatively independent 
of surface conditions of the transistor and afl. is unaffected by 
changes in surface conditions. 

In the new transistor structure, the loss of injected carriers de- 
pends upon the bulk recombination rate, geometrical dimensions, and 
the electric field strength in the neighborhood of the base-lead inter- 
face. No attempt has been made to quantitatively relate these and 

1R. A. Gundmundsen, "A New Type Transistor Tetrode," Trans. 
I.R.E. PGED, p. 195, April (Abstract). 1957. 

2 N. H. Fletcher, "Some Aspects of the Design of Power Transistors," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 43, p. 551, May, 1955. 

3 A. R. Moore and H. Nelson, "Surface Treatment of Silicon for Low 
Recombination Velocity," RCA Review, Vol. XVII, p. 5, March, 1956. 
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Fig. 1—New transistor structure. 

other pertinent parameters to the current transfer ratio. Qualitative 
considerations as well as experimental results do indicate, however, 
that in silicon transistors, the new geometry is markedly more con- 
ducive to the conservation of minority carriers than is the conven- 
tional structure. This is particularly true when the width, L, of the 
internal base-lead channel is held to a minimum. 

The loss of injected carriers to the base-lead interface depends 
importantly upon the width of the base-lead channel but not as 
critically as one might expect. Since the distance between the emitter 
and the base-lead interface is much greater than the base width, w, 
it follows that the diffusion gradients will drive many more carriers 
to the collector than to the interface, F. In the internal base-lead 
channel, minority carrier flow to the collector is favored by the 
direction of the diffusion gradient. Consequently, the base contact 
can be made wide enough to be compatible with practicable fabrica- 
tion procedures without giving rise to substantial minority carriers 
loss. 

A comparison of the two transistor geometries in Figures 1 and 2 
suggests further advantages for the new transistor structure with 
regard to base and saturation resistance. The fact that no injected 
carriers are lost directly to a base surface adjacent to the emitter, 
leads to a more effective modulation of the resistivity of the internal 
base-lead resistance in the surface-immune structure. At high injec- 

BASE CONTACT 
^ AREAS —_ 

EMITTE 

B 

COLLECTOR ^ 

Fig. 2—Conventional transistor structure. 

COLLECTOR ' 
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tion levels, channel R of this structure becomes flooded with minority 
carriers which greatly increase its conductivity. 

Low saturation resistance in the new structure is a consequence 
of its high degree of symmetry.4 The loss of injected carriers in this 
transistor is greater when operated under inverse (emitter and col- 
lector interchanged) than under normal conditions. This difference 
is small since it derives solely from the fact that the base-lead inter- 
face collects a slightly greater fraction of the injected carriers under 
inverse than under normal operating conditions. As a consequence, 
the condition for low saturation resistance (an inverse current trans- 
fer, are, nearly equal to the normal current transfer ratio, afe) can 
be attained in the new transistor structure. 

In the conventional geometry, the loss of minority carriers is far 
greater under inverse than under normal operating conditions. Be- 
cause of its relatively small area, the inverted emitter is a poor 
collector for minority carriers injected from the overlap regions of 
the inverted collector, and practically all of these are lost to the base. 
As a consequence, are « a/(, and high saturation resistance results. 

Preparation of Surface-Immune Silicon Transistors 

The diffusion-lapping technique5 is particularly applicable to the 
preparation of surface-immune transistors. For the preparation of 
n-p-n units, 4-6 ohm-centimeter p-type silicon wafers are lapped to 
a cross section as shown in Figure 3. These wafers are then diffused 
with phosphorus and afterwards subjected to a second step of lapping 
to remove the diffused regions at the top of the base-contact ridges. 
After doping the base-contact areas with boron, the wafers are plated 
with0 "electroless nickel" and then subjected to a final lapping step 
in which the base-contact areas are isolated from the collector regions, 
R. Figure 4 shows the cross section of one of the wafers after this 
final lapping and Figure 1 shows one of the transistor units obtained 
after the dicing of the wafer. P-n-p transistors similar to these units 
have also been prepared. In this instance 2-3 ohm-centimeter n-type 
material has been used for starting material and boron for diffusing 
the emitter and collector regions. 

4J. J. Ebers and J. L. Moll, "Large Signal Behavior of Junction 
Transistors." Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 42, p. 1761, December, 1954. 

5 H. Nelson. "The Preparation of Semiconductor Devices by Lapping 
and Diffusion Techniques," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 46, p. 1062, June, 1958. 

6 M. V. Sullivan and J. H. Eigler, "Electroless Nickel Plating for 
Making Contacts to Silicon," Jour. Electrochem. Soc., Vol. 104, p. 226, 
April, 1957. 
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Fig. 3—Silicon wafer lapped for the preparation of surface-immune 
transistors. 

Experimental Results 

Silicon power transistors prepared as described in the preceding 
section were subjected to tests for comparison with comparable con- 
ventional silicon units. The comparison was primarily concerned with 
surface immunity, base resistance, and saturation resistance. 

Table I—Effect of Surface Treatment on Current-Transfer 
Characteristics of Surface-Immune and Conventional 

Silicon Power Transistors 

L w 
Unit a,e a,e* mils mils 

Surface-Immune Units 
1 16.0 17.5 4 0.9 
2 18.2 20.0 4 0.85 
3 12.3 14.0 7 0.8 
4 13.5 15.6 7 0.85 

Conventional Units (w = 0.7 mils) 
5 7.4 30.0 
6 8.4 29.1 

All values of alpha measured at V,, = 6 volts, /, = 50 milliamperes. 
* After sodium dicromate treatment. 

A comparison of conventional and surface-immune n-p-n tran- 
sistors is shown in Table I. As expected, a large difference in surface 
immunity is indicated. The current-transfer ratio, afe, of the con- 

BASE CONTACT AREA 

Fig. 4—Silicon wafer after completion of processing. 
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ventional units varies greatly with surface changes while that of the 
new geometry units remains substantially unchanged. Data in the 
same table also show how a:/e decreases with an increase in the width, 
L, of the internal base-lead channel. Transistors 2 and 4, for instance, 
have equal base widths, but the former with a smaller value of L 
shows a higher are. 

Table II—Current-Transfer Characteristics of Surface-Immune 
Transistors Under Normal and Inverse Operating Conditions 

Unit 
Normal Operation Inverted Operation L w 

are* mils mils 

7 14.0 16.2 6.4 9.5 4 1.0 
8 14.8 16.2 6.4 10.5 7 0.75 
9t 17.3 — <1.0 — — — 

All values of gain measured at F* = 6 volts, /„ = 50 milliameters. 
* After radium dichromate treatment, 
t Conventional transistor included for comparison. 

CONVENTIONAL TRANSISTOR ► 
SURFACE IMMUNE 

TRANSISTOR 

50 2.5 0 
COLLECTOR VOLTS 

Fig. 5—Common-emitter collector characteristics; h, = 20 milliamperes 
per step. 

In Table II, the normal and inverted operation of two surface- 
immune transistors are compared. The results indicate a high degree 
of symmetry for these transistors in that the values of are are not 
greatly lower than of afe. The results also show that are is more 
affected by surface treatments than is a/(.. This is probably caused 
by surface region M (see Figure 1) which should have a greater 
effect upon minority carrier loss in inverted than in normal operation. 

Common-emitter collector characteristics of new and old geometry 
transistors are shown by the two families of curves in Figure 5. The 
curves show collector current as a function of collector voltage at 
h — 20, 40, 60 etc. milliamperes to a collector current maximum of 
about one ampere. The low saturation resistance of the surface- 
immune transistor is strikingly evidenced by the early sharp rise of 
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collector current with voltage. As determined from these curves, the 
saturation resistances of the surface-immune and the conventional 
units are 0.4 and 2.5 ohms, respectively. 

The transfer characteristics in Figure 6 show how the base- 
emitter voltage, VEBP, varies with the collector current in the same 
units. The rate of change of VEI1F with collector current at high 
values of this current is a measure of the rate of change in the 
voltage drop across the base resistance, rb. This resistance can be 
calculated from these curves on the basis of known values of a/e. In 
this manner, rb was determined to be approximately 3.5 ohms for the 
surface-immune unit and 52 ohms for the conventional transistor. 

Fig. 6—Common-emitter transfer characteristics; lb — 20 milliamperes 
per step. 

A new transistor structure in which the base region is brought to 
an external surface through the central region of the collector is 
characterized by a high degree of minority carrier conservation and 
surface immunity. Silicon power transistors of this new geometry 
exhibit considerably lower saturation and base resistance than do 
comparable units of conventional structure. The new structural 
geometry appears to be very promising for the improvement of com- 
mercial silicon power transistor performance, and should benefit 
transistors made of material such a gallium arsenide, where surface 
recombination tends to be extremely high. The importance of the 
structure is less for transistors made from germanium where surface 
recombination can be very low. 

CONVENT 
TRANSI 

5.0 2.5 0 g 
BASE VOLTS (Ebef) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES IN PARAMETRIC 

SUBHARMONIC OSCILLATORS*# 

By 

J. HlLIBRANDt AND W. R. BEAMt 

Summary—In a parametric subharmonic oscillator, a nonlinear react- 
ance element is driven at frequency 2f and gives rise to oscillations in a 
tank circuit tuned to frequency f. The subharmonic oscillations occur in 
either of two stable phases. This property makes such oscillators suitable 
for application in binary computers, where their capability is determined 
mainly by (1) transient response (rise time), and (2) input power required 
to establish oscillations. 

At present the nonlinear reactance elements most suitable for high- 
frequency parametric subharmonic oscillators are semiconductor diodes. In 
this paper the performance of these diodes in the basic oscillator circuit 
is evaluated; the effects of stray capacitance, spreading resistance, junction 
conductance, and capacitance-voltage sensitivity are taken into account in 
the analysis of theoretical oscillator performance. It is found that minimum 
rise times of 1.3 cycles and 1.9 cycles (of the subharmonic frequency) are 
theoretically possible using abrupt- or graded-junction diodes, respectively. 
Minimum quality factors, Q, of i, for abrupt junctions, or 6 for graded 
junctions, are required for oscillation. 

The subharmonic output voltage is limited, in oscillators designed for 
minimum rise time, to values much less than the pump voltage, but greater 
output voltages can be obtained if rise time is sacrificed. In such high- 
voltage operation the amplitude is limited by available power from the 
pump source and conversion efficiency is determined by spreading-resistance 
losses. 

THOUGH THE principle of parametric oscillation was de- 

has caused tremendous activity in this field and resulted in the devel- 
opment of improved circuits and nonlinear reactance elements for 
high-frequency operation. An extensive bibliography of recent activity 

* Manuscript received April 6, 1959. 
# This work was perfonned under U. S. Navy BuShips contracts. 
t RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 
^ Formerly RCA Electron Tube Division, Princeton, N. J.; now at 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y. 
1 H. Heffner, "Masers and Parametric Amplifiers," I.R.E. Wescon 

Convention Record, Part 3, Electron Devices, p. 3, 1958. (Contains an 
extensive bibliography.) 

Introduction 

scribed by Faraday as early as 1831, it is only recently that 
the possibility of improved low-noise microwave amplification 
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in the parametric amplifier field is given by Heffner.1 Parametric 
subharmonic oscillators were recognized by von Neumann2 and Goto3 

to have potentialities in digital computation. In Japan, low-frequency 
ferrite-core parametric oscillators have been assembled into a complete 
digital computer.1 

At present, semiconductor diodes of improved design, operated in 
the back-biased condition, present an almost lossless voltage-dependent 
capacitance to an external circuit at microwave frequencies. If r-f 
voltage at frequency nf is supplied across the diode, the variable 
capacitance will present a negative resistance to an external circuit 
tuned to /. This negative resistance will support oscillations in the 
tuned circuit. Oscillations will begin to build up as soon as the power 
at nf is applied, beginning from noise or from an injected subhar- 
monic signal. Coupling circuits are used to remove oscillation power 
and to inject locking signals. 

So far as computer applications are concerned, the most important 
requirements placed on the oscillator are that the rate of build-up of 
oscillations be fast, and that the pump power (at frequency nf) be 
small. The former requirement is necessary for high-speed computa- 
tion, while the latter is important where large numbers of oscillators 
are required. The mechanics of information handling in such a 
computer are more dependent on the passive circuitry external to the 
oscillator than on the active element itself, and will not be treated 
here. 

Although the results derived in this paper apply directly to oscil- 
lators incorporating semiconductor diodes, the methods are general 
and similar to those which have been used to describe parametric 
amplifiers. Beginning with a voltage-dependent capacitance (the 
theoretical dependence for junction diodes is used), the development 
leads to a subharmonic-frequency negative conductance appearing at 
the diode terminals when pump-frequency voltage is applied to the 
same terminals. (In this paper, only half-frequency oscillations where 
n = 2 are considered, though it is recognized that even lower-frequency 
subharmonic generation is possible.) This negative conductance will 
be a function of applied bias and pump voltages for any given diode. 
It is useful to determine the optimum voltages to obtain maximum 

2 J. von Neumann, "Nonlinear Capacitance or Inductance Switching, 
Amplifying, and Memory Organs," TJ. S. Patent No. 2,815,4.88, December 
3, 1957. 

3 E. Goto, "On the Application of Parametrieally Excited Nonlinear 
Resonators," Denki Tsushin Gakkai-shi, Vol. 38, p. 770, October, 1955. 

* Z. Kiyasu, "The Parametron," Journal of Institute of Electrical Com- 
munication Engineers of Japan, Vol. 41, p. 377, April, 1958. 
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negative conductance. Diode losses can be converted to an equivalent 
positive shunt conductance which partially cancels the negative con- 
ductance. When the losses cancel the negative conductance entirely, 
oscillations will not build up. This leads directly to a minimum diode 
quality requirement. 

Rise time is a function of the diode net negative conductance, 
shunting capacitance, and the external circuit capacitance. Since trans- 
mission-line circuits are a microwave substitute for the lumped- 
constant circuits used at lower frequencies, rise time is also calculated 
as a function of transmission-line parameters. 

The same simple quasilinear equivalent circuits can be used to 
explain power flow. All output power comes from conversion of the 
pump power. Parameters of the pump source must, therefore, deter- 
mine the maximum output of the oscillator. This analysis becomes 
simple a-c circuit analysis once the nonlinear relationship between 
current and voltage in the diode is resolved into two quasilinear 
circuits at the two frequencies. 

Having the rise time and power relationships for these oscillators, 
the diode designer can understand the importance of each diode param- 
eter and coordinate the diode constants to circuit needs. 

Diode Equivalent Circuits 

A semiconductor diode can be represented by the nonlinear 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1. The incremental capacitance. 

Fig. 1—Nonlinear equivalent circuit for semiconductor diode. 

C(V) — dq/dv, and the incremental conductance, G(V)=di/dv, are 
functions of the voltage given by semiconductor theory5 and shown 
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).* 

C{V) = K((f> — V) (1) 

' W. Shockley, "The Theory of p-n Junctions in Semiconductors and p-n Junction Transistors," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., Vol. 28, p. 435, July, 1949. 
In this paper the reactance and resistance which arise from minority 

carrier storage effects will be neglected. For a treatment of this problem 
see J. Hihbrand, et al, "Semiconductor Parametric Diodes in Microwave 
Computers," to be published in September, 1959, I.R.E. Transactions PGEC. 
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The voltage, (£, at which C(V) would theoretically go to infinity is 
called the contact potential, V0 is the applied bias voltage defined with 
respect to the contact potential, and K' is a constant determined by 
the diode area, doping, etc. The resistance rs is nearly independent 
of diode voltage. 

The variable capacitance itself is the element which produces 
parametric effects. Therefore the circuit operation of the capacitance 
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Fig. 2—The voltage-variable diode parameters. 

alone will be considered first and the effects of series and shunt 
resistances will be treated later. Although an approximate method is 
used, it is sufficiently accurate for most purposes—an exact analytic 
solution has not been obtained. 

The circuit of a typical lumped-constant parametric subharmonic 
oscillator is shown in Figure 3. A source of power at radian frequency 
2(0 is applied to a tuned circuit consisting of the diode, various stray 
capacitances, and an inductance whose value is chosen to tune the 
circuit to frequency o>. The voltage across the capacitor will consist 
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of various harmonics of the frequencies w and 2w, and cross products 
between these frequencies. The voltages at frequencies m and 2m are 
the only ones of any appreciable amplitude since the first is the fre- 
quency for which the circuit is tuned and the second is the frequency 
of the pump. The tuned pump and the oscillator circuits are here 
assumed to have low losses and hence to display appreciable impedances 
only around the frequencies, m and 2m. Therefore, the voltage across 
the diode can be taken to be of the form 

v (t) = Fs sin (<ot + 6) +V1) sin 2o>t. (3) 

Here Vs is the amplitude of the subharmonic, Vv is the pump ampli- 
tude, and 0 is an as yet undetermined phase angle. 

r 

O 
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PUMP FROM OSCILLATIONS 

I CM: -L 
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FROM DIODE ENCAPSULATION 

AND CIRCUIT 
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Pig. 3—The luniped-constant parametric subharmonic oscillator. 

At this point the actual C(V) characteristic is approximated by a 
Taylor series expansion around the operating point established by the 
d-c bias on the diode at V = (p — VQ. This gives the expression 

C(F) = K{(t> — V + v)-n = K {V0 + v) 

v v n(n +1) 
= KV0— — nKVu-

n 1 KV0-
n 

n 2! V V0 

V w(w + 1) f V 
= C0 wC0 1 C0 I   

^0 2! V 
(4) 
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The first few terms in this series will provide a good approximation 
to the capacitance when v/V0 is less than unity. In what follows only 
the first two terms will be considered, the quiescent value of capaci- 
tance C0 and the linearly varying term —nC0v/V0. In Appendix I, 
the effect of higher-order terms is shown to be small normally. 

An equivalent circuit for the capacitor at frequency m can be found 
by determining the ratio of the current flow at frequency <0 to the 
voltage across the variable capacitor at frequency o> (see Figure 4). 
The total current is given by i(t) = C(V)dv/dt. It is shown in 

i(t) 

v<t)=Vs sin(aJt+^) 
+ 7.51020)1 C(V) = C0-n Co- 

Co] NON LINEAR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

(b} EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCY cu 

(c) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCY 2a) 

Fig. 4—Equivalent circuits for variable capacitance (9 = ±90°). 

Appendix I that the first-order terms in the expression for the current 
at frequency w can be written 

n Vp 
iy ~ o)CqFs cos (o)t -{- 0) H mCq V$ sin (tat . (5) 

2 V0 

The first term represents the current due to a pure capacitance of 
value Co (i.e., the diode capacitance at the bias voltage). The second 
term describes energy conversion from the pump frequency to the 
frequency of oscillation. The direction and magnitude of the energy 
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conversion will depend on the phase angle 6. For 6 =±90° this term 
represents a negative conductance and indicates the transfer of power 
from the pump into oscillation output. For 9 = ±45° or ±135° there 
is no net energy transfer between the two frequencies but there is an 
energy interchange as represented by a pure positive or negative 
reactance. For d = 0 or 180° this term is a positive conductance and 
indicates that power can be transferred from oscillation frequency to 
the pump. This condition is satisfied in variable-capacitance-diode 
harmonic generators. 

There are, therefore, two values of 8, ±90°, for which oscillations 
will build up at a maximum rate-of-rise. At one of these two phases 
the subharmonic oscillations will ultimately saturate; two stable oscil- 
lation conditions are thus established. The two phases of maximum 
positive conductance are also useful, for they can be employed to cause 
oscillations to die out rapidly; thus faster switching from one state 
to another can be obtained in applications where switching speed is 
important. At either of the phases where maximum negative conduct- 
ance is developed, this conductance is 

n Vp 
G_= hCQ . (6) 

2. V0 

An equivalent circuit can be established for frequency 2<o in the 
same way. The current is 

«(0 
= 2o>Cl)Vl> cos 2mt C0FS- sin (2o>t + 2d). 

2VU 

Here again the first term corresponds to a capacitance, C0. The second 
term relates to the energy transfer process, and for 9 = ±90° it will 
be a positive conductance; 

_ n<"Ct> y8
2 

^transfer • 
2 yoF, 

It will be noted that Gtr!IBBteT is a function of the subharmonic and 
pump voltage amplitudes. While this is not, then, a linear equivalent 
circuit, it can, when used with appropriate circumspection, lead to clari- 
fication of both equilibrium and dynamic energy transfer situations. 

Optimization of the Negative Conductance 

It is desirable to choose diode operating voltages which maximize 
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the negative conductance when there is considerable stray capacitance 
in the tank circuit. Since is proportional to both the pump voltage 
and the slope of the C-V characteristic, it would seem desirable to 
increase both of these. There is a compromise involved, however, for 
when the slope is increased (by operating nearer F = </> in Figure 
2(a)), operation extends further into the high forward conductance 
region. Since the losses in this region must be avoided, it is convenient 
to limit forward voltage swing to some voltage V = <£ —TV. In this 
case, the pump amplitude must equal (Fq—F^), and 

ruoKVo-" / Vr 
G_= 1  

2 \ F0 

(6a) 

Differentiating this expression with respect to F0 and setting the 
result equal to zero, the bias for maximum negative conductance can 
be determined; 

i + n 
Fo = F 

n 

Fig. 5—The effect of bias voltage on the negative conductance. 

This bias voltage will serve as a reference value in pump power dissi- 
pation considerations. In Figure 5, G_/G_max is plotted for n = Va and 
n — ^/g, the values which are of practical interest. The maxima of 
these curves are not sharp and, in fact, F0 can be varied over about 
a 3:1 range with no more than 10 per cent loss of negative conductance. 

t The question of choosing a value for Fp is considered in more detail 
in the next section. 
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Using this optimum bias voltage, an expression for the maximized 
negative conductance is obtained; 

2(n + 1) 

Diode Losses 

In the diode equivalent circuit of Figure 1 there are two lossy 
elements, r, and G(V). At high frequencies and for negative (or 
slightly positive) biases, the capacitance C(V) practically "shunts 
out" the conductance G(y) ; then rs is the only important lossy element 
in the circuit. The most common and convenient measure of the loss 
in a circuit element is the quality factor Q, which for the simple series 
combination of C and rs, is defined by 

1 
Q= . 

o)Crs 

In linear circuits, Q measures the ratio of energy stored to energy 
lost per cycle; it will not give that measure for large voltage swings 
if Q is a function of voltage as in the present case. Henceforth Qs 

will be defined, at the bias point, by 

1 
Qs =  

o>C0rs 

If the diode is to be used in a tuned circuit, it is clearly desirable that 
Qs be appreciably greater than unity so that the energy circulating 
between inductance and capacitance will not be dissipated too rapidly. 
The series resistance rs and capacitance C can be represented by a 
shunt equivalent circuit. For reasonably high the effective shunt 
conductance at frequency m is almost exactly 

<uCo 
s,oj W T g • 

In the equivalent circuit at fi-equency 2u>, the corresponding conduct- 
ance is 

4a)Co 
^S.L'W = (SWCQ) ~r8 — • 

Qs 
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The voltage-dependent shunting conductance of a high-quality diode 
can contribute appreciable power loss only when the diode voltage 
swings positive. It is necessary that the voltage excursion in the 
forward conduction direction be limited to prevent excessive energy 
losses in this conductance. Since these losses vary exponentially with 
voltage (as illustrated in Figure 2(b)), it is appropriate to choose 
some reference voltage to mark the limits of the forward voltage 
excursion. In Figure 2(c) this voltage is chosen at the point where 
Q; = mCCF)/G(F) =1. (In the forward-bias region, if Qs is large, 
Qf is very nearly the true diode quality factor.) The choice of refer- 
ence voltage can be made without undue concern about the need to 
control the forward losses precisely, since a slight change in voltage 
swing is all that is needed to reduce these parallel conductance losses 
markedly. Although the over-all Q is around unity at the most positive 
voltage, the net effect of shunt conductance is very much smaller when 
averaged over a cycle; in fact, the circuit losses over an entire cycle 
will be assumed, henceforth, to stem primarily from the series re- 
sistance rs. 

The selection of VR, the voltage of maximum signal excursion 
relative to contact potential, is thus not critical. The 0;=! reference 
voltage may be used, as in Figure 2 (c), or the voltages for which 
Qr = 5 or Qf = 10 can be chosen. The value of Vjt will not differ appre- 
ciably in any case. It is, however, desirable to design the diode to 
make V2t small. Then V0 will be small, and it follows that G_ will be 
large, and the required pump power will be small. The total conduct- 
ance of the diode at oscillation frequency is 

The shunting conductance term will, in practice, be negligible. 

GN|.;T — G_ + G^ u + < G ( V) > 

r n 
-1 

n 1_ V,. 1 (8) 
G NET = <oC0 

2 Vt)/Vlt 

Equation (8) specifies the minimum diode quality factor at which 
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oscillations will be induced. For useable power transfer, it is necessary 
that Gnet be negative so that 

miu 

- 1 
V,. 

(9) 
n Vo/Vk 

This function is shown in Figure 6. In order to realize subharmonic 
oscillations, it is necessary for diode quality factor at the bias point 
to be greater than 4 for abrupt-junction diodes and greater than 6 
for graded-junction diodes. Practical limitations on the maximum 
value of Vg/Vjt (stemming from the available pump power) make 
these lower limits somewhat optimistic—for smaller values of V0/Vji, 
better diode quality is needed. 

Fig. 6—Minimum diode quality factor for oscillation. 

It is clear from the negative conductance relations that if Qs is 
very much greater than these minimum values, little improvement will 
result from further increases in Qs. Thus, if a Qs of 20 or more is 
attainable, the diode designer might better concentrate his efforts on 
increasing C0 than on attempting further increase of Qs. Of course, 
a higher-Q diode could operate at higher frequencies. 
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Rate of Oscillation Build-Up 

From the foregoing, it is possible to calculate the rate of build-up 
of subharmonic oscillations in a lumped-constant circuit such as that 
shown in Figure 7. The variation of the envelope of the waveform is 
described by the function exp [—GN,m. f/2CJ.], where GNET is the net 
negative conductance and CT is the sum of the diode capacitance and 
various shunting capacitances, C0 + Cs. The time constant is (follow- 
ing usual practice) defined as t = 2C7./Gnbt. For switching applica- 
tions, it is desirable to minimize rise time. 

The effects of diode losses will be neglected at this point; they are 

CT» c0+cs 

(o) OSCILLATOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

Fig. 7—Rise time in a lumped-constant subharmonic oscillator circuit. 

treated later in this section. Combining the value of from Equa- 
tion (6a) and the value of G0 from Equation (4), 

_ 2G^ _ 4 Vo/Vjt 

G _ Ha) I Fq 

L vB 
1_ 

The number of cycles of the subharmonic frequency required for 
growth by a factor e is of interest; this is given by 

1 +■ 
C, 

Co 
(10) 
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Co. 

and is shown in Figure 8 for abrupt-junction diodes. The correspond- 
ing figure for graded junction diodes is obtained by multiplying the 
ordinate axis by 3/2. These curves are useful in estimating achievable 
rise times from diode measurements at the bias point. 

For any given diode, the value of C0 changes with bias point. The 
dashed line in Figure 8 shows the effect of bias voltage on the rise 

Fig. 8—Effect of bias voltage on rise time. 

time achievable with a particular diode. With increased back bias, 
C0 decreases and the ratio Cg/C0 rises. The optimum bias point for 
a given diode can be determined by taking this variation of C0 into 
account. CB, the depletion layer capacitance at F = ^ — VR (see Figure 
2a), is a useful diode parameter for determining this optimum bias 
point for a given diode. Then: 

Vo/Vj; 

II 

C, vn 

Cn F;, 
(12) 
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Fig. 9—Subharmonic oscillator rise time (w=%). 

v0/vR 

Fig. 10—Subharmonic oscillator rise time ()i = %). 
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These rise time curves are plotted with CS/CR as the parameter in 
Figures 9 and 10 for abrupt- and graded-junction diodes, respectively. 
When the shunting capacitance is much greater than the diode capaci- 
tance, the fastest rise time is obtained with the maximum negative 
conductance, but if Cs is small, a large bias voltage is called for. The 
limitation in this direction stems from the large pump power required 
for small decreases of the rise time and, ultimately, from avalanche 
breakdown of the diode. It will be noted that the minimum rise times 
(for V0/V,{ -> m and CS/CK = 0) correspond to 1.27 cycles of the 

Pig. 11—Effect of diode losses on rise time. 

oscillation frequency for the abrupt-junction diode and 1.91 cycles for 
the graded-junction diode. For practical values of bias {V0/Vr = 5) 
and stray capacitance (CS/CK = 0.5), the rise time corresponds to 
about 3.5 cycles for the abrupt-junction diode and 4.5 cycles for the 
graded-junction diode. 

The effect of diode quality, Qs, on the rise time is of importance in 
practical cases. The rise time in the presence of loss is obtained using 
Gnet rather than G_ in Equation (10). The number of cycles cor- 
responding to one time constant is 
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rf = - 
nir V, 

L_ ^ 

o/v« r 

-]L 
i + 

Cn 
1- 

Vo/VK 

L 

1 

Qs 

(13) 

[t/]q.=» 

r- L ^ 
-1 

i 

Qs 

This function is plotted in Figure 11 for an abrupt-junction diode 
in the case where Cs/C0=l. Even comparatively high values of Q, 
lead to appreciable deterioration of the response. 

The question of determining the operating frequency at which 
minimum absolute rise time, t, is achieved using a particular diode is 
of interest. If the diode quality factor goes to unity at frequency <oc0, 
Equation (13) can be rewritten in the form 

4 Vo/V, 

7l<i) 

r- 

i + 
c. 

Vo/Vu 

V,, 

— Vll 

It should be noted that this cutoff frequency, <«c0, is defined at the bias 
point and is a function of the bias voltage. The values for com- 
monly quoted are defined near the avalanche breakdown voltage, Vb, 
and must be multiplied by a factor {.V0/Vb)

n. 
The rise time is minimum at the frequency 

r--'i -VR J 
<" = "'cO ■ 

Vo/Vn 
(14) 

This corresponds (for V0/VR = 5 and w = 1/2) to the frequency at 
which Qs is 10. Minimum rise time is achieved, then, by using diodes 
at frequencies near the upper limit of their usefulness and accepting a 
large number of cycles of the oscillation frequency during the rise time. 

Diodes used in microwave subharmonic oscillators are mounted in 
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a transmission line whose length is chosen to give resonance at the 
desired subharmonic frequency. The rise time can be determined as 
a function of the transmission-line parameters. 

The behavior of the equivalent circuit of Figure 12 at the complex 
frequency s = a j<o is described by 

si 
0 = G + CTs + Y0 coth  (15) 

v 

where G is the net conductance, Of = Cs + C0 is the total capacitance, 
y0 is the characteristic admittance of the transmission line, and v is 
the velocity of propagation for the line. If the length of the line is 
much less than a quarter wavelength, the system equation reduces to 
the lumped-constant rise-time solution discussed earlier. For greater 

  1    

L- SHORT CIRCUITED 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

Fig. 12—The microwave parametric subharmonic oscillator circuit. 

lengths, the hyperbolic equation has been solved by means of a digital 
computer for the case where G = —a)Cr/6 (corresponding to an abrupt- 
junction diode for V0/Vj! = S and no stray capacitances). These le- 
sults are shown in Figure 13. Increased line length leads to serious 
rise-time deterioration. 

This result was to be expected since the negative conductance can 
convert power from the pump to the oscillation frequency at a limited 
rate. The transmission line has a larger energy storage than the 
equivalent lumped-circuit reactance for identical terminal voltages. 
Therefore, the rate of increase must be slower in a long transmission 
line. The addition of a half-wavelength section of line does not change 
the resonant frequency, but it will seriously increase rise time. The 
diode susceptance needed to resonate the indicated length of transmis- 
sion line is also shown in Figure 13. To obtain the fast rise times 
associated with short transmission lines a diode (capacitive) admit- 
tance which is appreciably larger than the line's characteristic admit- 
tance is required. 
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Pump Power 

Since pump sources at high microwave frequencies have low effi- 
ciency and small power output, semiconductor-diode parametric oscil- 
lators will not be useful if excessive pump power is required. The 
pump is required to supply dissipative losses in the parallel conductance 
and series resistance, as well as the oscillation (output) power (which 
in practice may be a small part of the total). 

If, as was assumed earlier, the losses in G(V) can be neglected at 
the subharmonic frequency due to the shunting action of C(V), they 
are a fortiori negligible at the pump frequency. The loss in the series 
resistor results from the current which is required to produce voltage 
F,, across the capacitance C0 (here we assume that Vp » Fs). This 
current has a peak value 2u>C0Vp, hence 

(2o)C0Vp) 2rs 2<iiC0 

PlOSB =   =   V/. (16) 
2 Qs 

Since Vp^Vx/n at the bias for maximum negative conductance, this 
reduces to 
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2(i)C0 / Vji 
I\ =    

Qs \ n 

Thus VR should be as small as is practical. 
Pump power limitations prescribe the choice of operating bias. 

Faster rise times can sometimes be achieved by choosing V^/Vji large, 
but this also leads to much larger pump power. The pump power goes 
up in the ratio 

v,, 

V,, 
1 (18) 

This function is shown in Figure 14. The rapid increase of losses 

= PUMP POWER AT 
BIAS FOR MAXIMUM 
NEGATIVE CONDUC- 
TANCE , 
_ 2uC0 Vr 

Qs n2 

100 

Fig-. 14—Pump power required as a function of bias voltage. 
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precludes bias voltages greater than 107^ in practical subharmonic 
oscillators. 

The conductance Gtransfer in Figure 4c also absorbs power from the 
pump. This is the power which is converted from pump to oscillator 
frequency and is given by 

V/ m»C0 Vp 

^conv. ^transffr (19) 
2 4 V0 

The ratio of pump-frequency power converted to the subharmonic 
frequency to pump power lost is of great interest and may be written 
(assuming bias for maximum negative conductance) 

Peony. _ n Q, vs- 

Po n + 1 8 yp2 ' 

The subharmonic oscillator cannot be efficient at small subharmonic 
voltage levels. If high efficiency is desired, Vs must be appreciable 
compared to Vp. The limitations on Vs as a function of available power 
from the pump and on efficiency as a function of diode quality factor 
are discussed in Appendix II. 
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Appendix I—Derivation of the Expression for 
Negative Conductance 

The capacitance may be written in the form 

C = C0 — nC0 — . 

The voltage across this capacitance may be written, for high-Q diodes, 
as 

(0 — V8 sin (utt + ^) -j- Vp sin 2o>t. 

Then the current flowing in the diode is 
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dv f wC0 
i0 = C = 

dt I Vu 

[F,, sin (ot+9) 

+ Vp sin 2<i)f] j- [F„u> cos + 2VpU> cos 2uit] 

— C0| cos (ut+O) H- 2Vpii) cos 2(o^] 

nCo 

^0 
[V/u) sin (o>t+9) cos (o>t+d) + y^VsO) sin 2(i)t cos (u>t+9) 

+ 2VpVio> sin M+(9) cos 2u>t + 2V/0) sin 2o>t cos 2o>t] 

— o)CqVs cos -{- 2o)ChVp cos 2(iit 

Tl^tiCo 

2V, 
[Vs

2 sin (2o)f+2(9) + VpV, sin (ZU+d) + VPV, sin (<oi—0) 

+ 2VPVS sin (Sut+d) — 2VPVS sin (u>t—d) + 2VP
2 sin 4^]. 

If only terms of frequency <0 are considered, 

io> — (oCqT^s cos ■ 
wmCo VpV,, 

^0 
sin (uit—9) 

riM V V y pv S 
= u,(KV(.-") Vs cos (o,t+9) +  (A'y0-«)  sin (o>t-9). 

2 V 0 

This expression is used in the body of this paper to establish the 
diode equivalent circuit at frequency m. 

Further terms in the Taylor Series expansion for C(V) can be 
considered. Including the first four terms, the equivalent shunt capaci- 
tance and conductance at frequency m are 

C 
r 

= C0| 1 + 
n(n + 1) /Vp

2 y,2 

G _ =- 
vauCq yp 

^0 
1 + 

yo2 2y0
2 

(n + 1) in + 2) 

12 

3 Vp
2 V/ 
 1  
2 y,,- yo2 / J 

Since Vs will usually be much less than Vp, the terms including Vs can 
be neglected. Assume that the bias voltage for maximum negative 
conductance, y0= y/;(l + n)/n, is used and that y^ = yo— VB. There 
is then an increase of G_ by a factor (n + 2)/[8(w +1)] or about 20 
per cent and an increase in C by a factor n/[4(w + 1)], or less than 
10 per cent. Higher-order terms would be expected to make still 
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smaller corrections and, as shown later, the negative conductance will 
be further enhanced. Conclusions in this paper based on the first two 
terms in the expression for C(V) are a good (perhaps slightly pessi- 
mistic) approximation. 

Consider now a general term in the expression for the current. The 
effect of each term will now be examined to determine if any satura- 
tion, or reduction, of the negative conductance arises from higher-order 
terms. The series for C(V) is 

«> n(n + 1) • • • (n + j— 1) / v 
C(V) = Z (-1)' C0   

3 ! \ V0 

so the (j—l)st term for the current is of the form 

n(n + 1) ■ • • (n + j — 2) / v V-1 

icu-i) = (_i) (j-v    c0 

O'-D! \ V0 / dt 

n(n + l) • ■ • (n + j — 2) C0 d 
= (—1 )<■'■-1' (vi). 

(/-I)! dt 

The coefficients preceding the derivatives are constants. Since 

v(t) = y, cos u>t + Vp sin 2«)i = + vv, 

the terms in vi are of the form 

V 1V ' V i~~V 2* ... 7; 2/ii /— 2. j—1' /1; j us ' w8 "p* us vp > vs up ' "s^p > up • 

It can be shown that no terms of frequency « appear in 

v j v i~~v ~ v ^ • • • vp > up us > up us > 

Furthermore, when j is odd all of those terms that contain at are reac- 
tive, whereas when j is even all m terms have negative conductance. 
There are, therefore, no positive conductance terms which could pro- 
duce a saturation effect as Vs increases. It will be necessary to explain 
saturation in terms of either (1) shunt conductance increase at high 
Vs, or (2) limitation of available pump power. A derivation for the 
latter explanation appears in Appendix II. 
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Appendix II—Diode Oscillator Saturation, Output Power, 
and Efficiency 

The most important application of subharmonic oscillators appears 
to be in computers. For this application minimum rise time is usually 
desired and therefore the pump voltage applied should be the maximum 
possible for negligible forward conduction losses and negligible reverse 
breakdown losses. As the subharmonic voltage amplitude increases, 
the excursion into the forward bias region becomes increasingly large 
and increasingly dissipative. Ultimately, positive shunt conductance 
can increase to the point at which it equals the net negative conduct- 
ance, whereupon the subharmonic output saturates. 

In certain possible applications the maximum subharmonic output 
voltage (or power) may be desired from the oscillator. The pump 
voltage and bias point can then be so chosen that forward conduction 
is not the major limiting factor. The maximum output voltage will 
then depend on impedance levels and on the available power from the 
pump source. 

Equivalent circuits at the pump and oscillator frequencies are 
shown in Figure 15. Losses at both frequencies are included and the 
assumption is made that all reactive elements are tuned out. In this 
appendix, the assumption that Vs Vv will figure prominently. Al- 
though the intermediate cases where Vs ~ Vp can also be treated using 
the equivalent circuit of Figure 15, analysis with the present assump- 
tion clarifies the nature of the power limitations and efficiency for a 
high-output oscillator of controlled phase. 

For large Vs, Gt,.allg(er in Figure 15a is much larger than GSi2w 
and maximum power transfer from the pump will result when 

^transfer ^;;' 

The pump power output will be equal to the available power from the 
pump 

I 2 
0 

Pav =  • 
8Gf/ 

(Alternating quantities are represented by their peak amplitudes in 
this paper.) This power will appear in G_ and be transferred (with 
some loss) to the load. The maximum power into the subharmonic fre- 
quency load is, then, the available power from the pump. 

For steady state the total conductance in the oscillation frequency 
circuit is zero so 

G _ + Gs<u + Gl — 0. 
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The power into the load conductance is 

June 1959 

v* y,2 / nwC„ yp 

Pl =  (-G- - GSJ =   
2 2 \ 2 y0 

But 

i, i y^v _ i, 

2G!
trnnsfer w„,C'0ys- 2GS 

GS,2C 
'TRANSFER 

Gs,2W = 

GTRANSFEIT 

(o) AT PUMP F 

4cu CQ 

^T" 

2 
n ujCq Vs 

2 V0VP 

REQUENCY, 2w 

js.OJ = 
ojCq 
Qc 

G.=- nioCo Vp 

(b) AT OSCILLATION FREQUENCY, fc) 

Fig. 15—Subharmonic oscillator equivalent circuits. 
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Therefore 

The efficiency is 

1 ^IgV0 p - — p 
SG,, 2nQ„ 2nQs 

P, _ 2 Vn 

^pump Vp 

Since Vp « y,s. and 7, < y0 (the voltage cannot be allowed to go too 
far into forward bias), it is clear that very-high quality factors are 
required for efficient power conversion. For an abrupt-junction diode 
where V0/Vp = 10, the quality factor must be Qx = 80 to get 50 per 
cent efficiency. The conclusion can be drawn, then, that this high- 
voltage mode of operation is restricted to lower frequencies, where 
such high quality factors are attainable. 
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Summary—The present analysis considers the behavior of beams for 
magnetic focusing field values between the well known Brillouin field and 
infinity. By using a model introduced earlier by Zitelli, several discrep- 
ancies of previous theories are resolved. The frequency of the radial 
electron oscillation in an unmodulated scalloping beam is calculated and 
shown to agree very well with measurements found in the literature. The 
propagation of high-frequency perturbations in a drift tube is described 
by two pairs of TM space-charge waves, one with a plasma-frequency- 
reduction factor smaller than unity (ordinary waves), the other pair with 
a "reduction" factor larger than unity (extraordinary waves). The gain in 
traveling-wave-tube amplifiers with thin beams and small space charge 
is found, to be independent of the focusing field strength. For large space 
charge the gain decreases with increasing magnetic field strength because 
of the enhanced excitation of passive modes. As a by-product, the maxi- 
mum current which can pass a drift tube is computed. At the Brillouin 
field the limiting current rises sharply with the magnetic field. For field 
strengths larger than about twice the Brillouin field the current increase 
is insignificant. 

Introduction 

THE theoretical evaluation of amplification or generation of 
signals in klystrons and traveling-wave tubes requires an 
understanding of the way a perturbation propagates along an 

ion-free magnetically focused electron beam. For the ideal but im- 
practical case of infinite magnetic focusing field, the theories seem 
to be satisfactory. However, this is not so for "finite magnetic focusing 
fields, and a number of analyses have been published which have led 
to contradictory results. One major difficulty raises from the disagree- 
ment between the force equations used by different authors. For the 
well known Brillouin flow with rotational symmetric TM fields, Labus,1 

* A very condensed form of this paper has been presented at the 16th 
Annual Conference on Electron Tube Research, Quebec, Canada, June, 1958. 

t Manuscript received December 30, 1958. 
1 J. Labus, "Einfluss der Lorentzkraft auf die Raumladungswellen im 

Elektronenstrahl," Arch. d. elektr. Vbertrag., Vol. 7, p. 88, February, 1953. 
254 
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Rigrod and Lewis,2 and others3'6 obtained 

r = -qE,., (I) 

where f is the radial displacement of an electron from its steady-state 
path, Er the radial perturbation field, and the charge-to-mass ratio 
of an electron. Zitelli,7 however, derived 

where <i>c is the cyclotron frequency. In a later erratum8 Zitelli, find- 
ing- himself in disagreement with other authors, revoked the validity 
of his Equation (II). There are the following reasons for this dis- 
crepancy. In Equation (I), Er is understood to be the perturbation 
of the radial electric field at constant radius of the perturbed beam. 
In Equation (II), however, Er is the perturbation of the radial elec- 
tric field seen by an element of the beam during its radial displace- 
ment. The question arises as to which equation should be combined 
with the field equations to solve the boundary-value problem. This 
problem is complicated by the fact that the surface of the beam is 
rippled and changing with time. To overcome this difficulty one must 
find a rectilinear equivalent beam, i.e., a beam which is not displaced 
radially. In References (2) and (3), where Equation (I) is used, the 
ripples of the beam are claimed to be taken fully into account by the 
introduction of a surface current. In References (4)-(6), which also 
use Equation (I), it was realized that the ripples inside of the beam 
must also be removed. The method employed seems to be rather 

2 W. W. Rigrod and J. A. Lewis, "Wave Propagation Along a Mag- 
netically-Focused Cylindrical Electron Beam," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., Vol. 
33, p. 399, March, 1954. 

3 G. R. Brewer, "Some Effects of Magnetic Field Strength on Space- 
Charge-Wave Propagation," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 44, p. 896, July, 1956. 

4 J. Labus and K. Poschl, "Raumladungswellen in ionenfreien Elek- 
tronenstrahlen," Arch. d. elektr. Vbertrag., Vol. 9, p. 39, January, 1955. 

5 R. Liebscher, "Raumladungswellen bei endlichem Magnetfeld an der 
Kathode einer zylindrischen Elektronenstromung," Arch. d. elektr. Vbertrag., 
Vol. 11, p. 214, May, 1957. 

6 J. Labus, "Space-Charge Waves Along Magnetically-Focused Electron 
Beams," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, p. 854, June, 1957. 

• L. T. Zitelli, "Space Charge Effects in Gridless Klystrons," Stanford 
University Microwave Laboratory, Report No. 149, October, 1951. 

s L. T. Zitelli, Errata to Reference 7, July, 1952. 

(II) 
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inconsistent.9 Zitelli's original analysis7 implies that the radial elec- 
tric field at a constant radius of the rectilinear equivalent beam is 
identical with the field seen by the corresponding element of the 
rippled beam during its radial displacement. Consequently, in Refer- 
ence (7) Equation (II) was combined with the field equations. The 
following facts support this approach; 

(1) Equation (I), in contrast to Equation (II), leads to a dis- 
persion equation which is independent of the radial boundary condi- 
tions — unusual for a system of finite extent. A pair of so-called 
"intrinsic" space-charge waves result with propagation constants 
equal to that of a confined stream of infinite extent (B = &) and 
arbitrary radial field distributions, regardless of frequency and 
geometry. This is unrealistic and can hardly be accepted. 

(2) The excitation of an electron beam is completely determined 
by the three velocity components vn v(l„ vz, by the space-charge 
density Ji, and by the radial displacement f, all quantities being given 
at a certain axial position z = 20. If the beam travels in a perfect 
steady state before it enters the modulating field there exists a linear 
relation between r and v4l. Consequently, at least four modes are 
required to meet the boundary conditions at 2 = z0. Two pairs of 
waves can be expected to exist because a magnetically focused elec- 
tron beam inherently has two resonances, the plasma resonance and 
the cyclotron resonance. There must be a pair of modes associated 
with each resonance. The theories which use Equation (I) predict 
only one pair of waves because the "intrinsic" solutions criticized 
above lead to inconsistencies and must be abandoned.10 Also in 
Reference (7) only two fundamental modes of propagation have been 
reported. It will be shown in the present paper that a consequent 
application of Equation (II) resolves this discrepancy. 

(3) Theories which are based on Equation (I) predict no wave 
propagation for the case of the beam completely filling the drift tube. 
This prediction is not reasonable because for extremely thick beams 
one expects the propagation constants to be approximately equal to 
that of a beam of infinite extent, independent of the location of the 
drift tube. Application of Equation (II) again resolves this dis- 
crepancy. 

»W. W. Rigrod and J. Labus, "Space-Charge Waves Along Mag- 
netically-Focused Electron Beams," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 46, p. 358, January, 
1958. 

111 A. H. W. Beck, Space Charge Waves and Slow Electromagnetic 
Waves, Pergamon Press, New Ycrk, N. Y., 1958, p. 116. 
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(4) With the aid of either Equation (I) or (II) and the field 
equations for stationary processes (m = 0) the scalloping of a beam 
can be calculated. Experimental investigations1113 show very good 
agreement with the result obtained from Equation (II) (see Figure 8). 

In the present paper, the force Equation (II) is generalized so as 
to include all values of the magnetic field between Brillouin field and 
infinity, and then combined with the field equations. The resulting 
differential equation is solved for space-charge-wave propagation in a 
drift tube and in a slow-wave structure. Formation and maintenance 
of the beam are also discussed.* 

Derivation of the Space-Charge-Wave Equation 

For the derivation of the space-charge-wave equation the follow- 
ing assumptions are made: 

(1) Only first-order perturbations are taken into account. 

(2) The electron velocity is very much smaller than the velocity 
of light. 

(3) The thermal velocity spread is neglected. 

(4) A rotational symmetrical structure surrounds the solid 
cylindrical electron beam. 

(5) The electric field strength can be derived from a scalar 
potential. This is tantamount to describing the field distribution by 
a "slow" TM wave with = 0 and rotational symmetry. Justification 
for this assumption is demonstrated at the end of this section. 

In the Lagrangian description of an electron fluid, each particle 
is labeled by its position (r0, ^0, z0) at a time t = t0. The motion of 
an individual particle in a homogeneous axial magnetic focusing 
field B is described by the force equations 

r — ri>2 = r1(Er + rj>B) (la) 

11 J. Berghammer, "Die Welligkeit eines magnetisch gefuhrten Elek- 
tronenstrahles," Dipl. Ing. Thesis, Technische Hochschule Vienna, March, 
1954. 

12 H. Schnitger, "Die Messung der Welligkeit des Elektronenstrahles 
einer Wanderfeldrdhre," Arch. d. elektr. Vbertrag., Vol. 7, p. 415, Sep- 
tember, 1953. 

13 J. D. Lawson, "Some Experiments on a Cylindrical Electron Beam 
Constrained by a Magnetic Field," Jour. Electron., Vol. 1, p. 43, July, 1955. 

* Note added in proof: In the recent publication by R. H. C. Newton, 
"On Space Charge Waves," Jour. Electronics and Control, Vol. 5, p. 510, 
December, 1958, a wave equation for Brillouin flow has been derived which 
agrees with the present analysis. 
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7'(j) + 2r<f> = — rjHf (lb) 

2 = TjE,. (1c) 

Each superscript dot indicates one differentiation with respect to 
time at constant r0, and 20. Because of the assumption of a non- 
relativistlc beam, the forces produced by the r-f magnetic field and 
the d-c magnetic field of the electron current have been neglected. 
Steady-state solutions are sought for which the radial velocity is zero 
and the axial velocity constant. From Equations (1) 

r = 0, r = r0, (2a) 

2 = 0, 2 = •?;„, 12b) 

i=:0, 0= —n0. (2c) 

+ VErn = 

Here 

^ = 7)8 (4) 

is the cyclotron frequency. To facilitate a perturbation analysis, the 
angular velocity 12,, and the axial velocity y,, are assumed to be inde- 
pendent of r0. It will be shown in the last section of this paper that 
these assumptions are justifiable in most practical cases. 

The steady-state electric field strength Er0 in Equation (3) must 
be consistent with Poisson's equation: 

d Er() E, o po 
 + = —. (5) 

With the space-charge density p,, assumed constant across the beam, 
the proper solution of Equation (5) is 

i',, P 
£7,.,, = »•„, (6) 

9 

where w,, is the plasma frequency defined by 
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Equations (6) and (3) combined yield the steady-state condition 

wp 
fio2 H = ojc Q|j. (8) 

2 

Equation (8) states that at any radius the centrifugal force and the 
space-charge force are balanced by the magnetic force. 

Suppose the steady state is perturbed slightly. Denoting the per- 
turbations by tildes, one can write 

r = rn + f {t, r0, z0), (9a) 

<f> = — n„ + 4>{t,r„,z„), (9b) 

z = v„-\- v. (t, r,,, z,,}, (9c) 

E, = E,.0 + Er (t, r(l, zlt), (9d) 

Ez = E. (t, r0, z0). (9e) 

With all second- and higher-order perturbations neglected one finds 
from the force Equations (1) with the aid of the steady-state solu- 
tions, Equations (2), and the steady-state condition, Equation (8) 

v + — ii>r)O — tjE,., (l()a) 

r0^ = (2n0 —<«,.) f + C, (10b) 

bz = VE:. (10c) 

The factor, k-, defined by 

/ V 3 

determines, for a given space-charge density, the radial eigen-fre- 
quency of the electrons, k- is therefore a measure of the stiffness of 
the beam, or quality of the focusing system. C is an integration 
constant. Equations (10) could have been derived also in Eulerian 
coordinates which will be used henceforth. The superscript dot now 
indicates the total time derivative. It should be recalled here that 
E,. is the perturbation of the radial electric field seen by the displaced 
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stream element at the radius r + f. The displacement of the stream, 
f, in Eulerian coordinates is a function of time and space whereas the 
displacement of an individual fluid particle in Langrangian coordi- 
nates (Equation (9a)) is a function of time and initial position. The 
usual assumption is made that the perturbations vary as 

exp (jiat — Tz). (12) 

This assumption is strictly justifiable only for streams with smooth 
cylindrical surfaces. Thus the rippled beam must be replaced by an 
equivalent rectilinear beam, i.e., a beam which is not displaced 
radially. Figure la shows a section of a beam element which in the 
unperturbed stream is bounded by the cylindrical surfaces r = r0, 
and r = r0 — Ar0. The rectilinear equivalent is depicted in Figure lb. 
Equivalence exists if the currents carried by the two elements are 
identical. 

Equalization of the displacement currents leads to the conclusion 
that the electric field seen by the rectilinear element is the same as 
that seen by the rippled element. The axial convection current carried 
by the rippled element is 

fo + r (ro) 

A/, = 27r {ia + iz) rdr. (13) 

ro — Aro -f r (ro — Aro) 

Linearization in both Ar,, and the r-f quantities leads to 

d(rf) 
-^I,~ =: 2)A'/'j| ^ 277?-(|L (?'()) A/'c, -f- 2Trig - Ajv (14) 

3r 
r = ro 

The first term is the d-c current. The second term is due to a density 
modulation. Both terms appear also in the rectilinear element if the 
axial convection-current densities in the two elements are identical. 
The remaining third term in Equation (14) originates from the 
radial displacement of the particles. In the rectilinear element one 
can interpret this last term as a superposition of two surface currents, 

7sl = 27rr0t0f(r0) (15a) 

at r = r(„ and 
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Li ^tt (r0 A?y) ty I T(Tq*) 

— hi + Zt h) - 
3(rr) 

9r 
Aro 

dr 

3r 

(15b) 

at r = r0 — Ar0. If all rectilinear stream elements are put together 
to form the beam one can see that the "surface" currents within the 
beam cancel and there remains only the surface current at the 
boundary of the rectilinear beam, r — b; 

Is = 2Trbinf(h). (1G) 

Finally, the radial convection current which in the real beam is caused 
by the finite radial displacements must be replaced in the rectilinear 
model by an equal radial current caused by infinitesimal lateral mo- 
tions (dipole layers). The boundary conditions at the surface of the 
rectilinear model can now be stated. The axial electric field must be 

r = r<>+'r(rj 

(b) 
Fig. 1—Annular element of the perturbed beam (a) and its rectilinear 
equivalent (b). The rippled element is bounded by the time-varying sur- 
faces r = n + r(»•<,), and r = ro — Aro4-r(ro — An), the rectilinear element 

by the stationary surfaces r = r0, and r =ra — Arc. 

continuous while the surface current causes a discontinuity in the 
tangential magnetic field. Denoting the perturbations inside of the 
beam with subscripts I and outside of the beam with subscripts II, 
one can write 

Ezn(h) =Ezl(h), 

H^nib) =#0,(6) + in? (6 ). 

(17a) 

(17b) 

Zitelli7 combined Equations (10) for Brillouin flow, k2 = 1/2, with 
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the field equations. This implies that the rippled beam is replaced 
by the rectilinear equivalent described above. In the force equations 
of the theories of Labus,1 Rigrod and Lewis,- and others,3" the radial 
electric r-f field is not the perturbation field seen by the perturbed 
stream element at a radius r + f, as in Equation (10a), but is rather 
understood as the perturbation field at constant radius of the per- 
turbed beam. In Reference (2) the radial displacement of the stream 
is claimed to be taken fully into account by the introduction of the 
surface current from Equation (16). This model, however, is not 
acceptable, for it leads to the discrepancies outlined earlier. Labus 
and Poschl,4 and Labus," realized that the ripples inside of the beam 
must also be removed. However, their method fails to resolve the 
discrepancies discussed and furthermore, seems to be rather in- 
consistent.9 

From Equations (10) and Relation (12) the Eulerian velocities 
are, for C = 0, 

^0 07^ — r) 

V0- ap,. — T)- + k- U>p- 

a.,„2/2n,1 

rjE,-, (18a) 

rjE,., (18b) 
t'li- (jPc — r)2 + k1 o)^-' 

1 
riE,, (18c) 

v0 UP* - r) 

where Pe = u>/v0. Note that is the perturbation of the angular 
velocity of a stream element during its radial displacement, there- 

fore consists of the two terms r<j> — no*1- The integration "constant" 
C in Eulerian coordinates can be a quantity which varies as exp {jut — 
jP,z). Thus one might expect a so-called kinematic wave to exist 
which propagates with the drift velocity of the beam. Such a kine- 
matic solution, however, leads to inconsistencies with the field equa- 
tions and must be abandoned. The analysis is therefore limited to 
cases where C = 0. This is tantamount to the assumption that the 
beam starts off in a perfect steady state where both r and are zero. 
For most applications this is a fair assumption, perhaps noise compu- 

tations excepted. Because of the proportionality between r and </> from 
Equation (10b), there are the four independent variables to describe 
the excitation of the beam: space-charge density, p, and the velocity 
components vn v^, v^. Thus at least four modes of propagation are 
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expected to exist in a magnetically focused electron beam. Because of 
the assumption that the electric field is derivable from a scalar 
potential, 

1 dE- 
Er = (19) 

F 3r 

As a consequence of the continuity equation, 

Sp djt 
 = fo div t? + v0 , (20) 

df dz 

the Poisson equation, 

div E ~ , (21) 
«o 

and Equations (18) and Expression (12), it can be shown that E. 
must satisfy the familiar Bessel-differential equation 

d-f:, 1 d£\ 
 1 + = (22) 
3?-2 r ?>r 

where the radial wave number y is given by 

Pp is the plasma-wave number otp/vn. According to Equation (11), 
fc-= go for confined flow. Then Equation (23) reduces to the well- 
known expression 
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For a solid beam the only permissible solution of Equation (22) is 

Ez — A J0(yr) exp (jud — Ta) (25) 

where A is the amplitude of the electric field strength at the axis and 
Jn the Bessel function of nth order. All other field components can be 
derived from Equation (25). One finds from Equation (19) 

Er = A (yr) exp (jmt — !>). (26) 
r 

The space-charge density is, from Equation (21), 

Pp \a eoI 
  AJ0(yr) exp (>i£ — Vz). 

—r / +1 + r 

(27) 

Equations (18), (25), and (26) combined yield for the velocities 

Pt> y 
-   V A Ji (yr) exp (jwt — Vz), (28a) 

jfie ~ f \2 u>pl 
+ k~ 

p,, 

i y 
v, = v A Jx (yr) exp (jmt — r«), (28b) 

■jpe-vY 2n0v 
+ fc- 

A J0(yr) exp (jot — Vz). (28c) 

Pp 

Pv 1 
'fs = - 

jPe ^ 

From Equation (28a) and Expression (12), one obtains, for the radial 
displacement, 

vr i y 
^   =   (yr) exp (jud — Tz) . 

v0(jpc-V) / jfie — v \~ Vr 
+ k2 

P" ■ (291 
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From Equations (2), (27), and (28), the convection-current densities 
are 

iPc-V 

pv •vor 
lr — pnVr 

iPc — r X2 
AJ^yr) exp (ju>t — Fj;), (30a) 

i,!, — ih)V,b n0rp — 
1 Up-toV 

JPe-T y 2Q0r 
) + k2 

Pp 

•/, (yr) (30b) 

+ • 

_ PP ^ 

.'Pe — r 
fc2 

■ il0t0TrJ 0 (yr) 

}Pe — r 

A exp {jwt — Fz), 

1 + k- 

>p (iPe — r Pp 
-] V-j — l +  

iPr-y/ \ Pp iPc-Y, 
lz — Po^z + voP =  — joii{tAJlt(yr) exp (jwt — Fx). 

iPe — r 

Pp 
4* 1 + fc2 

(30c) 

Finally, from the first Maxwellian equation. 

curl H = i + joxuE, (81) 

one finds 

H,,, — — + ir). 
V 

With the aid of Equations (26) and (30a), 

}pe - r 

Pp - _ • 7 / ■ l"p 

Hit> — Jtoto | 1 — )  
r2 \ o) / — r 

pp 

(32) 

- + fc2 

AJjiyr) exp (jmt — Tz). 

(33) 
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The second term in the brackets is the ratio of radial convection 
current to radial displacement current. 

It remains to be proven that the electric fields can be derived from 
a scalar potential. This is tantamount to showing that Equation (19) 
is a valid approximation, and that E(lt is negligible. From Maxwell's 
first Equation (31) and second equation, 

—> 
curl E = — joiix0H, (34) 

and Expression (12), the correct equation relating the radial and 
axial electric fields is 

(■)-(,, \ 1 CB. o)/i|| 
Eri 1-1 )= h / V (35) 

r- / r or r- 

With 

and Equation (18a) 

V = Po®, , 

<-i-e0/.i0 1 ^Ez WCq/Xq U)p Pp 
Er I 1 H ) =   h J . 

r dr r2 0, / \2 
+ k- 

Pp 
(36) 

For slow waves 

W-€o/Xo 

r2 
« 1. (37) 

Equation (19) is a good approximation if 

/://?,.-r \2 

(   + k- =1= 0, (38) 
\ Pv ) 

since in most practical cases 

— « 1. (39) 

Furthermore, if 
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JPc - r 

Pp 
+ k- 0, (40) 

then from Equation (23) 

k--l 
y- = 

k- 

r/^-r 

P,. 
k- 0, (41) 

and therefore, from E(|uation (26), 

y-r 
E,. = A exp (jo,t — Tz) —* 0. 

2r 
(42) 

Thus the last term in Equation (36) is finite and small even at the 
eigenvalue excluded by Relation (38). To complete the proof the 
excitation of the angular electric field by the convection-current 
density from Equation (30b) must be considered. From Equations 
(31) and (34) one can readily find, under the slow-wave condition. 
Relation (37), the inhomogeneous Bessel equation 

d-E,, 1 dEl/} / 1 
I h E,/, I r-   I = . 

Zr- r Zr \ r- 
(43) 

With the "driving-current" given by Equation (30b), a particu- 
lar integral of Equation (43) is 

E,!, = (C1J
r
1(yr) + C.>YrJ,t(yr) ) A exp {ju>t — Yz), (44) 

where 

C1=i- 
2y 

and 

kYc 

/ iPr - r 

Pv 

c., = j 

iP. - r \- 

(V2n0)
2 

+ 1 + k- 

L / iP* — \ - 
-1 

Pp 
+ k- 

(46) 
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where c is the velocity of light. The minimum value of the focusing 
parameter k2 is 0.5, that is, the value for Brillouin flow. In all prac- 
tical beams |rr| does not exceed unity by orders of magnitude. 
Furthermore, in practice, 

  « 1. (47) 

Thus, under the slow-wave condition. Relation (37), the field strength 
is negligible compared to i?2 and Er from Equations (25) and (26). 

Even at the limit, Expression (40), the first term in the bracket of 
Equation (44) does not exhibit a pole and is small because of the 
Relation (41). 

It can therefore be concluded, that for slow waves, the electric 
field strength is in all practical cases derivable from a scalar potential. 
Thus assumption No. 5, made earlier, is justified. 

Space-Charge-Wave Propagation in a Drift Tube 

Solutions are sought for which the axial electric field vanishes at 
the drift-tube wall, r = a. Equations (17) must be valid at the steady- 
state beam surface, r=b. These boundary conditions lead to a tran- 
scendental dispersion equation which is difficult to solve except for 
the case where the beam fills the drift tube completely (b = a). For 
the sake of simplicity it is assumed that b = a so that no electrons 
are intercepted by the drift tube when the beam is modulated. Then, 
from Equations (25) and (17a), 

Ju(yb) = 0. (48) 

From Equation (23) 

1 + k2 / / 4F 
V1 — [1±i/ 1 ) (49) 

2 \ T (1 + ^)2(1- (y„6/r6)2) 

where p is the plasma-frequency-reduction factor defined by 

, jfie — r V 
P2 = -   • (50) 

y„6 is a root (eigenvalue) of Equation (48). In References (l)-(6), 
in contrast to Reference (7) and the present analysis, no space-charge- 
wave propagation is predicted for Brillouin flow (fc2 = Va) if b — a. 
The physical unreality of such a result becomes obvious for very large 
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beam radii where the propagation constant must be approximately 
equal to that of the infinitely extended beam regardless of the prox- 
imity of the drift tube. 

Equation (48) has an infinite number of roots (eigenvalues). For 
the sake of simplicity, only one will be considered in the following 
discussion. Figure 2 shows typical solutions for various values of 
the focusing parameter, k2. In addition to the familiar pair of waves 
with \p\ <1, there is another pair with a "reduction" factor |p| >1. 
The two pairs of waves can be interpreted by considering the limits 
of |p| for large beam radii. For 

1 
— (51) 
2 

the effective plasma frequency of the lower branch approaches fcu,,, 
and for 

1 ^ fc2 oo, (52) 

the effective plasma frequency of the upper branch approaches k(i>p; 
fcojj, is, from Equation (10a), the radial eigen-frequency of the elec- 
trons. Under the Condition (51) the upper branch approaches the 
plasma frequency, u>p, and under the Condition (52) the lower 
branch approaches the same frequency. It can thus be said that each 
solution is associated with one of the two possible resonance fre- 
quencies of the system, i.e., the radial frequency kui^ and the plasma 
frequency u>p. Plasma waves of this type have been found by Schu- 
mann,14 and Gould and Trivelpiece.15 This behavior is typical for 
systems with two resonances. For example, the dispersion curve of 
lattice vibrations in a one-dimensional crystal with two kinds of 
atoms exhibits two branches, the "acoustical" and the "optical" 
branches, in a manner very similar to that shown in Figure 2. If the 
beam does not drift (^0 = 0), from Equation (50), p = <a/o>p. Then 
the dispersion of the upper branch is anomalous because the group 
velocity becomes negative. The dispersion of the lower branch stays 
normal. In accordance with the plasma theory14 it is suggested that 
the waves associated with the lower and upper branches in Figure 2 
be called ordinary and extraordinary waves, respectively. It is note- 

14 W. O. Schumann, "Uber Wellenausbreitung im Plasma zwischen 
zwei unendlich gut leitenden Ebenen in Richtung eines aufgepragten 
ausseren Magnetfeldes," Zeitschr. Angew. Phys., Vol. 8, p. 482, October, 
1956. 

15 R. W. Gould and A. W. Trivelpiece, "A New Mode of Wave Propa- 
gation on Electron Beams." Symposium on Electronic Waveguides, Poly- 
tech. Inst. Brooklyn, April, 1958. 
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worthy that Equation (49) is valid also for b/a^l if is under- 
stood as the root (eigenvalue) of the dispersion equation appropriate 
to the specific value of b/a. The nature of the solutions shown in 
Figure 2 is therefore independent of b/a. 

The degree to which the various modes are excited depends on 
the way the beam is modulated. For an illustrative example the 
following assumptions are made: 

(1) At «: = 0 the beam is velocity modulated by an ideal double 
layer. Thus at the input plane only axial r-f velocities are present. 

Fig. 2—Typical solutions for the plasma-frequency eduction" factor |/)| 
versus normalized beam radius —j^b. The focusing parameter k is given 

by Equation (11). 

(2) Only modes associated with the first root of Equation (48) 
(fundamental modes) are taken into account. 

(3) The "reduction" factors do not exceed unity by orders of 
magnitude. 

(4) Oip/o) ^ 1. 
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As a consequence of the latter two assumptions 

r = ipe. (53) 

The boundary conditions at « = 0 are met by a proper superposition 
of the four fundamental modes. One obtains 

v,y.7i iyr) p{2p2
2 

vr   (cos — cos PpV-.z) exp j (ust — Pt.z), 
P,k- p./ — pi2 

(54) 

v^yJityr) p^p.,- 
(sin PuP^z — Pi/p-2 sin ) exp j (wt — (3rz), 

2<-2„Pr PS2 — Pi- 
(55) 

p2Hp.,-—l) / pj-d —p,-) 
v, = vvI(l(yr) I cos Pvp^z H cos PPp.,z 

li-(.p.,- —p,-) \ P22(P22 —1) 

exp j ( ml — P, Z  

(56) 

v^u^Jviyr) P22—1 / . _ PiU—Pi2) 
sin Pvp^z H sin 

V Pi^Pr — Pl') \ p.,{p.r — l) 
exp j (at — flcz). (57) 

vl is the value of the velocity excitation at the axis of the input plane. 
p1 and P2> both positive numbsrs, are the absolute values of the reduc- 
tion factors of the two pairs of fundamental modes; pl and p_, may 
be interchanged without changing Equations (54)-(57). As a con- 
sequence of Approximation (53) there is, from Equation (49), the 
following relation between p1 and p.^: 

p3-+ Pi'— 1 + k'2. (58) 

Of particular interest, besides the quantities given by Equations 
(54)-(57), are the ripples of the beam and the total r-f convection 
current. The ripples from Equation (29), are given by 

v^yJjiyr) pyp, 
r = (sin PpPiZ — Pi/p-i sin P^p-jZ) exp j(o,t — pcz). 

k'-^P,. P-s* — Pr 
(59) 
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The total axial r-f convection current 

/•&+ 
'' = 2-ir / 

J r=0 

'-l-r(6) 
I = 2ir I (i0 + L)rdr — i0b'2n, i0 = p0v0 (60) 

consists of two terms, 

1' = 2tt j l-rdr, 
J 0 

(61) 

and 

/" = 27r6i0f (.6). (62) 

The first term is due to a density modulation. The second term orig- 
inates from a radial contraction and expansion process of the beam 
at constant direct current density i0 and is identical with the surface 
current from Equation (16). With Equations (57) and (59) one 
obtains 

v^hmfyV^Jx (yb) p^p./ /sin/JpPjZ p1 
I' =   | 1 sin PvV2z 

Vfie PL'" — Pi2 \ 1 — Pi2 P2(P22— 1) 
ex-pj((ut — /3cz). (63) 

v^irb^VoyJ^yb) PiP-r /smPpViZ Vi 
I" = I — sin fipP-.z 

vPe Pa2 —Pi2 \ k- P-k2 

exp j (oit — /?,,;?). ( 64) 

It is now assumed that Pi is the reduction factor of the lower (ordi- 
nary) and p2 the reduction factor of the upper (extraordinary) branch 
of the curves in Figure 2. In many practical cases the beam diameter 
is so small that 

Pi2 « 1, (65) 

and consequently, from Equation (58), 

p.,2 = 1 + k2. (66) 

This approximation can be shown to be independent of b/a. Thus for 
thin beams the last terms of Equations (63) and (64) cancel upon 
summation and the r-f convection current is given by the ordinary 
waves only. Thus the amplitude of the convection current varies 
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Fig. 3—Relative amplitude of the radial velocity versus distance from the 
exciting double layer for Brillouin flow, /?„& = 0.55, and h/a = \. The 
dashed curve represents the part which is contributed by the ordinary 
waves. The zeros occur at the same distances as the extrema of the ripples 

(Figure 4). 

sinusoidally along the beam. This is not so for other quantities. 
Figures 3 to 5 show the functions in the parenthesis of Equations 
(54), (55) or (59), and (57) for Brillouin flow (fe2 = 0.5), 6/a = 1 and 
PJ} = 0.55. The zeros in the amplitude of the radial velocity (Figure 
3) naturally coincide with the extrema in the amplitude of the ripples 
(Figure 4). From Equation (56), the variation of the axial velocity 
amplitude along the beam is sinusoidal as long as Approximation 
(65) holds. A comparison between Equations (63) and (64) shows, 

Fig. 4—Relative amplitude of the azimuthal velocity or radial displacement 
(ripples) versus distance from the exciting double layer for Brillouin flow, 
,8,6 = 0.55, and 6/a=l. The dashed curve represents the part which is 
contributed by the ordinary waves. The extrema occur at the same distances 

as the zeros in radial velocity (Figure 3). 
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again under Condition (65) and for Brillouin flow, that % of the 
total axial r-f convection current originates from the radial contrac- 
tion and expansion process of the beam at constant unperturbed 
direct-current density, while only % is contributed by the axial density 
modulation. This changes, of course, as k- is increased and, for 

confined flow, k2 — x and /" = 0. Under Condition (65), one can 
say that for fc- < 1 the r-f convection current due to the radial 
contraction-expansion process is predominant, and for fc2 > 1 the r-f 
convection current due to the axial density modulation is predominant. 
It should be recalled here that in this example modulation by an ideal 

Fig. 5—Relative amplitude of the axial convecticn-current density versus 
distance from the exciting double layer for Brillouin flow, f3,b = 0.55, and 
6/0. = 1. The dashed curve represents the part which is contributed by 

the ordinary waves. 

double layer has been assumed. The results may be quite different 
for another excitation. 

Space-Charge-Wave Propagation Along a Slow-Wave Structure 
(Traveling-Wave Tube) 

Coupling between beam and delay line is accomplished by the 

displacement current per unit length M which flows away from the 
beam; 

1.2 

30° 60" 90° 120* 150" 180" 2IC 

p,/3p*- -ir- 

AI ~ 27rbjo)t()Ern(b). (67) 
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With the aid of Equations (17b), (18a), (29), (30a), and (32), one 
obtains for the radial electric field strength just outside of the beam 

E,.u(b) = 

(/ We-? V 

Pp 
+ i + k- 

jpe - r 

pp 

+ k- 

Eri (b). (08) 

The factor in brackets represents the radial motion of the particles. 
If the discussion is restricted to thin beams one can see from Equa- 
tions (50) and (68), and from the Approximation (66), that the 
extraordinary ivaves do not couple to the delay line. To compute the 
coupling current of the ordinary waves it is assumed that the axial 
electric field is approximately constant across tha beam. Then [yb | « 1 
and the Bessel functions can be approximated by the first terms of 
the series for small arguments. From Equations (25) and (26) 

E.i = A exp iju>t — Fz) (G9) 

Erl = r E:t. 
2r 

(70) 

The boundary condition (17a) and Equations (23), (67), (68), and 
(70) yield 

M = ju>t0Tb2TT 1 + 
JPe - r / J 

E-, (71) 

The so-called "electronic" Equation (71) combined with a "circuit" 
equation which can be derived, for instance, from Pierce's equivalent 
network,16 lead to an algebraic dispersion equation of fourth power 
in T. This dispersion equation seems to be independent of the mag- 
netic focusing field strength because Equation (71) is independent 
of k2. Thus the gain in traveling-wave tubes with thin beams seems 
to be independent of the magnetic field strength. However, the 
passive-mode parameter1617 Q can be related to the plasma-frequency- 

16 J. R. Pierce, Traveling-Wave Tubes, D. van Nostrand Company, Inc., 
Princeton, N. J., 1950. 

17 F. Paschke, "Die Wechselseitigkeit der Kopplung in Wander- 
feldrohren," Arch. d. elektr. Vbertrag., Vol. 11, p. 137, April, 1957. 
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reduction factor which increases with k'-. Thus, for appreciable space 
chaige, one can expect a decreasing gain with increasing focusing field 
strength due to the enhanced excitation of passive modes. 

The independence of the coupling current, Equation (71), of k- 
can be explained as follows. Suppose the axial electric field strength 
is kept constant while the focusing field strength, or k2, decreases. 
Then the bunches become less dense as expressed by the fc2 depend- 
ence of (EQuation (23)) in Equation (70), However, the coupling 
due to the radial expansion-contraction process of the beam as ex- 
piessed by the factor in Equation (68) increases so as to fully com- 
pensate the reduction in bunch density. This is only true for thin 
beams. For thick beams both the ordinary and extraordinary waves 
aie coupled to the delay line and the gain depends on the magnetic 
field strength even for small space charge. A thick-beam analysis, 
however, leads to a complicated transcendental dispersion equation 
which, to this author, does not seem to merit further investigation. 

It should be noted that Pierce's electronic equation (Equations 
(2.22) and (2.3) in Reference (16)) 

can be obtained from Equation (71) by reducing the beam to a cur- 
rent thread which means b2 0 but b2P2

p + 0. The assumption of 
a current thread is equivalent to neglecting the axial displacement 
current within the beam compared to the convection current. The 
propriety of this procedure and the influence of the first term of 
Equation (71) are discussed in Reference (17). 

There is a practical method of forming an electron beam whose 
steady state is approximated by Equations (2), (3), and (6). This 
is depicted in Figure 6. The current is emitted from a cathode at 
zero potential which is threaded by a uniform axial magnetic field, 
B,.. After proper acceleration in the gun region, the electrons acquire 
an angular velocity by changing their radial position and by passing 
through a magnetic shield into a drift space with a homogeneous 
magnetic field B. The angular velocity is given by Busch's theorem; 

(72) 

Formation and Maintenance of the Beam 

no = — (l-/i), 
2 

(73) 
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r0-B 

Here rc and r0 are the radii of an electron at the cathode and at 
equilibrium, respectively, h is positive if B and Bc are in the same 
direction and negative if B and B,, are in opposite directions. In 
conjunction with Equations (2), the angular velocity, n0, has been 
assumed to be independent of r0. Thus h must be independent of r0. 
It follows from Equation (74) that the rate of convergence must be 
the same for all electrons, which is a fair assumption. The steady- 

Pig. 6—Formation of the beam. After leaving the cathode the electrons 
are accelerated and pass through a magnetic shield into a drift tube. 

state Condition (8) can be rewritten 

Up2 =  (1 — h2) , 
2 

(75) 

(76) 

and the focusing parameter k2 from Equation (11) 

11+ U2 

2 1 — 

From Equation (75) one can conclude that only for 

— (77) 

is a steady state achieved. The potential distribution outside of the 
beam is given by the following solution of Laplace's equation 

r — b, 2r] V,, = 2ri VA — o)p2 b2 In 

r 
In — 

b 

a 
In 

b . 

(78) 
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Inside of the beam the potential V, is obtained from Poisson's equa- 
tion ; 

Up- l>~ / ® \ ""P 
t — b, 2r)V,=2yVi I 1 + 2 In — 1 H r-. (79) 

2 \ 6/2 

The boundary conditions are met by the Equations (78) and (79) ; 
that is, at the drift-tube wall, r = a, the potential is V t, and, at r = b, 
both the potential and its gradient are continuous. Equation (79) 
states that the potential is depressed by space charge. This affects 
the electron velocity. Assuming zero emission velocity, from the con- 
servation of energy, 

v,,-+ r-iil;- = 2vVl. (80) 

With the aid of Equations (73) and (75) one obtains from Equa- 
tions (79) and (80) 

h~ 0)r~ / f/ \ C0(.~ 
Vu- — 2?/ V ( (1 //-) I 1 -j- 2 In — | -f- ?•- // (1 — //). 

4 \ b) 2 
(81) 

Thus the axial velocity depends on the radius. This is due to the 
/•-dependant term of the potential depression which is partly com- 
pensated by the conversion of axial velocity into angular velocity 
described by Equation (80). The compensation is complete only for 
Brillouin flow {h = 0) where the axial velocity is independent of r. 
For confined flow (// = 1) the last two terms in Equation (81) are 
finite for finite space-charge densities because of Relation (75). For 
derivation of the space-charge-wave equation the assumption has been 
made that v„ does not depend on the radius. The r-f analysis is there- 
fore valid only if, from Equation (81), 

o>(.2 h- b2 m,,2 / a \ 
— Ml -h) « 2V Vt (1 — h2) ( 1 + 2 In — I, (82) 

2 4 \ b / 

which is true in most practical cases. 

In the following, the maximum current which can pass the drift 
tube is derived. The current density is obtained by multiplying Equa- 
tion (81) by p0

2 and taking the square root. Substituting with the 
aid of Equation (75), the cyclotron frequency for the plasma fre- 
quency, one obtains 
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a,'2 (1 — hr) £0 \'2r] VA 

2V 

a 
1 + 2 In - 

b2 u>2 I) 2 r2 h (1 — ft) 
1 — (1 — h2) h - 

4 2V y, 2 2V 7, 
(83) 

Integration over the beam cross section yields 

2,7 £o 1 + h r/ Vn 2 h / 7o \\3/2 

In = - — (2V VA)W \l — + : -( 1   
St? h L\ a 1+h \ Vi 

1 + 2 In — 
h 

T7., \3/2" 

F,, is the potential at tlie axis; 

i 84) 

a 
1 + 2 In - 

yn a),.2 h2 h 
 =1 (I — //2) . (85) 
VA 4 2V VA 

A focusing system is characterized by the parameter k2 or, from 
Equation (76), by h. If this parameter is kept constant and the 
magnetic field is increased, the effect on the current will be twofold. 
Firstly, there will be an increase in current because the space-charge 
density from Equations (75) and (7) increases with the square of 
the magnetic field. Secondly, there will be a reduction in current 
because the increased space-charge depression of the potential tends 
to decrease the axial velocity. Thus there must be an optimum value 
for the magnetic field or for VU/VA from Equation (85). This opti- 
mum is readily obtained from Equation (84). 

opt (1—<t)2 

 =   , (86) 
V i 3(1   O- ) + (T2 

where <t is defined by 

2h 
a   . (87) 

(1 + ;/) / a 
1 + 2 In 

b 
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From Equations (86) and (84) the maximum current is 

47rf0 (2^ y,)3/2 1 

■^0 max ■ . (88) 
Q \ \ 3 (1 — tr) + (T2 

1 + 2 In - 
b / 

The function of a appearing in Equation (88) exhibits a maximum 
at cr = 3/2. This corresponds, however, to a value of h which is pro- 
hibited by Relation (77). Therefore the absolute limit of current 
appears at the maximum permissible value of h. This is, from Relation 
(77), the value for confined flow h = 1, which is to be expected. Pierce18 

has given the limiting current for a = h both for Brillouin flow and 
confined flow. For Brillouin flow, h = 0 and o- = 0, so that 

477 e0(2t] y^) 3/2 

/o max ' • (89) 
3rj \/3 

This agrees with Pierce's Equation (9.32) in Reference (18). For 
confined flow, h = 1 and o- = 1, so that 

477 e0(2V y,4)3/2 
A) max • (90) 

3r] 

This is higher than predicted by Pierce's Equation (9.61) in Refer- 
ence (18) because Pierce obtained the limiting current for confined 
flow by assuming constant current density across the beam while in 
the present analysis the space-charge density is kept constant. In a 
recent paper19 a maximum current has been calculated for Brillouin 
flow (h = 0) and varying a/b. This analysis was based on the as- 
sumption that the optimum value of the potential at the axis, V0, is 
independent of a/b and equal to one third of the potential at the 
beam surface, y,(b). This would be valid if yo/yj(6) were not a 
function of a/b. Equation (79) shows that this assumption is incor- 
rect. From Equations (86) and (87) the optimum value of the 
potential at the axis for Brillouin flow is y0 = y.i/3 — Vjih) /3. 
Consequently Equation (88) predicts higher limiting currents than 
the corresponding equation in Reference (19). Figure 7 shows the 
maximum perveance versus magnetic focusing field over Brillouin field 

18 J. R. Pierce, Theory and Design of Electron Beams, D. van Nostrand 
Company, Inc., Princeton, N. J., 1949. 

1!'H. J. Wolkstein, "Effect of Collector Potential on the Efficiency of 
Traveling-Wave Tubes," RCA Review, Vol. 19, p. 259, June, 1958. 
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with the ratio a/b as parameter. For small gaps between beam and 
drift tube the maximum current rises sharply with the magnetic field. 
For field strengths larger than about twice the Brillouin field the 
current increase is insignificant. For wide gaps the magnetic field 
has little influence on the maximum current. 

In practice it is very difficult to keep the beam in a smooth cylin- 
drical shape. There are many factors which cause perturbations. For 
example, the magnetic field does not change abruptly from Bc to B 
because there are always fringing fields present, or the beam is in- 
jected at an angle to the axis or with an improper space-charge 

Fig. 7—Maximum direct current which can pass a drift tube versus 
magnetic focusing field over Brillouin field. Va is the potential at the 

drift-tube wall, a/b is the ratio of drift-tube radius to beam radius. 

density. Consequently the beam will exhibit ripples. These are de- 
scribed by the space-charge-wave Equation (22) and its solution given 
by Equations (25)-(30) for w = 0. In this case, from Equation (50), 

This represents a straight line in the diagrams "jp| versus (—jVb)" 
discussed in conjunction with Figure 2. The angle xp between the 
ordinate and the straight line is given by 
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Because 

tan <1/ = 13ph. 

Ppb « 1, 

(92) 

(93) 

this angle is very small so that there is an intersection only with the 
upper branch of the curves. Also, because of Equation (91) and 
Relation (93) one can approximate \p\ by the value for small (—jVb) 
given by Equation (66) ; 

\p\ = VI + A--. 

  THEORETICAL CURVE 
 RftRAXIAL RAY APPROXIM 

x EXPERIMENT FROM REF. I I 
° EXPERIMENT FROM REF. 12 
• EXPERIMENT FROM REF 13 

Pig. 8—The frequency S!,. of ths radial electron oscillations in a scalloping 
Brillouin-flow beam plotted versus the cycloton frequency, uc, or magnetic 
focusing field strength, B. The theoretical value is given by Equation 

(98). Previous theories lead to the paraxial-ray approximation. 

From Equation ( 91) 

P = ± ,//8„ Vl + fc-. 

Thus the ripples vary sinusoidally in space as 

(94) 

3\/l lc~ 
+ conat. (95) 

This corresponds to a radial oscillation of the electrons with a fre- 
quency 

1 + k'~. (96) 
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With the aid of Equations (75) and (76) this can be rewritten 

n)r / 
Clr = i/S + h-. (97) 

2 V 

For Brillouin flow, h = 0 and 

V3 
Qr = o>c . (98) 

2 

The excellent agreement of Equation (98) with the experimental 
results found in the literature1113 is depicted in Figure 8. Only two 
experimental points (B = 140 and 300 gauss, both from Reference 
(13)) deviate substantially from the theoretical values. A demountable 
vacuum system with relatively high pressure was used in the experi- 
ment of Reference (13), whereas low-pressure sealed-off tubes were 
used in the experiments of References (11) and (12). Thus, the devia- 
tion may have been caused by neutralization of the electron space 
charge by positive ions. Furthermore, the data from References (11) 
and (12) represent averages over a relatively large number of scal- 
loping wavelengths whereas in Reference (13) the beam was probed 
over only about one wavelength. This not only makes an evaluation 
of the radial frequency somewhat inaccurate but also leaves some 
uncertainty about the laminarity of the stream. In contrast to the 
good agreement of Equation (98) with the experiments, the corre- 
sponding equations in References (l)-(6) lead to the paraxial-ray 
approximation Q,. = (t>c/V2 (Equation 9.44 in Reference (18)) which 
underestimates the radial frequency by about 20 per cent. As h is 
increased nr also increases. For strong focusing ^ 1 and the elec- 
trons oscillate with the cyclotron frequency 

Ur = ov (99) 

The amplitude and "phase" of the ripples naturally depend upon the 
way they are excited. This problem can readily be solved with the 
general Equations (25)-(30). 
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STABILIZATION OF TRANSISTOR GAIN OVER 

WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGES" 

By 

R. A. SCHMELTZER 

RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division, 
Somerville, N. J. 

Summary—The small-signal gain of a junction-transistor amplifier 
stage varies with ambient temperature as a result of changes of not only 
the d-c operating point but also the temperature-dependent a-c parameters 
of the transistor. The operating point can be stabilized by use of d-c 
degeneration or feedback methods. The effects of junction-temperature 
variation on the a-c stability of the amplifier are analyzed in terms of the 
temperature dependence of the hybrid-TT equivalent-circuit parameters of 
the transistor. It is shown that: 

1. When a junction-transistor amplifier stage is driven from a- source 
having an effective a-c resistance approximately equal to the rate 
of change of gain is zero. 

2. When the quiescent emitter current of the transistor is maintained 
constant, the optimum a-c source resistance is a slowly varying function 
of temperature. 

S. By proper choice of a-c source resistance the gain of a junction- 
transistor amplifier stage can be maintained substantially constant over 
a wide range of ambient temperatures without the use of temperature- 
sensitive circuit components, a-c degeneration or feedback, or additional 
circuit elements. 

i. By proper design, and without the use of a-c feedback, it is possible 
10 achieve a gain stability of ±0.125 decibel over the temperature range 
•"•t.ween —70° and -\-80oC in a stage having a gain of about 30 decibels. 

Introduction 

r 

I 

^\HE PERFORMANCE of an alloy-junction-transistor amplifier 
may be seriously impaired by variations in ambient tempera- 
ture. Such variations have particularly adverse effects upon 

the gain parameters of the transistor because they affect not only the 
position of the operating point, but also the junction temperature of 
the transistor. The operating point is affected because it is dstermined 
by the d-c input conductance and saturation currents of ths transistor, 
both of which are functions of temperature. 

The operating point of a small-signal-type transistor amplifier 
stage can be stabilized against the effects of variations in d-c input 
conductance by biasing the emitter junction from a source having a 

" Manuscript received February 5, 1959. 
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sufficient amount of d-c resistance. It can be stabilized against the 
effects of variations in saturation currents by the use of d-c degen- 
eration or inverse feedback. When a junction transistor is properly 
stabilized, its quiescent emitter current remains substantially constant 
over a wide range of ambient temperatures. To achieve maximum 
gain stability, however, it is necessary to minimize the effects of 
variations in junction temperature. 

This paper presents an analysis of the effects of junction tempera- 
ture on the gain of a germanium p-n-p alloy-junction-transistor ampli- 
fier stage. It also describes a method by which these effects can be 
minimized. 

Gain Variation in D-C Stable Circuits 

The analysis presented below is based upon a d-c stabilized ampli- 
fier stage using the common-emitter circuit shown in Figure 1. It is 
applicable whether the stage is used alone or in cascade with other 
stages. The transistor is driven from a source having an effective 
a-c resistance i?s, and operates into a load having an effective a-c 
resistance RL. The gain of the stage is directly proportional to its 
effective transconductance, Gm, generally defined as 

Gm = Ic/Vs, (11 

where I,, is the small-signal collector current, and Vs is the small-signal 
Thevenin equivalent driving voltage. 

The transistor itself can be represented by Giacoletto's hybrid-?!- 
small-signal equivalent circuit1 shown in Figure 2a. If the operating 
frequency is low enough so that all capacitive effects within the 
transistor are negligible, and if the effective load resistance, R,, is 
much smaller than the output resistance of the transistor, the tran- 
sistor can be represented by the simplified equivalent circuit shown 
in Figure 2b. The amplifier stage can then be represented by the 
circuit shown in Figure 2c. 

The effective transconductance of the stage in terms of the param- 
eters shown in Figure 2c is 

1 
  . (21 

1 
I 1 + f/.v' Hy + Rr + Thh') 1 + R, 

9m 
1 Giacoletto, L. J., "Study of P-N-P Alloy Junction Transistor from D-C 

Through Medium Frequencies," RCA Review, Vol. 15, pp. 506-562, Decem- 
ber, 1954. 
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It is evident that the stability of the effective transconductance, Gln, 
with temperature depends upon the temperature sensitivity of the 
parameters gb.e, gm (intrinsic transconductance) and rby. The quanti- 
tative variations with temperature of these parameters in p-n-p ger- 
manium alloy-junction transistors have been measured and are in 
agreement with theory.2 For temperatures below about 70° C the 
intrinsic base-to-emitter conductance gh-c decreases approximately as 
T-s-2, that is, 

U h'e 9 '/C,1 
r 

(3) 

where is the value of gt/e at temperature T0-, the intrinsic trans- 

@V5 

I   O- 

Fig. 1—Basic common-emitter amplifier stage upon which the 
analysis is based. 

conductance, gm, decreases as T-1, that is, 

3,n = g,„l) ^ T A ' (4) 

where gtn(] is the value of gm at temperature T0; and the internal 
base-lead resistance, rw, increases as T2-3, that is. 

T \2.Z 

I ' by — ' iii)',, II, (5 ) 
To 

where r^. is the value of at temperature T(). The effective trans- 

2 Eshelman, C. R., "Variation of Transistor Parameter with Tempera- 
ture," Semiconductor Products, pp. 25-30, January/February, 1958. 
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conductance of the transistor is most adversely affected by the varia- 
tions with temperature of gb.e and gm, and is only slightly affect3d by 
the variation of rbb. (see Appendix). 

rbb' b' 

rujvj 

.^be 

Cb'c 
—)l- 

9b'c 

icb'e j |gm vb'< e < <306 -1- c 

0 

bo- 
rbb' 

-«WA- 
b' 

> ^b'e 0 jgmVe 

Fig. 2—(a) Giacoletto's exact hybrid-1^ equivalent circuit of the p-n-p alloy- 
junction transistor; (b) simplified hybrid-1^" equivalent circuit of the tran- 

sistor; (c) equivalent circuit of the amplifier stage shown in Figure 1. 

It is convenient to express the temperature-dependent parameters 
Gm, 9t,-e, and 9m in terms of their logarithmic derivatives with respsct 
to temperature, or temperature coefficients. Thus, the temperature 
coefficient of Gm is 

d 1 dGm 

'Po ==  'In Gm) = ■ 
dT G,„ dT 

(6) 
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the temperature coefficient of bh.e is 

1 dgb.e 3.2 
<j>b = — = — -— 

9i-e dT T 
(7) 

and the temperature coefficient of ym is 

1 dgm 1 
'kg = (8) 

9 m dT T 

The values of (j>a, <!>,„ and <j>g represent respectively, the fractional 
change in Gm, gb'e, and gm per degree centigrade at temperature T. 
It is evident from Equation (2) that when the amplifier is operated 
at room temperature (300°K) with both Rs and Re equal to zero, Gm 

tends to vary as gm, decreasing at a rate = ^ = —1/300 = —0.3 
percent per degree centigrade. It is also evident that when Rs is made 
sufficiently large, Gm becomes proportional to gm/gb'e, and tends to in- 
crease with temperature at a rate (j>0 = fyg — <f>b = — (1/300) + (3.2/ 
300) = 0.7 percent per degree centigrade. There is, therefore, an 
optimum value of source resistance Rs for which the Gm is constant 
with temperature. 

As shown in the Appendix, <j)a may be expressed in terms of the 
temperature coefficients <£,, and 4><jt 

where Rin is the effective input resistance of the amplifier stage. It 
is evident from Equation (9) that the fractional change in G„, per 
degree centigrade is directly proportional to the difference between 
2.2 (Rs + Re) and rb^, and varies inversely as Rin. It should be noted 
that the emitter resistance R,, actually tends to reduce the value of 
<i>G because it increases the value of Rin. This effect is predictable, 
because the emitter degeneration provided by R,. reduces the effects 
of variations in transistor parameters. 

The preceding analysis shows that the temperature coefficient of 
Gm can be reduced to zero by the use of a source resistance such that 

2.2 (Rs + Re) —rb.e 
(9) 

T (Rs + Rin) 

1 b'G 
Rs ^ - Re- (10) 

2.2 

Because r,,v is an increasing function of temperature, ^ can have 
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zero value at only one temperature, e.g., T = T0. At this temperature, 
the Gm of the stage is maximum and constant. At temperatures above 
T = T0, the temperature coefficient of Gm is negative; at tempera- 
tures below T=TI> it is positive. Because the optimum value of Rs 

is a slowly varying function of T, ([>a remains quite small over a wide 
range of temperatures. Furthermore, because the variation in the 
optimum value of Rs is a second-order effect, the Gm does not change 
appreciably over the range of temperatures for which Equation (10) 
is approximately satisfied. 

Experimental Results 

Figure 3 shows the measured relative gain of a one-stage transistor 
amplifier as a function of temperature for three values of a-c source 
resistance Rg, namely, 10,000 ohms, 1,230 ohms, and 30 ohms. The 
transistor used is a high-gain version of the 2N139 germanium p-n-p 
alloy-junction type having an rh.e of 2,700 ohms at 0°C. For each value 
of Rs, the circuit of the amplifier was stabilized to provide a constant 
emitter current of one milliampere over the temperature range between 
—70° and +80oC. All emitter resistance was adequately bypassed. 
The variation in gain between —70° and +80oC with the optimum 
value of 72,(1,230 ohms) is only 0.25 decibel, whereas with Rs equal 
to 10,000 ohms it is 4.25 decibels. The decrease in gain observed at 
temperatures above +70oC is due to the departure of rh.c from its 
assumed variation, r,/t.aT3-2. Above approximately +80oC, rh.c de- 
creases with temperature, thereby rendering this technique useless at 
temperatures higher than -t-80oC. This decrease is caused by the 
falloff of the diffusion length for minority carriers in the emitter at 
temperatures above -l-80oC.2-3 

There is a price to be paid for minimizing gain variations with 
the use of a low source resistance. If R, = rb.e/2.2 is used, the current 
gain will be decreased by a factor of 3.2 (or 10 decibels). If one were 
to consider, alternatively, the use of 10 decibels of negative feedback 
to stabilize the a-c gain, then one would find that the use of the proper 
source resistance is far more advantageous than the use of negative 
feedback for operating temperatures below about +650C, as is easily 
verified by the curves of Figure 3. But a low d-c source resistance is 
also required to achieve d-c stability. In the design of d-c stable 
transistor circuits, the ratio of the d-c emitter resistance to the d-c 
source resistance should be made as large as possible. In a given 
application, however, the amount of d-c emitter resistance that can 
be used is limited by the available power-supply voltage. Hence the 
maximum value of d-c source resistance is determined by both the d-e 
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stability requirements and the available power-supply voltage. In many 
applications, the available power-supply voltage is sufficiently limited 
that the proper d-c source resistance is comparable to Rs optimum. 
The additional loss in current gain suffered when using an a-c source 
resistance of rb'e/2.2 is therefore often much less than 10 decibels. 

Fig, 3—Relative gain of a d-c stabilized transistor amplifier stage as a func- 
tion of junction temperature, for three values of a-e source resistance, R.. 

Appendix 

An expression for the temperature coefficient of the effective trans- 
conductance of a transistor amplifier stage in terms of the temperature 
coefficients of the equivalent-circuit parameters of the transistor is 
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derived. In the derivation, it is assumed that the operating point of 
the stage is constant with temperature. 

The effective transconductance, Gm, is primarily a function of the 
variables gb.e, gm, and rbb., each of which is a function of the junction 
temperature, T. Therefore, from the theory of partial derivatives, 

dGm d(J m ^db'e ^ "i ^!' hh' 
 = + + . (11) 

dT dgm dT dgb.e dT Zrbb. dT 

From Equation (2) it can be shown that 

■<£// f1 + gb;(Ra + Re + ^66')], (12) 

't'b l0ye(Rs + Re + (13) 

VGm dgm ^ Gm
2 

9m Vgm dT 

VGm ddb'e Gm2 

d9b-e dT 9 m 

drbb' Gm
2 

drbb- dT 9 m 
(14) 

By substitution of Equations (12), (13), and (14), into Equation (11), 
and rearrangement, we obtain 

b'e 
1 W — 

— 9 m J 

Ob 
+ (Rs + Re) ( 1 | + rbb. ( 1 — 

<t>r 

( 

Because Gmgb.e/gm = 1/(RS + Rin) and l/gb.e = rb.et Equation (15) 
becomes 

<£©: 

Rs + R:, 
rb'o + (Rs + Re) ( 1 1 + ( 1 

^9 /_ 
(16) 

Equation (16) thus expresses the temperature coefficient of Gm in terms 
of the temperature coefficients of gb.e, gm, and rbb'. The temperature 
coefficients of gb.e and gm are given by Equations (7) and (8) respec- 
tively. The variation with temperature of rbb. is essentially the same 
as that of the resistivity of the base material. For resistivities less 
than 10 ohm-centimeters, rbh. varies approximately as the reciprocal 
of the mobility of the majority carriers in the base. For germanium 
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p-n-p type alloy-junction transistors,3 rbll-, therefore, varies as T2-3. 
The temperature coefficient of rw is 

2.3 
cj>r -) . (17) 

T 

Substitution of Equations (7), (8), and (17) into Equation (16) 
yields 

2.2(R, + Re) — 0.1 (rbb.) ~rb.c 
</),; = . (18) 

T (Rs + ^in) 

Because the quiescent emitter current, /,., is usually not more than a 
few milliamperes, the term 0.1 (rbb,) is usually quite small in com- 
parison with rb-v. Therefore, to a good approximation, 

2.2(RX + Re) -rb.e 
4>0^ . (19) 

T (R,, -f /?in) 

To find the optimum value of R,,, set (f>a equal to zero. Then 

' h'c 
R, = Rr. (20) 

2.2 

It is evident that the optimum value of Rs is determined by r^,,, and, 
therefore, depends upon the quiescent emitter current employed. 

Gartner, W. W., "Temperature Dependence of Junction Transistor 
Parameters," Pioc. IRE, Vol 45, pp. 662-680, May, 1957. 



QUALITY-CONTROL DETERMINATIONS OF THE 
SCREEN PERSISTENCE OF COLOR 

PICTURE TUBES* 

By 

J. M. Forman and G. P. Kirkpatrick 

RCA Electron Tube Division. 
Lancaster, Pa. 

Summary—Protection against objectionable color trailing in color pic- 
ture tubes requires quality-control determinations of screen persistence 
in finished tubes. This paper describes an accurate method for making 
these determinatioTis in which the control grids of the tube under test are 
pulsed individually by a continuous square wave, either symmetrical or non- 
symmetrical, while conventional interlaced television scanning is simulta- 
neously applied. A multiplier phototube behind a narrow slit monitors the 
varying light output of a small portion of the television raster and produces 
a signal output as a function of time on a linear calibrated oscilloscope. 
Persistence measurements are made directly on the displayed waveform. 

N THE production of picture tubes in general, and in that of 
color picture tubes in particular, constant surveillance of a great 
variety of physical and chemical properties is required to assure 

the quality of the final product. For example, some one thousand 
specifications cover the production of the 21CYP22 color picture tube. 

By no means the least exacting of these specifications pertain to 
the materials, processing, and characteristics of the phosphor screen. 
It is with the quality-control determination of a specific characteristic 
of the screen that the present paper is concerned, namely, the per- 
sistence of the component phosphors. 

While viewing a scene on a color picture tube screen, one is some- 
times aware of a greenish-yellow trail on the edge of moving objects, 
which is a consequence of the phosphor persistences. These persistences 
cannot be appreciably reduced without changing some of the more 
desirable characteristics of the phosphors, such as color or luminous 
efficiency. It is, therefore, necessary to minimize the trailing effect 
by maintaining, within specified limits, the shortest practical per- 
sistences. Table I gives the specified persistences of the color phosphors 
used in the 21CYP22. Persistence is defined as the ratio of the bright- 

INTRODUCTION 
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Table I—Some Luminescent Characteristics of Phosphor Components 
of a P22 Screen 

I.C.I. Coordinates Persistence* 
Elapsed Time % 

Dry Powder Screen (Milll- Persist- 
Color Composition X y X y seconds) ence 
Blue ZnS: Ag .146 .052 .151 .073 40 <0.01 
Green Zm.SiO.rMn .203 .728 .200 .718 33 8.9 

40 5.1 
Red Zn:,(P04) = :Mn .674 .326 .650 .322 33 12.7 

40 8.2 
X y 

White (8,5000K + 27 MPCD) .287 .316 0 100 
Greenish-Y ellow .454 .514 33 9.1 

* Per cent of initial brightness after designated elapsed time. 

ness of the phosphor after a specified decay time to the peak fluorescent 
brightness of the phosphor expressed in per cent. 

Pulsed-Raster, Optical-Slit, 
Persistence-Measuring Equipment 

A schematic diagram of the equipment developed for the persistence- 
measuring test is shown in Figure 1. The square-wave generator pro- 
vides a triggered pulse signal to the color picture tube. The circuit 
used with the tube is so designed that the electron gun in the tube 
is turned on during the positive portion of the pulse and off during 
the negative portion of the pulse. The buildup and decay of light 
emitted by the phosphor during scanning are observed by a 6217 
multiplier phototube, and displayed on an oscilloscope. 

In adopting this method, it was realized that a pulsed-raster, 
optical-slit method was applicable only to exponential decays (see Ap- 
pendix II). However, this limitation was considered insignificant for 
the following reasons; 

(1) As shown in Figure 2, red and green phosphors follow nearly 
exponential laws during the important parts of their decay. Although 
the decay of the blue phosphor follows a t11 law, it is so fast that its 
contribution to the group persistence is negligible. 

(2) The test is designed to indicate screen persistence at a spe- 
cific time after excitation to determine whether the finished tube meets 
persistence specifications, and is not intended to provide an academic 
study of phosphor persistence. 

(3) Conventional television scanning which is readily available in 
existing color test sets can be used. 

(4) The possibility of screen burning due to operator setup error 
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or internal arcing is greatly reduced when the pulsed-raster, optical- 
slit method is used rather than a method using single horizontal-line 
scanning or a focused or defocused spot. 

(5) The combination of pulsed raster and narrow slit opening per- 
mits measurements of phosphor persistences from one millisecond to 
greater than 50 seconds, and, if minor modifications to the equipment 
are made, decays in the order of microseconds can be measured. Fur- 
thermore, true persistence curves can be obtained by conversion of 

SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR A= NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER {N.D.= 0.5) B= IV x ^2" SLIT 
C= COLOR FILTER 
D = LONG BAKELITE TUBE E = METAL CYLINDER ENCLOSING MULTI- PLIER PHOTOTUBE AND CIRCUIT 
F= MULTIPLIER PHOTO- TUBE OUTPUT SIG- NAL G= TO OSCILLOSCOPE FOR TIME-BASE CALIBRATION 
H=TO SCOPE FOR SYN- CHRONIZED INPUT 

COLOR TEST SET SAFETY GLASS DOOR- 
COLOR PICTURE TUBE ASSOCIATED CIRCUITRY 

PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM 
H - 

Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of persistence-measuring equipment for 
color picture tubes. 

the equipment for use with a pulsed focus or defocused spot system. 
Conversion is accomplished simply by removing scanning and a small 
shunting capacitor across the load resistor of the multiplier phototube. 

Square-Wave Generator 

The square-wave generator supplies a nonsymmetrical or sym- 
metrical output pulse through a low-impedance a-c coupling network 
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to the red, green, or blue control grid (G^ of the color picture tube 
under test. It consists of a power supply, a waveform generator, a 
pulse generator, and a power-line synchronizing source. 

The waveform generator supplies a synchronized sawtooth wave 
for the pulse generator which determines the waveform duration, or 
total time period, of the output square-wave signal. A 12.6-volt fila- 
ment transformer operating from the power line is used to supply a 

Fig. 2—Persistence of red and green screens. 

triggering voltage, synchronized with the power line, to the waveform 
generator. Operation of the pulse generator in a triggered mode as- 
sures locking between the square-wave input to the control grid of 
the tube under test and the vertical scanning frequency of the deflect- 
ing yoke which is also synchronized with the power line. Use of the 
60-cycle power line for locking has the advantage that should low-levfel 
a-c power-line ground currents or stray light signals be present, these 
extraneous signals will remain stationary in the oscilloscope display 
and not roll through the signal being viewed. 

The pulsed output from the square-wave generator is also used as 
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a fixed-level triggering signal for controlling the sweep of the oscillo- 
scope during persistence measurements. This fixed synchronized input 
also maintains a constant phase relationship between the input signal 
fiom the photometric system and the vertical gain adjustment of the 
oscilloscope. 

Measurements of the persistence of phosphors to meet the specifi- 
cations listed in Table I require a square wave having a period of 
120 ± 20 milliseconds and a positive pulse of 50 ± 5 milliseconds. The 
nearest subharmonics of 60 cycles per second which can be used to 
supply a square wave having the required period are 8.57 and 7.5 
cycles per second (115.67 and 133.33 milliseconds, respectively). Lock- 
ing of the pulse generator with the raster of the color picture tube is 
accomplished by varying the pulse frequency by means of the wave- 
form duration control on the waveform generator until the raster is 
completely stationary. Phasing of the pulse generator pulse output 
can be adjusted to any point throughout the duration of the sawtooth 
output of the waveform generator. Nonsymmetrical square-wave 
pulsing was chosen to permit long-duration persistence readings. How- 
ever, symmetrical pulsing could have been used just as readily provided 
the pulse is wide enough to furnish persistence data for the elapsed 
time desired. 

Color Picture Tube and Associated Circuitry 

An a-c coupling network is used to couple the square-wave gener- 
ator output to the red, blue, or green control grid of the tube under 
test. The time constant circuit fijCi in Figure 1 must be such that 
negligible distortion or only a slight tilt of the square-wave pulse 
occurs at the picture tube control grid. The use of a 12-microfarad 
capacitor and a 100,000-ohm resistor assures reasonably good signal 
application at the control grid for either the 8.57 or 7.5 cycle-per-second 
low-frequency pulse input. Capacitor C2 not only by-passes any a-c 
output of the bias potentiometer voltage source, but also prevents 
the development of any of the pulse voltage from appearing on the 
output terminals of the bias power supply and potentiometer system. 

A blanking generator is connected to the three paralleled cathodes 
of the tube. Positive pulses thus applied blank the electron gun beam 
current during horizontal and vertical retrace, thereby avoiding exci- 
tation of the phosphor during retrace. If desired, retrace blanking 
can be eliminated to reduce circuit complexity, but cleaner persistence 
waveforms are possible if blanking is used. 

The positive portion of the square-wave signal applied to the appro- 
priate control grid of the tube turns on the corresponding electron-gun 
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beam current. The negative portion of the waveform together with 
the d-c bias on the control grid completely cuts it off. The d-c control 
grid bias level must be adjusted so that the effective additive com- 
bination of it and the negative portion of the square wave pulse are 
at cutoff or beyond. Cutoff can conveniently be determined by inspec- 
tion of the output waveform from the multiplier phototube on the 
oscilloscope screen. The bias voltage is first reduced so that notches 
become visible on the output signal. These notches represent normal 
scanning background superimposed on the pulsed raster. The bias is 
then increased until the notches definitely disappear. By this pro- 
cedure, the average ultor current of the tube during pulsing has been 
adjusted so that no background notches will appear on the oscilloscope 
during the persistence test. The elimination of normal scanning allows 
for pulsed raster monitoring only. Thus, the color phosphors cannot 
be excited during the decay period, and sufficient peak brightness 
magnitudes can be obtained for proper determination of phosphor 
persistence. 

Photometric System 

The components of the photometric system are a 6217 multiplier 
phototube, its bleeder resistors, a slit and color filters, a phototube 
power supply, a cathode-ray oscilloscope, and a time-mark generator. 
A general diagram of the photometric system is shown in Figure 1, 
and a schematic diagram of the 6217 and its circuits is shown in 
Figure 3. 

The 6217 is a 10-stage, head-on multiplier phototube having a 
spectral response covering the range from about 3,000 to 8,000 ang- 
strom units, and is, therefore, ideal for detecting red, green, or blue 
light emitted from color picture tubes during persistence testing. The 
6217 was selected because it has an unusually low anode dark current; 
thus, its influence on the anode load resistor is minimized. The use 
of a low supply voltage of approximately 600 volts d-c also helps reduce 
dark current. The output current of a multiplier phototube is linear 
with light flux on the photocathode and nearly exponential with the 
applied voltage. Linearity of output current with light flux, however, 
necessitates a voltage divider bleeder current in the order of twenty 
times the output current. A linearity characteristic of better than 
one per cent can be achieved by this technique. 

A peak-to-peak signal output of 2 volts across the 100,000-ohm load 
resistor was used to provide sufficient signal gain and to assure multi- 
plier phototube circuit linearity. The 0.001-microfarad load capacitor 
shunting the 100,000-ohm resistor shorts out any high-frequency hori- 
zontal scanning pickup that may appear across the load resistor. This 
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capacitor can be removed if a defocused spot system without scanning 
is desired for measuring true persistences of fast decay type phosphors. 

As a result of the application of square-wave pulsing to the color 
picture tube, pulsating light output is produced by the build-up and 
decay of the color phosphor on the screen. Because the multiplier 
phototube detects the emitted light through a narrow slit (% by % 
inch) at the end of a long piece of bakelite tubing, it optically senses 
only a small portion of the screen. Red, green, or blue color filters are 
inserted in the tubing to prevent the effects of stray light or color 
impurities from influencing the persistence of single-color fields. 

Fig. 3—Schematic diagram of multiplier phototube and associated circuits. 

The color filters used are glass mounted Wratten filters #47B 
(blue), #29 (red), and #61N (green). Because the sensitivity char- 
acteristics of the 6217 in the blue and green regions is high relative 
to the red region, a neutral density (0.5) filter is used with the blue 
and green color filters to eliminate 6217 overloading. It was necessary 
to use a vernier-controlled power supply of approximately 600 volts 
having exceedingly low ripple and noise level because the phototube 
gain is extremely sensitive to small changes in power-supply voltage. 

A precision cathode-ray oscilloscope equipped with stable d-c ampli- 
fiers and accurately calibrated vertical amplitude and time base scales 
is used to monitor the signal output from the multiplier phototube. 
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Accurately calibrated vertical amplitude scales make it possible to 
expand the signal by increasing the sensitivity, and thus to expand 
the scale and permit more accurate persistence measurements. Accu- 
rate time scales co-ordinated with a crystal-controlled, temperature- 
compensated, time-mark generator allow for accurate cross-calibration 
and adjustment of the horizontal sweep or time base of the oscilloscope. 
In order to provide persistence measurements accurate to ±0.5 per 
cent on this equipment, the oscilloscope trace must be finely focused 
and not too intense. The use of d-c amplifiers makes it possible to 
reference the persistence curve to the true zero extinction level of the 
phosphor. 

The effective reduction of 60-cycle hum and other background noise 
is of primary importance, as difficulty in measurement will otherwise 
result. Shielding of the high-impedance multiplier phototube load 
circuit is essential if noise pickup is to be effectively reduced. Extrane- 
ous stray fluorescent or other light should be eliminated as the tremen- 
dous sensitivity of the multiplier phototube will superimpose these 
unwanted signals on top of the persistence curve, resulting in decreased 
accuracy in the determination of the persistence. 

Waveform Analysis 

The sequence of events which link all portions of the persistence 
measuring equipment together is given in Figure 4. The particular 
analysis shown is for the red phosphor, but the approach is the same 
for the green and blue phosphors. 

The nonsymmetrical square-wave pulse of approximately 50 volts 
peak-to-peak magnitude shown in Figure 4b is superimposed on the 
d-c grid-bias control of the color picture tube. The leading edge of 
the positive pulse is synchronized with the 60-cycle power line, point 
A in Figure 4a, and the vertical-scanning frequency, Q, in Figure 4c. 
A phase-delay control is incorporated in the pulser to phase the pulse 
generator output square wave relative to vertical scanning. 

Numerous subharmonic frequencies of the square-wave-generator 
pulse, as shown in Table II, will lock with the 60-cycle power line. 

With a positive "on" pulse in Figure 4b) of approximately 50 
milliseconds, the determination of persistence characteristics specified 
for the phosphors in the P2'2 group (given in Table I) will require 
periods of T > 100 milliseconds. From the standpoint of longer- 
persistence measurements, locking frequencies of 8.57 or 7.5 cycles per 
second were chosen because they produce a cycle having a total dura- 
tion of 116.67 and 133.33 milliseconds, respectively. The negative 
portion of the square-wave pulse, t2, during which the electron beam 
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Table II—Subharmonic Frequencies of Square-Wave Generator Pulse 

Total Time T 
Freq. (/) Millisec. Sec. 

60 16.67 1/60 
30 33.33 2/60 
20 50 3/60 
15 66.67 4/60 
12 83.33 5/60 
10 100 6/60 
8.57 116.67 7/60 
7.5 133.33 8/60 

s Integral multiples of 60-cycle field 
time are indicated in this column. 

is cut off for these two cases would be 66.67 (116.67 — 50) or 83.33 
(133.33 — 50) milliseconds, respectively. In Figure 4b, a locking fre- 
quency of 8.57 cycles per second is used. 

100 PER CENT 

.60 CYCLES AC SYNCHRONIZED INPUT FOR 
WAVEFORM GENERATOR 

T= PULSE WAVEFORM TOTAL DURATION t| = TIME INTERVAL OF POSITIVE PORTION OF SQUARE WAVE PULSE 
t.2= TIME INTERVAL OF NEGATIVE PORTION OF SQUARE WAVE PULSE 

Fig. 4—Analysis of persistence waveforms. 
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The sawtooth waveform of the current in the deflecting yoke is 
shown in Figure 4c. Conventional television scanning proceeds hori- 
zontally from left to right and vertically from top to bottom. Point Tp 

is the top or start of vertical scanning, Bm is the finish or bottom of 
vertical scanning, and Q shows the phase sequence of a given point 
during vertical scanning with the beginning of the negative portion 
of the pulse generator output. 

The illumination of the narrow slit between the multiplier photo- 
tube and the picture tube screen is depicted in its phase relation to 
the other waveforms in Figure 4d. The long side of the slit is posi- 
tioned at right angles to the main vertical scanning axis of the color 
picture tube; the short side coincides with a portion of the vertical 
deflection indicated by t'v in Figure 4c. The shaded slit areas repre- 
sent successive scans during which the pulsed raster illuminates the 
multiplier phototube. Point X in Figure 4e, the point of peak fluores- 
cent brightness, coincides in time with the bottom edge of the narrow 
slit. The time t8L establishes the location of the bottom edge of the 
slit with regard to Q, the point at which cutoff of the electron gun 
first extinguishes the raster. This time depends upon the phase rela- 
tionship between the negative-going portion of the square-wave pulse 
and the position of the slit. Because the slit position is fixed, any 
light picked up by the multiplier phototube will re-occur at 1/60-second 
intervals. 

The solid curve in Figure 4e is the observed build-up and decay 
curve as displayed on the oscilloscope. The entire buildup and decay 
cycle, Y to Z, is made up of two principal parts, Y to Z and X to Z. 
Y to X contains both build-up and decay segments, whereas X to Z is 
a long-decay segment. 

In the example given, synchronization of the positive pulse, vertical 
scan, and slit is such that build-up can occur only three times. There- 
fore, points V, W, and X represent three peak fluorescent brightness 
levels during the buildup cycle Y to X. The number of these peaks is 
determined by the time duration of the positive pulse and the phase 
position of the square wave pulse relative to the slit. The peak fluores- 
cent brightness envelope indicated by the dotted line in Figure 4e 
depends on the electron-beam current and pulse duration. 

The determination of persistence is made in segment X to Z of the 
decay or persistence curve. Figure 4e shows that persistence measure- 
ments are not limited by the duration of the negative portion of the 
square-wave pulse, #2, because there is an appreciable time interval of 
darkness from one slit position to the next. 

Per cent persistence, by definition, is the ratio of phosphorescent 
brightness at the desired decay time (for example, 40 milliseconds) 
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to the peak fluorescent brightness at zero time. As shown in Figure 
4e, persistence is the per cent brightness at time F1 divided by the 
per cent brightness at time F; i.e., {XlF1/XF). The peak fluorescent 
brightness level at point X is considered, therefore, as the 100 per cent 
persistence, and its time location (F) is thus identified as zero time. 
The 0 per cent magnitude location is established at the point where 
the light output is zero. In the example shown in Figure 4e, this 
condition cannot quite be obtained because the next positive pulse is 
applied before the zero level can be reached. An easy means for deter- 
mining this quiescent 0 per cent base line is to use a cathode-ray 
oscilloscope equipped with d-c amplifiers. With the color picture tube 
and multiplier phototube at required operating conditions, the multi- 
plier phototube supply voltage is adjusted until the peak fluorescent 
brightness point X reaches the top line of the scope graph, previously 
designated as the 100 per cent persistence value. The color picture tube 
is then cut off by shorting out grid No. 2. The vertical centering of 
the d-c oscilloscope is adjusted to move the visible, horizontal, single- 
line scope trace to the bottom horizontal graph line which is now 
designated as the 0 per cent persistence line. The process is repeated 
until both these top and bottom graph lines include the peak-persistence 
point, X, and the zero point, F. The elimination of phototube leakage 
currents in the load resistor and influence of the stray light is accom- 
plished by this procedure. Persistence measurements from point X, 
the zero time point, can now be made at 10, 20, 30, 40, etc. milliseconds. 
The cathode-ray oscilloscope d-c vertical amplifiers will now automati- 
cally reference the persistence curve to the true zero extinction level 
of the phosphor. 

A number of oscilloscope waveforms were photographed; these 
pictures are shown in Figures 5 through 10 to illustrate the consider- 
ations which were covered in this waveform analysis section. The 
electrical signal in Figures 6 and 7 is shown inverted. Auxiliary ampli- 
fiers can be used to convert the persistence waveform to its normally 
expected relationship as shown in Figures 5, 8, 9, and 10. 

Appendix I—Group Persistence and Color 

The luminous group persistence and color of a screen at any time 
t, following cessation of excitation, depend upon 

(1) The color balance before cessation of excitation. 

(2) The colors of the phosphors. 

(3) The persistences of the different phosphors forming the 
screen. 
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Pig. 5—Persistence curve for red phosphor: (a) Oscilloscope 20-milli- 
second/centimeter time base; (b) Square wave pulse, 50 milliseconds 
positive, 67 milliseconds negative; (c) 3 peaks prior to curve decay; (d) 
Both signals right side up. Auxiliary amplifier technique used to invert 
persistence waveform; (e) Square-wave pulse shown synchronized with 

red persistence curve. 

Fig. 6—Same as Figure 5 but persistence waveform upside down: (a) Load 
circuit generating a negative voltage output with excitation causing wave- 

form inversion; (b) Oscilloscope 20-millisecond/centimeter time base. 

Fig. 7—Same as Figure 5 but emphasizing the axial shift of the negative- 
going portion of the square-wave pulse with regard to peak fluorescent 
brightness point: (a) Oscilloscope 10-millisecond/centimeter time base; 
(b) Axial movement can be accomplished by mechanical movement of the 
slit in relation to vertical scanning, by pulse phasing, or by adjustment of 

vertical centering of the raster. 
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Fig. 8—Persistence curve for green phosphor: (a) Oscilloscope 20-milli- 
second/centimeter time base; (b) same as Figure 5 but representing the 

green field persistence curve. 

Fig. 9—Persistence curve for blue phosphor: (a) Oscilloscope 20-milli- 
second/centimeter time base; (b) Same as Figure 5 but representing short 

persistence of the blue field. 

Fig. 10—Red persistence curve: (a) Red persistence curve inverted by 
auxiliary amplifier technique to maintain normal expected persistence 
waveform; (b) Four peaks instead of usual 3 due to the increase of posi- 
tive pulse width from 50 to approximately 70 milliseconds; (c) Oscilloscope 
10-millisecond/centimeter time base; (d) Signal generator pulse super- 

imposed on multiplier phototube signal. 
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Consider a color gamut formed by three phosphors having the I.C.I, 
coordinates lxb,yb], [a^, and \_xr,yr'\ and balanced for the color 
xa, ya. If, then, the intensities of the components are changed to B, G, 
and R respectively, the new color balance will have the I.C.I, coordi- 
nates Xp yj and the relative brightness or persistence Yj/Ya. It can 
be shown that 

B^Xfrkfr) -j-GiXy) R {x,.kr) 
Xj = , 

B(Jcb) + G + R(kr) 

B{yi}cb) H-Gfi/,,) +R(yrkr) 
Vj = . 

B{kb) +G+R{kr) 

and 

B(ybkb) +G(y,l) +R(yrkr) 
YVY = . 1 j/x (I * 

ybkb + yg + yrkr 

in which 

iVg-Va) (xa-xr) — (xg-xa) (ya-yr) 
K = , 

(xb-xa) (ya-yr) — (yb-ya) (xa-xr) 

and 

(yg-Va) (x<i-xb) — (x^-Xa) {ya-yb) 
K = • 

(Xh-xJ {ya-yr) — (yb-ya) (xa-xr) 

Application of these equations to the typical I.C.I, values of the 
dry powder phosphors (Table I) results in the following equations: 

2'32B + 203G + 539fi 
Xj = , 

15915 + 1000G + 799B 

83B + 728G + 261R 
y. =   , 

15915 + 1000G + 799« 

835 + 728G + 261R 
Yj/Ya = . 

1071 

In these equations 5, G, and R may be considered, for application 
to the present problem, the persistences of the blue, green, and red 
phosphors, at a time t, expressed as fractions of their fluorescent 
brightnesses. The fluorescent color balance is taken as xa = 0.287 and 
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ya = 0.316. Xj and y, are, then, the I.C.I, coordinates for the screen 
color at the time t, and Y/Ya is the group persistence of the screen 
expressed as a fraction of the screen fluorescent brightness, Ya. 

Appendix II—The Magnitude of the Error Introduced in the 
Observed Persistence by the Previously Scanned Line 

It must be realized that the pulsed-raster, optical-slit method pre- 
sented in this paper is for quality control monitoring of screen per- 
sistences and not for the general empirical derivation of persistence 
curves. Although the observed curves for the phosphors in the P22 
group are identical with those derived by more precise and generally 
applicable methods, such as defocused or focused spot, or line selection, 
it will not be true for nonexponential decays. The slit method will 
give values which, for a number of screen types, will be considerably 
in error if more than one scanning line fills the optical slit. 

Screens using P4, P7, Pll, P14, P20 and P23 type phosphors having 
persistences of approximately 10 per cent at 54 microseconds are par- 
ticularly subject to these errors. The errors are 37 and 21 per cent 
for these screens, assuming hyberbolic decay constants of —1 and —2 
respectively, and assuming that the previously scanned line was at 
peak intensity 63 microseconds before the primary scanned line. 

The secondary scanned line does not appreciably affect screens 
having phosphors of very short persistence (error 1 per cent if the 
screen has 10 per cent brightness at f — 1 microsecond), such as P16 
or P24, or screens having long persistence phosphors (10 per cent at 
t a 20 milliseconds), such as P2 and the red and green of the P22 
group. 

As pointed out in the text, the pulsed-raster, optical-slit equipment 
can readily be modified for precise academic determinations of per- 
sistence curves. The method described in this paper, however, is more 
satisfactory for quality control purposes. 
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Summary—The field of propagation of short radio waves over rough 
surfaces is surveyed. The results of available experimental measurements 
are summarized and theories which are readily amenable to calculation are 
discussed. The experimental findings may serve as an indication of typical 
values to be expected in practical situations. The effects of both irregular 
terrain and sea surfaces are considered. The limitations of various theo- 
retical appi-oachea are outlined and aspects requiring further study are 
indicated. An extensive bibliography is also included. 

Introduction 

I 

waves ^ HE PROBLEM of reflection of electromagnetic space 
above approximately 30 megacycles by irregular surfaces is of 
considerable interest in radar and communications. The irreg- 

ularities of the earth's surface and man-made obstructions impose 
limitations on the coverage of television stations and communication 
channels, introduce multipath effects which may cause "ghosts" and 

crosstalk, degrade the free-space patterns of short-wave antennas 
(in some instances drastically), and limit the range, accuracy and 
definition of search radar. Further, these irregularities are constantly 
changing—seasonally in the case of vegetation and with the prevailing 
wind systems and lunar cycle for sea surfaces. For this reason, accu- 
rate prediction of radar and communication performance is rather 
difficult. 

During the last decade many experiments were performed and 
numerous attempts were made to develop theories to explain these 
measurements. On the one hand there has been an accumulation of 
field experience to guide the engineering of practical systems and on 
the other, an attempt to relate the pertinent parameters to ready 
calculation. The greatest difficulty has been the inability to establish 
the relationship of the important parameters with the practical terrain 
profiles and electrical properties, primarily because of the vast and 
random fluctuations of these quantities both in location and time. 

* Manuscript received March 31, 1959. 
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Thus, the many theoretical approaches are limited by assumptions 
which have to be introduced in order to obtain a solution. 

This paper summarizes results which have been obtained by experi- 
ment and presents, in condensed form, various theories which permit 
rapid calculation in order to predict performance. The experimental 
measurements are an indication of the values which would be encoun- 
tered in practical situations. The theoretical formulas listed apply 
when the terrain profile closely approaches the model assumed in their 
derivation. An extensive bibliography of current literature forms the 
final section of the paper. 

Propagation over Irregular Terrain (Experiment) 

Smooth-Earth Propagation 

Reflection from Smooth Surfaces 

In wave propagation, a smooth flat earth introduces a specularly 
reflected wave whose interference with the direct wave is determined 
by the phase difference due to the difference in path lengths over which 
the energy travels. The relative strength of the reflected wave is given 
by the well-known Fresnel equations for specular reflection from a 
smooth-plane surface. (In these discussions it is assumed that a 
"surface wave" does not exist.) Thus it is found that the reflection 
coefficient for a smooth surface is determined almost exclusively by the 
dielectric constant of the surface. The conductivity, upon which the 
absorption in the material of the surface is primarily dependent, exerts 
only a minor influence. Conversely, when specular reflection occurs, 
the electrical constants of the material forming the reflecting surface 
can generally be estimated from the reflection coefficient. For example, 
measurements at a wavelength of 9 centimeters1 have yielded values 
of the dielectric constant in agreement with values determined by 
other means. However, this method is not satisfactory for determina- 
tion of conductivity of surface material. 

Region of Reflection 

In analyzing the influence of the reflected field it is necessary to 
locate the areas on the earth's surface from which the reflected radia- 
tion has a specified phase relative to the direct ray from the primary 
source to the field point. This is normally done by plotting reflected 
paths which are an integral number of half-wavelengths longer than 
the slant range measured directly between transmitter and receiver. 

1 L. H. Ford and R. Oliver, "An Experimental Investigation of the 
Reflection and Absorption of Radiation of 9 cm Wavelength," Proc. Phys. 
Soc., Vol. 58, p. 265, May, 1946. 
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A family of ellipses is obtained by the intersection of the ground plane 
with a series of ellipsoids of revolution whose foci are the transmitting 
and receiving terminals and whose axis of revolution is the direct ray 
between the transmitter and receiver. These Fresnel zones are fairly 
narrow but highly elongated ellipses; the vast area of the first zone 
suggests that a large, smooth elongated area is necessary in order that 
a well-developed lobe pattern be formed. Some limited experiments on 
wire netting2 suggest that the region around the point of reflection 
(as defined by geometric optics) should be flat for an area of the order 
of half the first Fresnel zone before the reflected wave will be of the 
same order as that reflected from an infinite reflecting plane. The 
essential difference between the Fresnel zones of a reflecting region 
on the earth's surface and those encountered in physical optics is that 
the optical zones are concentrically symmetrical about the direction of 
propagation. Hence the amplitude of excitation varies slowly from 
zone to zone, so that the contributions from successive zones almost 
completely cancel, leaving the contribution from approximately half 
the area of the first zone as the net result. The zones of a reflecting 
legion, on the other hand, are inclined at large angles to the direction 
of propagation so that due to their great eccentricity, especially at 
small grazing angles, the amplitude of the incident wave will vary 
markedly over the zone. Thus it is not clear whether the effect of the 
first zone should predominate as in the former case. This is a problem 
which has not yet been extensively treated. 

Effect of Antenna Position 

For line-of-sight transmission paths which are near grazing, the 
reflection coefficient of a smooth terrain may be taken as —1 for both 
polarizations when divergence due to earth curvature is neglected. 
Under such conditions the field strength from the direct and specularly 
reflected rays results in a lobe structure given by 

E khJio "1 
  

. 
= 2 sm ■< " \ 

1 E0 d J 

where li1, /i2 are the transmitter, receiver heights above ground, 

d is the transmitter-receiver separation, 

k = 2ir/X, where A is the wavelength. 

2 J. S. Hey, J. J. Parsons, and P. Jackson, "Reflection of Centimeter 
e.m. Waves over Ground and Diffraction Effects With Wire Netting- 
Screens," Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol. 59, p. 847, September, 1947. 
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In many practical cases hu h, « d, so that only the first lobe is of 
consequence; hence the relative field strength can be expressed 

E 

E0 

2kh1h2 

d 

This leads to the familiar rule that the received field strength increases 
linearly with transmitter height. 

Surface Roughness 

Criterion of Roughness 

The efficiency of specular reflection from a rough surface is a func- 
tion of the grazing angle and the ratio of the surface roughness 
dimensions to the wavelength. The most widely accepted criterion 
involving these parameters is that of Lord Rayleigh. The path differ- 
ence between two rays such that the phase difference and hence the 
effective roughness is small and the surface is effectively smooth is 
arbitrarily taken as A/4 (Reference (3)). Thus, quantitatively, if 

A 
I sin -y < — 

8 

where I is the height of an irregularity of the surface, and y is the 
grazing angle, then the surface is considered to be smooth (see Figure 
1). 

This concept does not lend itself to a quantitative treatment of the 
effects of roughness. Experiments have shown1 that if the Rayleigh 
criterion exceeds A/2 the value of the reflection coefficient is of the 
order of 0.1, and that specular reflection is obtained only for very flat 
surfaces. (For reflection coefficients of ~ 0.50, I sin y = 0.2A.) 

A useful concept of the criterion of roughness is the phase devia- 
tion, <i>, in a propagation path as given by Bullington.4 Thus 

hH 
<[> = 2-77   

H0- 

3 D. E. Kerr, The Propagation of Short Radio Waves, Vol. 13, MIT 
Radiation Lab Series, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, New York, 
1951, p. 411. 

4 K. Bullington, "Reflection Coefficient of Irregular Terrain," Proc. 
I.R.E., Vol. 42, p. 1258, August, 1954. 
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Fig. 1 Pertinent parameters for reflection from a rough surface are the 
grazing angle, y the height of an irregularity of the surface, I, and the 
wavelength, A. The phase difference between rays reflected from two levels 

is shown. 

where H is the average clearance, 

± h is the profile deviation, 

/ x{d — x) 
Ho = A / ^ = the first Fresnel zone clearance 

V d 
(see Figure 2). 

Comparing this with the Rayleigh criterion, specular reflection is 
expected when |<J>| ^7r/2; diffuse reflection occurs for greater phase 
deviations. On this basis, most overland propagation paths can be 
classed as rough. It must be kept in mind that the transition from 
specular to diffuse reflection does not take place at a single point but 
must occur over a region of increasing roughness. Establishment of 
this transition range of roughness is still one of the unsolved problems 
in this field. 

Losses Due to Terrain Irregularities 

In field-strength measurements over terrain, the amplitude of the 
local variations depends on the ground contour, the surface, the fre- 

Fig. 2—Parameters defining the phase deviation •}> = 2^'hH/H„2 in 
propagation over irregular terrain. 
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quency, and the polarization. Small irregularities in ground contour 
are sufficient to cause considerable departures from the values of signal 
computed assuming a flat surface. For short wavelengths the amount 
of specular reflection is markedly affected by surface roughness. The 
effects of surface roughness are manifested not only by reduction of 
the reflection coefficient, but also by its variation over a wide range 
from location to location. Short wavelengths are sufficiently scattered 
by most types of earth surfaces so that little or no specular reflection 
will be observed except at almost zero grazing angle. The critical 
factor in determining specular reflection is the roughness of the sur- 
face, not the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface. 

Measurements by many workers have shown that on most overland 
paths the reflection coefficient is in the range 0.2-0.4, and seldom does 
the reflection coefficient exceed 0.5 at frequencies above 1,500 mega- 
cycles on near-grazing paths. Small differences in location can produce 
vast changes in the reflection coefficient so that the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient cannot be predicted accurately from the gross 
features of the path profile. Observations taken along radial lines over 
both smooth and hilly terrain show close correlation with smooth-earth 
theory only along smooth radials. The measurements are almost always 
below the predicted values (sometimes deviations up to 30 decibels are 
observed). Over hills, the attenuation increases with angle of diffrac- 
tion and number of diffractions. 

It is found that for broadcast coverage the median field-strength 
deviations from plane-earth field-strength values are approximately 
independent of distance from the transmitter at all frequencies. How- 
ever, as the frequency increases so also does the amount by which the 
median observed field for any distance falls below the smooth-earth 
theoretical value, and so does the scattering of observed values. In the 
range 100-600 megacycles, the fluctuations for vertical polarization 
are about 1 decibel greater than those for horizontal polarization. 
Fluctuations on both polarizations increase with increasing frequency. 
Local obstacles at the lower frequency tend to result in smaller varia- 
tions for horizontal than for vertical polarization. As the frequency 
increases, this tendency is reduced and both polarizations give approxi- 
mately the same variation. The median broadcast field strength at 
frequencies above 40 megacycles, based on data from the U. S. Federal 
Communications Commission" and RCA,*5 varies inversely with fre- 

* H. Fine, "UHF Propagation Within Line of Sight," FCC, TRR Report 
2.4.12, June, 19B1. 

*" G. G. Brown, J. Epstein and D. W. Peterson, "Comparative Propa- 
gation Measurements; Television Transmitters at 67.25, 288, 510 and 910 
Megacycles," RCA Review, Vol. IX, pp. 171-201, June, 1948. 
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quency with respect to the plane-earth field strength;6 this is shown 
in Figure 3. Measurements in Great Britain5 are essentially in agree- 
ment. Egli6 has published a number of curves on existing data showing 
the attenuation-frequency dependence expected for various percentages 
of the locations. 

In many shadowed locations, multipath propagation is very much 
in evidence; strong signals may be observed from many directions. 
On wide-band systems this can cause effects such as "ghosts" in televi- 
sion reception and cross-talk in multichannel voice systems. The effects 
of multipath distortion appear to be approximately independent of 
polarization and frequency in the range 60-3,300 megacycles. As would 
be expected, more multipath distortion is present in highly built up 
and mountainous areas where off-path reflections are prevalent. The 
use of directive antennas appears to be the most effective method of 
reducing multipath effects. 

Effects of Natural Conditions 

Space-wave propagation at high frequencies over irregular terrain 
is subject to many variations and uncertainties. In many instances the 
experimental data has been used to derive empirical modifications of 
the idealized theory.6*9 In this section, the effects of various natural 
conditions on the received power as found experimentally are sum- 
marized. 

Table I describes propagation over various types of terrain. If the 
earth is very smooth, the reflection coefficient can be calculated from 
a knowledge of the electrical constants of the terrain. As the rough- 
ness increases, specular reflection and hence the reflection coefficient 
become steadily less until only diffuse scattering is present. Hills and 
ridges are opaque obstructions for short radio waves and their losses 
increase with increasing frequency, terrain roughness, diffraction 
angle, and number of diffractions. 

The effects of trees and buildings on VHF and UHF are difficult to 
evaluate quantitatively. A sufficiently dense and extensive wood, for 
example, may approach opacity for VHF, but with less dense woods 
the transmitted signal through the wood may be greater than that 

5 J. Saxton and B. N. Harden, "Ground-Wave Field-Strength Surveys 
at 100 and 600 Mc/s," Proc. IEE, Part 3, Vol. 101, p. 215, July, 1954. 

6 J. J. Egli, "Radio Propagation above 40 Mc/s over Irregular Terrain," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, p. 1383, October, 1957. 

7 R. S. Kirby, H. T. Dougherty and P. L. McQuate, "VHF Propagation 
Measurements in the Rocky Mountain Region," Trans. I.R.E. PGVC, Julv, 
1956. 

8 K. Bullington, "Radio Propagation Variations at VHF and UHF," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 38, p. 27, January, 1950. 

9 D. W. Peterson and J. Epstein, "A Method of Predicting the Coverasje 
of a Television Station," RCA Review, Vol. XVII, p. 571, December, 1956. 
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diffracted either over or around it when the receiving point is near the 
wood. The observations shown in Tables II and III are representative 
of the values to be expected. In general, at the lower frequencies the 
attenuation due to trees is considerably less, while the relative differ- 
ence between the values for the two polarizations is more pronounced. 
The attenuation appears to be approximately proportional to frequency. 
Effects due to buildings exhibit less frequency dependence than effects 
due to either trees or hills, but buildings are, nevertheless, rather 
opaque at frequencies of the order of thousands of megacycles. Also 
of interest are the natural conditions which change seasonally. For 
example, the vertical-coverage diagram of a transmitter operating at 

40 60 80 100 200 300 500 1000 
Frequency (Mc/s) 

Fig. 3—Median field strength variation with frequency based on data from 
FCC (•) and RCA ( + ) compared to field calculated over a plane earth. 

high frequencies may be appreciably modified by the presence of a 
layer of snow and ice. In Table IV the effects of the change of the 
effective dielectric constant of the earth due to such a layer are sum- 
marized. The resulting change in the reflection coefficient can then 
be estimated from the Fresnel reflection equations. Experiments10 at 
VHF over smooth ground have shown variations of 14 decibels with 
season (dielectric constant values change from 3 to 30). This change 
is due to the moisture content of the ground which mainly determines 
the effective dielectric constant of the soil and is relatively independent 
of the type of ground. The temperature coefficient of the dielectric 
constant of ground is very small (~ —0.005/oC) and hence no direct 
influence of temperature on VHF propagation may be expected. An 
indirect influence may exist insofar as the temperature affects the 
ground moisture content and hence the dielectric constant. 

10 B. Josephson and A. Bloomquist, "The Influence of Moisture in the 
Ground, Temperature and Terrain on Ground Wave Propagation in the 
VHF Band," Trans. I.R.E. PGAP, p. 169, April, 1958. 
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Propagation over Sea Surfaces (Experiment) 

Forward Propagation 

There are often large and rapid fluctuations in the energy reflected 
from the sea surface; this is particularly true when the sea is rough, 
so that the position and size of the surface irregularities which cause 
these variations are continually changing. If, under these circum- 
stances, a reflection coefficient is assigned to this rough reflecting 
surface, the result is a wide scattering of the measured values (see 
Kerr3 p. 42,3, for example). A recent model13 which appears to fit 
existing experimental data for forward propagation considers the 
electromagnetic signals over the ocean to be composed of the vector 
sum of a constant direct signal, a coherent reflected signal whose 
amplitude and phase are fixed by the transmission geometry and the 
sea state, and a fluctuating reflected component of random amplitude 
and phase. This random incoherent signal is determined by the rough- 
ness of the sea and depends on the roughness parameter, fey/A. It is 
found to reach an asymptotic value for an hy/X of approximately one 
hundred milliradians. The variation of the coherently reflected ray 
with sea roughness relative to a smooth sea at the same grazing angle 
is found to fit fairly well the exponential law 

C 
 ;z= g — 2(khy)- 
DT 

where C = coherent reflected-ray amplitude, 

D = direct-ray amplitude, 

r = smooth-sea Fresnel reflection coefficient. 

In recent years attempts have been made to relate the ocean-wave 
spectra to the radio-signal spectra.20-21 It is found that ocean-wave 
spectra can be generally classed as singly and doubly peaked. These 
peaks can occur at frequencies as low as 0.065 cycle per second and as 
high as 0.12 cycle per second. The half-power "bandwidths" of the 
wave spectra range between 0.03 and 0.17 cycle per second. The radio- 

1!l C. I. Beard, I. Katz and L. M. Spetner, "Phenomenological Vector 
Model of Microwave Reflections from Ocean," Trans. I.R.E. PGAP, p. 162, 
April, 1956. 

20 C. I. Beard and I. Katz, "The Dependence of Microwave Radio Signal 
~ -octra on Ocean Roughness and Wave Spectra," Trans. I.R.E. PGAP, 

April, 1957. 
l. LaGrove, A. W. Straiton, and H. W. Smith, "Synthesis of Radio 

i Overwater Paths," Trans. I.R.E. PGAP, p. 48, April, 1955. 
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wave spectra on the other hand are broader than the ocean spectra (up 
to 1 cycle per second or more) with the peaks generally occurring at 
the same frequency as the peaks in the simultaneous ocean-wave 
spectra. In many instances, minor maxima occur in the radio spectra 
which appear to be second and possibly third harmonics of the ocean- 
wave spectra maxima. (LaGrove21 has calculated radio signal strengths 
which are in substantial agreement with experiment and which contain 
the frequency of the water-level cycles and also the second and third 
harmonics of the water-level cycles by assuming reflections from a 
plane reflecting surface which is rising and falling sinusoidally with 
time.) The broadening of the radio signal increases significantly with 
increasing roughness (increasing hy/\) and appears to depend more 
on the swell frequency of the ocean than on the width of the ocean 
spectra itself. 

The doppler shift of radio waves22 reflected from a sea surface 
measured at a frequency of 13.56 megacycles has shown a small range 
of doppler frequencies with a principal frequency component which 
was constant at 0.38 cycle per second irrespective of wind conditions 
and sea state. Other measurements23 have shown the percentage devia- 
tion from the mean frequency to be dependent on the grazing angle, 
but the doppler frequency to be relatively independent of sea state. 
This implies that the instantaneous doppler-frequency variation is a 
function of the large-scale pattern of the ocean waves, while the instan- 
taneous amplitude variation is dependent on the motion and orientation 
of small facets. This has led to the suggestion that variable-frequency 
radio equipment be used as an ocean-wave spectrometer. 

Backscattering and Sea Clutter 

Sea clutter caused by the reflection and backscattering of the 
transmitted energy from the many randomly orientated facets of the 
irregular sea surface may limit the usefulness of radar for targets 
on or near the surface. If the effective scattering area of the rough 
sea surface is appreciably greater than the effective cross-sectional 
area of the target, the target will be obscured. 

The radar cross-sectional area (o-0) for such a sea surface is defined 
as the effective radar cross section per unit area of the mean sea 
surface. The radar cross section depends upon the grazing angle, the 
frequency and polarization of the incident radiation, the sea state, and 

22 D. D. Crombie, "Doppler Spectrum of Sea Echo at 13.56 Mc/s," 
Nature, Vol. 175, p. 681, April, 1955. 

23 J. C. Wiltse, S. P. Schlesinger, and C. M. Johnson, "Backscattering 
Characteristics of the Sea in the Region 10-50 kmc," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, 
p. 220, February, 1957. 
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the position relative to the sea surface pattern (i.e., upwind, down- 
wind, etc.). 

Experiments conducted in recent years3-23,24 have shown that the 
cross section per unit area (o-0) is an increasing function of y, the 
grazing angle. There exists a "critical angle" below which <7° decreases 
rapidly with decreasing angle and above which it rises much more 
slowly. The critical angle decreases with increasing frequency. For 
rough seas, the scattering cross section is increased for grazing angles 
below about 70° and usually decreased for greater grazing angles. In 
calm sea, horizontal polarization gives less clutter than vertical polari- 
zation, but in rough seas or at large grazing angles clutter is inde- 
pendent of polarization. The cross-polarized values of <j° are much 
lower (15-20 decibels) than those of the transmitted polarization. For 
a given sea state, o-0 is approximately independent of frequency for 
large grazing angles (15° ^y=^90o) but does depend on the grazing 
angle. At grazing angles below 15° there is a strong frequency de- 
pendence. At 60° grazing angle, u0 is found to be almost independent 
of wave aspect (upwind, downwind, crosswind). 

The percentage fluctuations of the received-signal amplitudes about 
the mean value are greater for large grazing angles than for small. 
There is good correlation of instantaneous amplitudes among signals 
received simultaneously at different microwave frequencies. 

At low grazing angles the basic scattering appears to be due to 
small facets which overlie the main large-scale wave pattern or swell. 
Facets having a perimeter of ~ A./2 backscatter most effectively at 
small grazing angles, and the backscattering of a facet increases about 
as the square of its slope. Facets near the wave crests contribute most 
strongly to the backscatter. The frequency dependence of the back- 
scattering parameter a" is determined by the size distribution of the 
facets. At large grazing angles some of the facets are viewed at 
normal incidence and thus backscatter strongly. The angular variation 
of <r0 is then determined mainly by the slope distribution of the facets. 
On the basis of optical measurements of slope distribution, o-° at 
vertical incidence is inversely proportional to wind speed, but at graz- 
ing incidence it is approximately proportional to wind speed. The 
scattering is appreciably greater looking upwind than downwind, and 
present theories which consider the wind effect predict values far 
below those which are observed.25 

H. Davies and G. G. MacFarlane, "Radar Echoes from the Sea 
Surface of Centimeter Wavelength," Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol. 58, p. 717, 
November, 1946. 

25 M. Katzin, "On the Mechanisms of Radar Sea Clutter," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 45, p. 44, January, 1957. 
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At high grazing angles the backscatter appears to be due to large 
facets, the power being proportional to the fraction of the surface 
which is "large." If the slope and size distributions are independent, 
then the angular dependence of a° is substantially independent of 
frequency. Some expressions25'26 are included to illustrate the limiting 
values of the radar cross section <ja to be expected. 

(a) Grazing incidence and small facets:25 

<7°,,. = X 9 X (1 ± 2 X 10—W), 
A 

where N„ is a constant (estimated experimentally to be 7.2 X 10_5) 

W = wind speed in knots and the + is used for upwind and 
— for downwind. 

(b) Vertical incidence:25 

1.53 X 10:W„ 

\W 
o " '.lo- 

se that  = 1.7 X 105 W-T*. 
"V 

(c) Smooth surface20 (the antenna beam has been approximated 
by a Gaussian distribution; this is satisfactory to about 20 decibels 
down on the main lobe, but neglects all side lobes) : 

13.1 x 10:! f / 104 

(r = exp 

where ^ is the half-power antenna beamwidth in degrees, 

y is the radar grazing angle in radians. 

(d) Rough surface211 (one which re-radiates power independent of 
the direction of the incident energy) : 

a" = 2 sin y. 

Propagation over Rough Surfaces (Theory) 

Theoretical Limitations 

The general problem of reflection of electromagnetic waves from 

20 A. H. Schooley, "Some Limiting Cases of Radar Sea Clutter Noise," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 44, p. 1043, August, 1956. 
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rough surfaces is a difficult one. Many rigorous and semi-rigorous 
attempts have appeared in the literature,27'35 but these have yielded 
complicated expressions which are difficult to apply. Simple expressions 
are usually the result of many simplifying assumptions which may 
not adequately describe the true state of affairs. Thus the problem 
seems to be one of attempting to find a compromise between over- 
simplification which may lead to erroneous conclusions and excess 
rigour which may lead to no practical result. 

The usual simplifications which are introduced into the theoretical 
treatments, and hence limit the results, can be listed as follows: 

1. The dimensions of the scattering elements are considered either 
much larger than the wavelength of the incident field or very 
small compared to the wavelength of the incident field. 

2. The far field only, is calculated. 

3. Shadowing effects including diffraction are neglected. 
4. Interaction including multiple reflections between obstructions 

is generally neglected. 
5. The number of irregularities per unit length is not considered. 
6. The treatments are often limited to particular models of rough- 

ness (e.g., normal distribution of scattering elements, regular 
sinusoidal undulations of the reflecting surface, etc.). 

Reflection, Coefficient of Rough Surfaces 
In this section an attempt is made to summarize only those ap- 

27 S. 0. Rice, "Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves from Slightly Rough 
Surfaces," Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 4, p. 
351, August, 1951. 

28 W. C. Hoffmann, "Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves from a Rough 
Surface," Quart. Appl. Math., Vol. 13, p. 291, October, 1955. 

29 C. M. Chu and S. W. Churchill, "Multiple Scattering by Randomly 
Distributed Obstacle—Method of Solution," Trans. I.R.E. PGAP, p. 142, 
April, 1956. 

30 W. S. Ament, "Toward a Theory of Reflection by a Rough Surface," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 41, p. 142, January, 1953. 

31 P. Beckmann, "A New Approach to the Problem of Reflection from a 
Rough Surface," Acta Technica CSAV, Vol. 2, p. 311, 1957. 

32 H. Davies, "The Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves from a Rough 
Surface," Proc. IEE, Part IV, Vol. 101, p. 209, August, 1954. 

3:! M. A. Isakovich, "The Scattering of Waves from a Statistically Rough 
Surface," Zh. Eksp. Theor. Fiz. (USSR), Vol. 23, p. 305, 1952. 

34 Lord Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, Dover Publications, New York, New 
York, Vol. II, Sec. 272a, 1945. 

35 M. A. Biot, "Some New Aspects of the Reflection of Electromagnetic 
Waves on A Rough Surface," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 28, p. 1455, December, 
1957; "Some New Aspects of the Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves on 
A Rough Surface," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 29, p. 998, (Letter to the Editor), 
June, 1958. 
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proaches to the problem of scattering by rough surfaces which are 
readily amenable to practical computation. These are subdivided into 
the two limiting cases where either the irregularities are large com- 
pared to wavelength or the irregularities are small compared to wave- 
length. 

In Table V the reflection coefficients for the various models assumed 
for the profile of the rough surface are tabulated and, as can be seen, 
the results are primarily dependent upon the assumed profile. From 
these, some estimate of the percentage of the incident field which is 
reflected should be possible, the validity of the values depending on 
how closely the actual surface approaches any of these theoretical 
models. The treatment by Beckmann31 is attractive, primarily because 

a = kh sin JT 

Fig. 4—Plot of the function X(a,P) = Vln (l/P) + (1 •— Vln (1/P)) X 
(sin2a)/a2, where P is the probability that the ratio R/R,m, > X (after 
Beckmann31)^ Thus, as an example, the probability that R/Rrm, > 1.3 
when a = 90° is 10%. These curves can be used to estimate the probability 

distribution of the reflection coefficient. 

of its final simplicity and the fact that an estimate of the spread in 
the measured values can be obtained as shown in Figure 4. 

In Table VI some of the effects of small irregularities on the re- 
flected field are summarized. Rayleigh34 was perhaps the first to arrive 
at quantitative values for reflection from a slightly rough surface 
(his analysis was limited to normal incidence) and although under 
these conditions the reflection coefficient remains near unity, the 
analysis by Biot35 shows that a slightly rough surface affects the phase 
of the reflected wave, particularly for vertical polarization, and this 
may be of some consequence for transmission paths where the direct 
and reflected waves are allowed to interfere. This suggests that the 
appropriate phase relations between the direct and reflected rays 
cannot be obtained from geometric optics alone. 
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Conclusions 

An attempt has been made to give a comprehensive picture of the 
problems of the effect of rough surfaces on the propagation of short 
radio waves and the "state of the art" in efforts to recognize, under- 
stand and predict these effects. Some of the aspects requiring further 
study can be listed as 

1. Establishment of a roughness criterion which relates the re- 
flected field to the reflection coefficient. 

2. The study of the region of roughness where specular reflection 
transcends into diffuse reflection. 

3. The experimental determination of whether the arguments 
applied to the Fresnel zones in optics can validly be extended 
to the long, narrow, nonuniformly illuminated Fresnel reflecting 
zones which occur in propagation situations. 

4. Further accumulation of experimental data under various con- 
ditions which could at least be utilized to establish empirical 
modifications, on a statistical basis, of idealized theories. 

5. There still exists considerable need for further development of 
theoretical analyses which approach more closely the actual 
surface properties. 
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THE EFFECT OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ON 

PHOSPHOR-DOT SIZE IN COLOR 

PICTURE TUBES* 

By 

N. R. Goldstein 

UCA Electron Tube Division 
Lancaster. Pa. 

Summary—It was considered desirable to determine the effect on the 
phosphor-dot size of essentially all of the important variables in the slurry 
screening process. An empirical equation is established which relates these 
variables for a particular blue phosphor screen. The equation is most 
reliable for screens wherein the dot diameter is approximately 17 mils. 

HOSPHOR-DOT screens for color-picture tubes are now pro- 
duced by the "slurry" process. In this process a solution or 
slurry containing a phosphor, a light-sensitizing agent, and a 

binder, is applied to the tube faceplate. The slurried surface is dried, 
and then exposed photographically through the associated aperture 
mask in a device known as a "lighthouse" (see Figure 1). It is then 
developed by means of a spray of water which washes away the un- 
exposed areas. This process is repeated for each phosphor. 

Soon after the adoption of the slurry process, it became evident 
that the sizes of the dots produced were affected by several variables: 
phosphor composition, amount of sensitizing agent used, and screen 
weight; mask-aperture diameter, mask-to-screen spacing, collimator- 
to-mask spacing, and collimator-tip diameter; exposure-light intensity, 
and length of exposure; pH of the developing water, pressure of the 
developing spray, and length of development. It was also found that 
as larger mask apertures, greater mask-to-screen spacings, and smaller 
gun-to-mask spacings were demanded it became increasingly difficult 
to meet the criteria for good screens. Additional difficulties were en- 
countered with the introduction of post-acceleration tubes which proved 
to be even more sensitive than the shadow-mask type to variations in 
screening parameters. An investigation was undertaken, therefore, 
to determine the effect on dot size of each of the several variables 
involved. 

The effect of each variable was studied under carefully controlled 
conditions, with all others held constant. Slurries were very carefully 

Introduction 

* Manuscript received February 25, 1959. 
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compounded, and applied in a manually operated unit having a precisely 
controlled cycle. Screen transmission was determined, using a standard 
Weston photocell, and was expressed in percentage of the transmission 
through a clear faceplate. Masks were inserted as quickly as possible 
after application of slurry. 

Lighthouse parameters were carefully preset to the desired values. 
Exposure-light intensity was adjusted to the desired value immediately 
before exposure, and checked after exposure. 

Developing water was adjusted to the desired pH by the addition 
of oxalic acid or ammonium hydroxide, allowed to stand overnight, and 
the pH checked again immediately before use. The water was then 
placed in a two-gallon, controllable-pressure tank which had been 
repeatedly flushed, first with neutral water and then with water having 
the desired pH. 

COLL 1 MAJOR TIP APERTURE MASK -*■ 

SLURRY——^ s 
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Fig. 1—Geometry of the "lighthouse" exposure system. 

A device provided with removable wedges permitted as many as 
six different exposures to be made on one screen. For development, the 
position of the spray nozzle, the pressure, and the time of development 
were carefully controlled. The screens were permitted to soak for 
exactly three minutes and then very lightly rinsed and dried. The 
phosphor-dot sizes were then measured. 

The first variable studied was the pH of the developing water 
which an earlier investigation by D. J. Donahue* showed to be an 
important factor in phosphor-dot size. 

Figure 2 shows part of a family of curves of dot diameter Z) as a 
function of pH, with exposure time T as a parameter. The curves 
have the form of a catenary, the equation of which is 

a 
x ~ -— (ev/a + e-v/a), 

2 

* RCA Electron Tube Division, Lancaster, Pa. 
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where a is the displacement from the y axis. Since this displacement 
is 3 scale units, 

3 
pH = — (e"/3 + e-f/3) . 

2 

1 
Because cosh m =—-(en + e-"), 

2 

y 
pH = 3 cosh — , 

3 

pH 
and 1/ —3 cosh-1 . 

3 

When the appropriate scale factor is introduced, it is found that 
D = B + y/2. Therefore, 

pH 
D = 15.5 + 1.5 cosh-1  

3 
for the following conditions: 

r = exposure time in minutes = 8, 

Q ~ mask-to-screen spacing in mils = 560, 

B = mask-aperture diameter in mils = 15.5, 

C = collimator-tip diameter in mils = 60, 

I = exposure-light intensity in relative units = 75, 

To = development time in minutes = 1. 

Effects of Geometrical Parameters 

In the investigation of the effects of mask-to-screen spacing, Q, 
special care was taken to minimize errors which might arise because 
of faceplate and mask irregularities. Measurements were made on 
several faceplate and mask assemblies, and duplicate measurements 
were made using two different masks for each faceplate at each value 
of Q. 

A plot of dot diameter, D, as a function of mask-to-screen spacing, 
Q, is shown in Figure 3. The plot is straight line having a slope of 
4.5, with intercepts at Q = 500 and I) = 17.2. The equation for this 
line is 
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Fig. 2—Phosphor-dot diameter as a function of pH and exposure time, for 
constant lighthouse geometry, light intensity, and development time. 

B= 0.0155 INCH' 0 = 0.560 INCH 
C = 0.060 INCH Tq = 1 MINUTE 
1*65 

4 6 8 
pH OF DEVELOPING WATER 

D-D, 
- = m = 4.5 

Q — Qx 
I) 17.2 
 = 4.5 
Q — 0.5 

D = 14.95 + 4.5Q mils, 

with pH = 8.5 and other parameters as previously given. 
In the investigation of the effects of collimator-tip diameter, C, it 

was necessary to take into consideration the variation in light output 
with C. The effects of this variation were compensated both by 
adjustment of light intensity and by the use of a series of neutral- 

Fig. 3—Phosphor-dot diameter as a function of mask-to-screen spacing, Q. 
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density filters made of 14-inch plate glass coated with rhodium. 
A plot of dot diameter as a function of collimator-tip diameter is 

shown in Figure 4. This plot also is a straight line, and has the 
equation 

C 
D = h 16.83 mils, 

120 

with parameters as above. 
A series of tests were conducted to determine the relation between 

mask-aperture diameter, B, and dot size. Although the results of these 
tests are not shown graphically in this paper, it was found that for a 
given combination of the other parameters D = B + V, T being depend- 
ent upon the values of the other parameters. It is not surprising that 

COLLIMATOR-TIP DIAMETER (O—MILS 

Pig. 4—Phosphor-dot diameter as a function of collimator-tip diameter C. 

the effects of Q, C, and B are linear, if one considers the geometry of 
the exposure system shown in Figure 1. 

By the laws of plane geometry 

C B Dmllx 

p — X X Q + X ' 

from which 

Q 
■^max = (B + C) +5. 

V 
For any tube geometry, 

Q 
— = K1, 
P 
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where p — collimator aperture to mask aperture spacing. 

Dmax= Kl {B + C) + B 

' B (A', + 1) + 

= K.,B + AjC. 

The preceding calculations are a development of the interrelation- 
ship of the tube parameters for a theoretical maximum area covered 
by the light from the collimator tip and, therefore, give a maximum 
value for D. Because they are based purely on the geometry of the 
system, they do not take into account any fringe effects. A similar 
procedure can be used to calculate the minimum area. 

Anin = K.,B — AjC. 

Table I shows typical values for Dmas and Dmin as calculated from 
these expressions 

Table I 

Collimator 
Tip Diameter 

(mils) 

Exp. Phosphor- 
Dot Diameter 

(mils) 
Light Spot Diameter ( 

Theor. Max. Theor. Min. 
mils) 

Theor. Ave. 

60 160 165 159 162 

80 162 166 158 162 

100 163 167 157 162 

160 168 170 154 162 

220 173 172 152 162 

Q = 535 p = 11.2 inches B — 155 

This derivation neglects not only fringe effects, but also any effects 
due to scattering of the light by the phosphor itself.1 

Effects of Exposure Parameters 

A slurried screen, like any photographic emulsion requiring devel- 
opment after exposure, can be underexposed or overexposed, under- 
developed or overdeveloped. The size after development of an exposed 
area is proportional to the product of exposure-light intensity, I, and 

1 S. H. Kaplan, "Control of Fluorescent Screen Dot Size for Color TV," 
Jour. S.M.P.T.E., Vol. 65, p. 407, August, 1956. 
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exposure time, T. To obtain dots of a given size for given slurry, light- 
house, and development parameters, the product of I and T must be 
constant. 

A plot of /71 = constant has the form of an hyperbola. In the case 
of a conventional shadow-mask tube the critical region of this curve 
can be approximated by a straight line. It was possible, therefore, to 
predict the exposure times required to produce dots of a given size for 
various values of I. In the case of post-acceleration tube, the critical 
region of the IT curve is not a straight line, and must, therefore, be 
plotted from experimental data. 

In order for a plot of D = f (I,T) to have the expected hyperbolic 
form, D must be a linear function of both / and T. Figure 5 shows 

UJ »- 
§ 20 

UJ 2 12 
K 
UJ 
5 8 
irt o 
x 4 UJ 

0 
I 

Fig. 5-—Phosphor-dot diameter as a function of exposure time for constant 
lighthouse geometry, light intensity, and developing water pH. 

that D is a linear function of T, at least over the range of maximum 
present interest (/> = 14 to 20 mils). If we assume that, over this 
range of values, D is also a linear function of /, we can empirically 
plot D = f(I,T) for any value of D between 14 and 20 mils. Figure 6 
shows the calculated curve for dots 17 mils in diameter, and its relation 
to experimentally determined values for dots of this size. 

The value of the product IT was checked as follows: 

Table II, correlating the time and light-intensity units of Figure 
6, was prepared. The values in Table II are related to minutes and 
relative intensity in the following manner: 

^minutes ' ^arbitrary units ^ 

^relative ^arbitrary units "l" 35. 

i r 
0= 0.425 T + 14 

_ 1=85 

  
2 

PH 
Q = 

5 
0.560 INCH • 

— "" - - " 

'5 16 17 18 19 20 
PHOSPHOR-DOT DIAMETER (01—MILS 
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Table II 

Time' Intensity* 

1.03 G 

1.40 5 

1.90 4 

2.54 3 

3.28 2 

4.10 1 

5.30 0 

81 Units are the scale units of Figure 6. 

If it is assumed that IT = C, then K:i = 4.12, and Ki = 7.23. 
If the factors K:i and (which, in effect, relocate the axes of 

Figure 6) are added to the scale-unit values of Table II, we obtain 
the values shown in Table III, where T,. represents the corrected value 
of time. 

(T + K3) (I + K4) =67.9. 

Table III 

T / IT Dev. '/, Dev. 7',. 

5.15 13.23 68.2 + 0.3 0.44 5.13 

5.52 12.23 67.6 — 0.3 0.44 5.55 

0.02 11.23 67.7 — 0.2 0.29 6.04 

6.66 10.23 68.2 + 0.3 0.44 6.63 

7.40 9.23 68.3 + 0.4 0.59 7.36 

8.22 8.23 67.6 - 0.3 0.44 8.24 

9.42 7.23 68.1 + 0.2 0.29 9.40 

Avg. 67.9 Avg. 0.28 

Converting from scale units back to minutes and relative intensity, 
we find that for a 17-mil dot 

(T + K:t) units =(T + 0.12) minutes, 
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Fig. 6—Exposure-light intensity versus exposure time for phosphor dots 
17 mils in diameter. 

and 
7-35 

(/ + -K4) units = h 7.23 relative intensity 
10 

7-35 
(r + 0.12) ( + 7.23 1 = 67.9. 

10 

Effects of Development Parameters 

It has long been known that excessive developing-water pressure 
or unduly long development time will clean all the phosphor off the 
screen. 

The effects of developing-water pressure were studied at pressures 
ranging from 10 to 80 psi. Although there was no conclusive evidence 
in favor of either high or low pressure, there were indications that 
the lower pressures gave smaller dots. At very low pressures the 
developing water apparently is able to wet and penetrate the phosphor, 
whereas at higher pressures it tends to bounce off. When the pressure 
is sufficiently high, the phosphor is removed by the impact of the 
particles of water. However, there was no sign of dot removal at the 
highest pressure tested (80 psi). 

The results of the development-time tests are somewhat more con- 
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elusive. Figure 7 is a plot of dot size as a function of development 
time, and shows a uniform decrease of one mil in dot size per minute 
of development. 

Effects of Slurry Parameters 

Several theories have been proposed as to the precise effect pro- 
duced on poly vinyl alcohol by the addition of dichromate. For the 
purposes of this study it may be assumed that the presence of chromate 
ions in some manner makes the polyvinyl alcohol sensitive to light in 
the ultraviolet and blue regions. 

16 
0 12 3 4 5 

DEVELOPMENT TIME (TD)— MINUTES 

Fig. 7—Phosphor-dot. diameter as a function of development time. 

Tests show that for a given set of exposure conditions an increase 
in dichromate concentration results in larger phosphor dots or reduces 
the exposure time required to produce dots of a given size. This rela- 
tion holds for dichromate concentrations up to approximately four 
times the normal value. Any further increase in concentration does 
not appear to have any effect. If the theory that photosensitization 
results from penetration of the polyvinyl alcohol lattice by chromate 
ions is correct, the lattice is saturated at a concentration of four times 
normal. Table IV shows the effect of dichromate concentration on dot 
size for constant exposure time. 
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Relative 
Concentration 

Dot 
Diameter (mils) 

3 
4 
5 

1 165 
180 
185 
195 
195 

Because of the diffusing action of the phosphor in the slurry, screen 
weight greatly affects the dot size. For identical exposure parameters 
a heavy screen gives a smaller dot than a light screen. However, a 
light screen can be made to provide smaller dots than the heavy screen, 
under conditions which would result in no dot on the heavy screen. 

This screening contradiction can be explained in terms of the curve 
for the distribution of light intensity across an aperture. Assuming 
a given exposure time, in the case of a heavy screen only the center 
of the light beam penetrates the screen with sufficient intensity to 
convert the polyvinyl alcohol to the insoluble state; the result, there- 
fore, is either no dot or a small dot. In the case of a thin screen the 
entire beam penetrates the screen, with the result that the dot has a 
chance to grow. There is seldom an adherence problem with a thin 
screen. If the exposure time is shortened, less dot growth takes place, 
and since there is less diffusion, the phosphor dot is small. 

In tests to determine the precise effect of screen weight on phos- 
phor dot size under given conditions, it was found that the very 
phenomenon which causes growth was being overlooked, namely, the 
diffusing power of the slurry. On investigation, it was found that two 
caps which had apparently identical screen weights had totally different 
diffusing qualities, i.e., a light could be clearly seen through one but 
appeared very blurred when viewed through the other. Although both 
screens had the same weight as measured by the light-transmission 
method, actual weighing of the screen materials showed that the one 
having the greater diffusion was about 10 per cent heavier than the 
other. Since analysis showed that the phosphors of both screens had 
the same particle-size distribution, it was assumed that one was more 
dense than the other. This phenomenon is now the subject of a 
separate investigation. Experience has shown, however, that a light- 
weight screen will give a smaller phosphor dot than a heavy screen. 

Empirical Equation for a Particular Blue Phosphor 

It has been shown that phosphor-dot size is a function of several 
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variables. The geometrical variables such as mask-to-screen spacing, 
collimator-tip diameter, and mask aperture diameter were shown to 
have linear effects on dot size, and the theoretical hyperbolic relation 
of the product of exposure time and intensity was confirmed experi- 
mentally. 

It has also been shown that the effect of development time is linear 
over the range studied. The effect of the pH of the developing water 
on phosphor-dot size is an exponential function, although no theory is 
advanced to support this conclusion. 

The effects of the pressure of the developing water, concentration 
of ammonium dichromate, and screen weight were not determined with 
sufficient accuracy to permit quantitative conclusions to be drawn. 

Consideration of the factors involved in the production of a phos- 
phor-dot screen suggests that the size of an individual dot is dependent 
on at least four effects; 

where I) is dot size, 

P is the phosphor, 

G is the geometry, 

E is the exposure conditions, 

F is the developing conditions. 

From the data the following empirical equations can be written: 

D =/(/>), g{G), h{E) ,j(F), 

I + 37.3 

40 
(1) 

D = 14.95 + 4.5Q, (2) 

pH 
D = 15.5 + 1.5 cosh-1 (3) 

3 

It was also seen from the data that 

I) = r + r, (4) 

where r represents increase in dot size. 

C 
D = + 16.3 

120 
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D = 19.0 — Tv. (6) 

Re-arranging by functional groups, and combining 

C (r + 0.12) (7 + 37.3) 
D = B + 4.5Q + 

(7 i 
120 271 

pU \ 
— ( Ti, — 1.5 cosh ■1  j — 4.36. 

In the following region of values of the variables: 

B = 15.5 mils, Q = 535 mils, C = 60 mils, I = 75, 

T = 5.75 minutes, TD = 1 minute, and pH = 6 

C 
<j{G) = B + 4.5Q + , 

120 

{T + 0.12) (7 + 32.3) 
h (E) = , 

271 

pH 
j (F) = Tn — 1.5 cosh^1 . 

3 

It should be noted that this equation applies only for a particular blue 
phosphor. Screen weights used are constant, and the effect of this as 
a variable is the subject of a separate investigation. 



REDUCTION OF CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE 
BY PRECISE FREQUENCY CONTROL OF 

TELEVISION PICTURE CARRIERS. PART II* 

By 

Summary—The visibility of co-channel television interference has max- 
ima and minima at carrier offset frequencies which are multiples of frame 
frequency. Earlier subjective tests1 determined the reduction in visibility 
of co-channel interference which might be achieved by precise carrier 
frequency control for the condition of one station, at a 10- or 20-kilocycle 
offset, interfering with the desired station. 

Additional subjective tests have been made for the following conditions: 
two offset stations simultaneously interfering with a desired station; an 
on-frequency station interfering with a desired on-frequency station; and 
a series of tests with moving pictures as the desired picture and as the 
source of visual interference from a co-channel station offset 10 or 20 
kilocycles. 

1GULATIONS SET FORTH by the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) require that co-channel television stations 
separated by less than a specified distance must operate with 

their picture carriers offset so that the frequency difference between 
carriers is 10 or 20 kilocycles. This serves to minimize the "Venetian 
blind" effect caused by co-channel interference. Present regulations 
specify a carrier frequency accuracy of ±1,000 cycles. If the carrier 
frequency is much more precisely controlled (±2 cycles) and the 
frequency offset is an even multiple of the frame frequency, there is 
a further reduction in the visibility of co-channel interference. A 
previously published article1 describes subjective tests that had been 
conducted in the laboratory, the oscillators used to control the picture 
carriers of two television stations, the method by which the offset was 
set and measured, and the field tests made to confirm that precise 
control provided a reduction in co-channel interference. 

In the present paper, further subjective viewing tests are reported. 
In one series of tests, moving pictures were used both as the desired 

* Manuscript received April 3, 1959. 
1 W. L. Behrend, "Reduction of Co-channel Television Interference by 

Precise Frequency Control of Television Picture Carriers," RCA Review, 
Vol. XVII, p. 443, December, 1956. 
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picture and as the source of visual interference from a single co- 
channel interfering station. In another series of tests, two co-channel 
interfering stations are simulated. 

Summary of Previously Published Kesults 

Two different types of subjective tests are described in Reference 
(1). The results of these tests are summarized for purposes of com- 
parison and for completeness. One test measured the maximum toler- 
able interference level as a function of the offset frequency. The other 
test measured the improvement due to precise frequency control by 
the "method of equality." 

Tolerable-Interference Tests 

The observer indicated the maximum amount of interference he 

OFFSET FREQUENCY-CPS 

Pig. 1—Carrier ratio for tolerable interference—average of 10 observers 
viewing a 21-inch color receiver at an 8:1 viewing distance. The desired 

picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was color bars. 

considered tolerable at each offset frequency. Judgments were made 
for offset frequencies around 10,010 cycles and 20,02'0 cycles. The 
observers viewed a still picture on a 21-inch color receiver; the dis- 
tance from the observer to the screen was eight times the picture 
height. Ten observers were tested. The average of their tolerable 
ratios (ratio of peak-of-sync level of desired picture to the peak-of-sync 
level of undesired picture) as a function of the offset frequency is 
given in Figures 1 and 2. Modulated r-f carriers were used for the 
tests. The modulations on the two carriers were completely inde- 
pendent. 

Method-of-Equality Tests 

In the method-of-equality test the observer had a standard ref- 
erence picture for comparison with the test picture. He indicated 
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OFFSET FREQUENCY " CPS 

Fig. 2—Carrier ratio for tolerable interference—average of 10 observers 
viewing a 21-inch color receiver at an 8:1 viewing distance. The desired 

picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was color bars. 

when the pictures were equal in quality, i.e., equally degraded. The 
viewer was able to switch back-and-forth between the reference picture 
(with a fixed interference level) and the same scene with the inter- 
ference at a different offset frequency and an adjustable interference 
level. Each viewer changed the scene back-and-forth as many times 
as he desired, as the interference level in the test picture was changed, 
until he had no preference. The improvement is then expressed as the 
difference, in decibels, between the signal levels of the two interfering 
signals. 

The tests were made using four different receivers from several 

PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 3—Reduction in visibility of co-channel interference for a 10,010-cycIe 
offset frequency compared to a 9,985-cycle offset. The desired picture was 

the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was color bars. 
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manufacturers—a 21-inch color receiver, a 21-inch black-and-white 
receiver, and two 17-inch black-and-white receivers. Viewing distance 
was eight times the picture height. Tests were made with offset 
frequencies of 10,010 and 20,020 cycles using an interfering picture 
consisting of color bars. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the results obtained using slides. Twelve to 
fifteen observers were tested for each condition shown. Figures 5 and 
6 show the results obtained using off-the-air motion pictures. Eight 
to ten observers were tested for each condition shown. The off-the-air 
pictures were detected from two completely independent color broad- 
casts and remodulated on the r-f carriers used for the subjective tests. 

PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 4—Reduction in visibility of co-channel interference for a 20,020-cycle 
offset frequency compared to a 19,995-cycle offset. The desired picture was 

the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was color bars. 

New Two-Station Tolerable-Interference Tests 

10,010 Cycle and 20,020 Cycle Offsets 
The earlier tolerable-interference tests did not include moving 

pictures. Therefore, such tests were made with moving pictures for 
offsets of 9,985, 10,010, 19,995 and 20,020 cycles. Two modulated r-f 
signals, accurately controlled at the various offset frequencies, were 
used for the tests. The desired picture was generated by the laboratory 
color-film equipment using the same film for all tests, and the modu- 
lation on the interfering carrier was a detected off-the-air color pro- 
gram. In a semi-darkened room, the observers viewed four different 
receivers in a random order at a viewing distance equal to eight times 
picture height. A 21-inch color receiver, a 21-inch black-and-white 
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PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 5—Reduction in visibility of co-channel interference for a 10,010-cycle 
offset frequency compared to a 9,985-cycle offset. Desired picture was color 
prog'ram material from a commercial television station. The interfering 

picture was program material from a commercial television station. 

36 Db REFERENCE 
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28 Db REFERENCE 

25 Db REFERENCE 

PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Pig. 6—Reduction in visibility of co-channel interference for a 20,020-cycle 
offset frequency compared to a 19,995-cycIe offset. Desired picture was color 
program material from a commercial television station. The interfering 

picture was program material from a commercial television station. 
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receiver, and two 17-inch black-and-white receivers all of different 
manufacture were operated at a brightness of approximately 20 foot- 
lamberts. 

Eleven observers were tested for the 9,985 and the 10,010 cycle 
offsets. The results given in Figure 7 show an improvement of 8.5 
decibels for 50 per cent of the observers. 

At 10,010 cycles the average tolerable ratio of the eleven observers, 
averaged for the four receivers, was 22 decibels. The averages for the 
three black-and-white receivers were within 0.5 of a decibel of the 22 
decibels. The value for the color receiver was 20.5 decibels. A 31.4- 
decibel average was obtained for the 9,985-cycle offset. The averages 
for the black-and-white receivers were within 1 decibel of 31.4 decibels. 

14 
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UJ Q I 
2 8 UJ 
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2 I 2 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 
PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 

GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 7—Improvement in tolerable ratio for eleven observers (average of 
four receivers) for a 10,010-cycle offset compared with a 9,985-cycle offset. 
The desired picture was color film from a television studio. The interfering 

picture was commercial color program. 

The value for the color receiver was 29.1 decibels. The results of the 
earlier1 "method of equality" tests for moving pictures are given in 
Figure 5. If one interpolates for a 31.4 decibel reference, an approxi- 
mate improvement of 9 decibels is obtained. 

Fifteen observers were tested at the 19,995 and 20,020 cycle offsets. 
The results given in Figure 8 show an improvement of 14 decibels for 
50 per cent of the observers. The average tolerable ratio of the fifteen 
observers averaged over the four receivers was 20.5 decibels at 20,020 
cycles and 35.3 decibels at 20,045 cycles. At 20,020 cycles the average 
tolerable ratios for the three black-and-white receivers were within 
0.5 decibel of the 20.5 decibels. The average ratio for the color receiver 
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5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 
PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 

GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Pig. 8—Improvement in tolerable ration for fifteen observers (average of 
four receivers) for a 20,020-cycle offset compared with a 19,995-cycle offset. 
The desired picture was color film from a television studio. The interfering- 

picture was commercial color program. 

was 19.5 decibels. At 20,045 cycles the average tolerable ratios for the 
three black-and-white receivers were within 1 decibel of 35.3 decibels. 
The value for the color receiver was 34.2 decibels. 

Referring back to the earlier1 method-of-equality tests for offsets 
of 19,995 and 20,020 cycles and for moving pictures (Figure 6), and 
interpolating for a 35.3 decibel ratio, it is seen that an approximate 
improvement of 14 decibels is obtained. 
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OFFSET FREQUENCY -cps 

Pig. 9—Carrier ratio for tolerable interference. Average of ten observers. 
The desired picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was 

color bars. 
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PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 

GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 10—Improvement in tolerable ratio for ten observers (average of five 
receivers) for a 10,010-cycle offset compared with a 10,035-cycle offset. 
The desired picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was 

color bars. 

Under the test conditions listed above, the earlier tolerable-inter- 
ference tests were repeated—the desired picture was the "sailboat" 
scene used in the 1956 tests, and the interfering picture was color bars. 
Ten observers were tested for the 10 and 2'0 kilocycle offsets. The 
averages of the ten tolerable ratios, averaged for the five receivers, 
as a function of the offset frequency are given in Figures 9 and 11. 
The distributions—improvement versus percentage of observers—aver- 
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OFFSET FREQUENCY - cps 

Fig. 11—Carrier ratio for tolerable interference. Average of ten observers. 
The desired picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was 

color bars. 
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aged for the four receivers are given in Figures 10 and 12. According 
to these results, precise control provides 12 decibels and 17 decibels 
improvement for 50 per cent of the observers. The improvements 
obtained in the earlier tests, Figures 1 and 2, were 12 decibels and 
18 decibels. 

7,867-Cycle Offset 

It was desirable to find out if an offset equal to half the horizontal 
line frequency (7,867 for color) was better than a 10,010-cycle offset. 
The test conditions were the same as for the previous two-station tests; 
however, only one person observed the pictures. The offset frequency 

io —    ————     I Z 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 
PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 

GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 12—Improvement in tolerable ratio for ten observers (average of five 
receivers) for a 20,020-cycIe offset compared with a 19,995-cycle offset. 
The desired picture was the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was 

color bars. 

was held as closely as possible to half the horizontal scanning fre- 
quency. The rasters on a few of the receivers had a slight movement 
for a 20-decibel signal ratio. A one-cycle change in the offset frequency 
caused a bad flicker that was still noticeable at a ratio of 30 decibels. 
Therefore, if the frame frequency and the frequency offset are accu- 
rately controlled, the 10,010 cycle offset appears to be the better offset. 

Three-Station Tolerable Interference Tests 

Tests were made to determine the effect of two co-channel trans- 
mitters interfering with the desired transmission. Test conditions 
were the same as for the previous tests. Three r-f carriers were accu- 
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rately controlled at the proper offsets, and each carrier was modulated 
by a completely independent video signal. The desired picture was the 
"sailboat scene," and the interfering pictures were two different sets 
of color bars. 

Because of equipment limitations, all of the possible interfering 
conditions were not tested. A test was made for the desired station 
on-frequency and two interfering stations with offsets of plus 10 
kilocycles and minus 10 kilocycles. The other test consisted of the 
desired station offset plus 10 kilocycles with one interfering station 
on frequency and the other interfering station offset minus 10 kilo- 
cycles. To reduce the number of subjective tests, the levels of the two 
interfering signals were maintained equal to each other and the levels 
were varied together. 

With the desired station on-frequency, data was taken with the 
two interfering stations at the following offsets with respect to the 
desired station: 10,010 cycles and 10,010 cycles; 10,012 cycles and 
10,008 cycles; 10,015 cycles and 10,005 cycles. The latter four offsets 
were determined by three observers as the most undesirable offsets for 
frequency variations of each of the three picture carriers of plus-or- 
minus 1.0 cycle and plus-or-minus 2.5 cycles. Tests were also made for 
the offsets producing the greatest degradation of the picture, 10,035 
cycles and 9,985 cycles. 

When the two interfering signals are at offsets slightly different 
from 10,010 cycles, a low-frequency beat is produced in the desired 
video signal. This beat causes the desired picture to flicker, and, at 
higher levels of the interfering signals, on some receivers the rasters 
move at a slow rate. 

Ten observers were tested on five receivers for the above conditions. 
Figure 13 gives the average tolerable ratio of the peak-of-sync level 
of the desired signal to the peak-of-sync level of one of the undesired 
signals (the levels of the two interfering signals were equal) versus 
the offset frequencies. There is an improvement of 10 decibels for the 
10,010-cycle offsets compared to the arrangement where one station 
is offset plus 10,035 cycles and the other minus 9,985 cycles. Improve- 
ments of 6 decibels and 5 decibels were measured for frequency 
stabilities of ±1 cycle and ±2.5 cycles on each of the three picture 
carriers. 

The distribution of the observers—improvement versus percentage 
of observers noting improvement-—is given in Figure 14. 

An on-frequency station and a station offset minus 10 kilocycles 
simultaneously interfering with a station offset plus 10 kilocycles cause 
wide dark and light lines in the picture. The appearance of the lines 
is the same as that produced at high levels of interference by the 
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Fig. 13—Ratio of desired carrier to each of two interfering carriers for 
tolerable interference. Average of ten observers. The desired picture was 

the sailboat scene; the interfering picture was color bars. 

second-order effects when one station offset 10 kilocycles interferes 
with an on-frequency station. These second-order effects are due 
mainly to the kinescope nonlinearity. For the three-station case, if 
the offsets are not exactly 10,010 cycles and 20,020 cycles the wide 
lines move through the picture. 

Three observers were tested to determine the offset frequencies 
which produced maximum degradation of the picture for frequency 
changes in the picture carriers of ±1 cycle and ±2.5 cycles. Tests were 
then made at offsets which were 10,010 cycles and 20,020 cycles; 10,012 

: <\x 
c 

( 

PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 
GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 14—Improvement in tolerable ratio for ten observers (average of five 
receivers) for two stations offset 10,010 cycles compared with offsets of 
10,035 cycles and 9,985 cycles. The desired picture was the sailboat scene; 

the two interfering pictures were color bars. 
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Fig. 15—Ratio of desired carrier to each of two interfering carriers for 
tolerable interference. Average of ten observers. The desired picture was 

the sailboat scene; the interfering pictures were color bars. 

cycles and 20,022 cycles; 10,005 cycles and 20,015 cycles. The offsets 
of 9,985 cycles and 19,995 cycles were also tested. 

Eesults for ten observers are given in Figure 15. An improvement 
of 13 decibels was obtained for offsets of 20,020 cycles and 10,010 
cycles compared to offsets of 19,995 cycles and 9,985 cycles. For carrier 

PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTING IMPROVEMENT 
GREATER THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 16—Improvement in tolerable ratio for ten observers (average of five 
receivers) for two stations offset 20,020 cycles and 10,010 cycles compared 
with offsets of 19,995 cycles and 9,985 cycles. The desired picture was the 

sailboat scene; the two interfering pictures were color bars. 
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frequency stabilities of ±2.5 cycles, the improvement is reduced to 10 
decibels. 

The improvement for offsets of 20,020 and 10,010 cycles compared 
to the 19,995 and 9,985 cycle offsets versus percentage of observers is 
given in Figure 16. 

Referring to Figures 13 and 15 and to the results for two stations, 
Figures 1, 2, 9 and 11, one can see that the method of adding two 
simultaneously interfering signals to determine their subjective effect 
depends on the offset frequency. If the interfering stations are offset 
10,010 cycles and 10,010 cycles or 10,010 cycles and 20,020 cycles, the 
two signals add approximately in a linear manner as indicated by the 
fact that the levels of the two interfering stations had to be reduced 
below the level of one station by 5 or 6 decibels to produce the same 
subjective effect. However, for the interfering stations offset 10,035 
cycles and 9,985 cycles, the levels of the two interfering stations had 
to be reduced below the level of one interfering station by 3 or 4 
decibels to produce the same subjective effect. When the interfering 
stations were offset 19,995 cycles and 9,985 cycles, it was necessary to 
reduce their levels by only 1 decibel below that of one interfering 
station. 

An On-Frequency Station Interfering with an On-Frequency Station 

The on-frequency tests were made to determine if it would be 
advantageous, in a network of several stations, to offset the on-fre- 
quency stations at some low offset frequency. The tests were not 
quantitative measurements of tolerable interference. The available 
laboratory setup could not provide two picture carriers at a small 
controllable frequency difference, so simulation was used. The simula- 
tion was not complete in that it was an analogue only for the case in 
which the interfering signal is an unmodulated carrier. It consisted 
of modulating a low-power transmitter with the sum of a video signal 
and a sine wave. The frequency of the sine wave was equal to the 
offset frequency. Observations were made by only one person. 

At a signal ratio of 26 decibels, observations were made at offset 
frequencies from 0.5 cycle to 4,000 cycles. A color receiver and a 
black-and-white receiver of the same manufacture, and three black- 
and-white receivers all of different manufacture were viewed simul- 
taneously. For a frequency tolerance on the offset frequency of ±2 
cycles, an offset of ±2 cycles was better than any of the offset fre- 
quencies up to 4,000 cycles. The even multiples of frame frequency 
were better than the odd multiples. Offsets equal to an odd multiple 
of frame frequency produced a bad flicker on some of the receivers. 
A spot check of a few offset frequencies approximately half-way 
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between an odd and an even multiple of frame frequency showed these 
offsets caused a greater degradation than the odd multiple offsets. 

Based on these tests, one might conclude that on-frequency opera- 
tion is better than operating at a low-frequency offset. However, the 
extrapolation of these results to the case of color transmissions received 
on color receivers is of questionable value. It was possible to syn- 
chronize the picture carriers, and tests were made using independent 
modulations on the two picture carriers. Ten observers were tested 
for tolerable interference. A color receiver and two black-and-white 
receivers were used. The desired picture was the "sailboat scene" and 
the interfering picture was color bars. Tests were made for the 
following three conditions: (1) The synchronizing signals for each 
of the video signals were locked to independent color subcarriers. The 
frequency difference between the color subcarriers was 17 cycles. (2) 
The conditions were the same except that the color subcarriers differed 
in frequency by one cycle. (3) The sync generator of the interfering 
signal was locked to the power line and the frequency difference be- 
tween the color subcarriers was approximately one cycle. The results 
of these tests are given in Table I from which it is seen that when 
the frame frequencies are different, the results check approximately 
with the 32.4 decibels obtained by JTAC, in 1949, for synchronous 
operation.2 The 44.4 decibels obtained for the color receiver, for the 
condition of two color signals with color subcarriers differing by 1 cycle, 
and the sync generators locked to the color subcarrier is no worse 
than the 44.6 decibels found by JTAC for nonsynchronous operation. 

For the conditions of test number 2, at high levels of interference, 
the color picture changed from monochrome to color at a slow rate. 
At low levels of interference, the red portion (the man's red cap against 
a blue background) of the picture changed in intensity and saturation 
at a slow rate. For the monochrome receivers the observers required 
only a 20-decibel ratio for tolerable interference. If the interfering 
modulation had been moving pictures the tolerable ratio would prob- 
ably have been larger. 

Tests have been made at the Federal Communications Commission 
Laboratory3 by means of simulation. The simulation consisted of 
adding, at the video amplifier of the receiver, a low-frequency sine 
wave to the video signal. These tests are more complete in that quan- 
titative measurements were made with five observers at various offset 

2 "Comments on the Proposed Allocations of Television Broadcast Serv- 
ices," Proceedings of JTAC, Vol. 4, September 26, 1949. 

3 L. C. Middlekamp, "Reduction of Co-channel Television Interference 
by Very Precise Offset Carrier Frequency," Trans. I.R.E. PGBTS, Decem- 
ber, 1958. 
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frequencies from 150 cycles to 450 cycles. The results show an im- 
provement, at an even multiple of frame frequency, of 14 decibels for 
a stability of ±1 cycle of the offset frequency, or a stability of 
±0.5 cycle of the picture carriers. This is a stability of 6 parts in 10" 
for the low VHF channels and 2.5 parts in 109 for the high VHF 
channels. These stabilities are easily attained with commercially 
available oscillators. At 890 megacycles this is a stability of 6 parts 
in 1010. The units which are installed at WRCA-TV (New York) and 
WRC-TV (Washington, D. C.) were tested at the laboratory for a 
three-day period. There were 12-hour periods when the ambient 
temperature stayed within 2 degrees; during these periods the relative 

Table I—Tolerable Ratio (Average of Ten Observers) for 
Synchronous Carrier Operation 

TEST CONDITIONS 
Color 

Receiver 
21-inch 

Monochrome 
Receiver "A" 

21-inch 

Monochrome 
Receiver "B" 

17-inch 

Sync generators locked to color 
subcarriers. Frequency difference 
between color subcarriers equal 
to 17 cycles. 

33 db 23.6 db 27.3 db 

Same as above except for a 1 
cycle frequency difference be- 
tween the color subcarriers. 

44.4 db 19.5 db 20.5 db 

Sync generator of desired signal 
locked to the color subcarrier. 
Sync generator of interfering sig- 
nal locked to the power line. Fre- 
quency difference between color 
subcarriers equal to 1 cycle. 

39.3 db 29.0 db 30.1 db 

stability was at least 3 parts in 1010, which was the accuracy of the 
method of measurement. Better temperature stability could have been 
achieved if the units had been provided with a fine adjustment to 
align the operating temperature with the crystal-frequency-versus- 
temperature characteristic. The oven bridge used for controlling the 
oven temperature was designed to operate at approximately the nomi- 
nal operating temperature specified by the crystal manufacturer. 

Crystal oscillators have been made4 with a relative stability of 1 
part in 1010 per day. Presently available atomic standards have a 
stability of 5 parts in 1010. 

4 Norman Lea, "A Quartz Servo Oscillator," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 46, 
p. 1835, November, 1958. 
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L. C. Middlekamp3 points out the possibility of offsetting the 
on-frequency stations at a low-frequency difference equal to an even 
multiple of frame frequency, and if this is done then all stations will 
be offset at a frequency equal to an even multiple of frame frequency. 

As pointed out previously, the on-frequency tests have been too 
limited to make quantitative conclusions for color transmissions re- 
ceived on color receivers. However, if precise frequency control is 
applied to the present television system and the on-frequency stations 
are operated on frequency and on color frame frequency, there would 
be a large improvement on all receivers for monochrome transmissions. 
There would be an improvement for color transmissions on the mono- 
chrome receivers and more complete tests may show an improvement 
on the color receivers. However, it appears the on-frequency stations 
should be offset at a low frequency equal to an even multiple of frame 
frequency. 
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